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From genbook at gmail.com Mon Oct 3 14:19:55 2016
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Mon, 3 Oct 2016 14:19:55 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] speaker on a specfic subject
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhUQFm7E=x4RgUZWmJG6CekwHr+pp_v1GCKE81rrmSj=mA@mail.gmail.com>
My local library research council has had requests for a speaker on "rubber
sheeting" maps, which is basically an overlaying GIS process using
(sometimes) Google Earth. I attended a seminar back in 2010 given by Dr.
Robert Jones of Skidmore College. I was wondering if anyone has any
suggestions for other persons closer to Rochester NY whom we could ask for
such a presentation.
Larry Naukam
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161003/
fac36ba0/attachment.html>
From colby at uncleremus.org Mon Oct 3 16:28:47 2016
From: colby at uncleremus.org (Colby Hunter)
Date: Mon, 3 Oct 2016 16:28:47 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] FREE for postage
Message-ID: <006101d21db4$be9832d0$3bc89870$@org>
Today we had a patron donate a 1956 yearbook for Marquette University in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Since we are in Georgia this is out of our genealogy
collection scope. If anyone wants it let me know. It's free for postage.

Colby

Colby Hunter
Library Manager
Eatonton-Putnam County Library
309 N Madison Ave
Eatonton, Georgia 31024
(706)485-6768 (p)
(706)485-5896 (f)

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161003/09bd814c/
attachment.html>
From MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov Fri Oct 7 10:37:14 2016
From: MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov (Margaret Chatraw)

Date: Fri, 7 Oct 2016 09:37:14 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Older genealogical periodicals
Message-ID:
<1F3ED4DE20466B4B8CC3DF28EC6A622132D9AB06C4@SRCEMAIL.co.santarosa.fl.us>
We are cataloging our genealogical periodicals and I'd like your input. Below is a
list of the ones I'm in question about retaining because of their age. Many of
these are very old. Which would you retain and which would you discard? Do you use
dates of issues to decide whether to retain or discard? If use by patrons was the
only criteria, they would all be discarded.
Ancestry magazine
Family chronicle magazine
Genealogical helper
Genealogy bulletin
Heritage quest

Thank you for your input.
Margaret Chatraw
Youth Services/Genealogy Coordinator
Santa Rosa County Library System
6275 Dogwood Drive | Milton, FL 32570
P: 850.981.READ | F: 850.626.3085
www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries>
Help us improve our customer service with this short
survey<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/customerservice>.
_____________________________________
Margaret Chatraw
Youth Services/Genealogy Coordinator
Santa Rosa County Library System
6275 Dogwood Drive | Milton, FL 32570
P: 850.981.READ | F: 850.626.3085
www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries>
Help us improve our customer service with this short
survey<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/customerservice>.
________________________________
Florida has a very broad public records law. Under Florida law, both the content of
emails and email addresses are public records. If you do not want the content of
your email or your email address released in response to a public records request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone
or in person.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161007/88c41caf/

attachment-0001.html>
From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Fri Oct 7 10:49:48 2016
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Fri, 7 Oct 2016 09:49:48 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Older genealogical periodicals
In-Reply-To:
<1F3ED4DE20466B4B8CC3DF28EC6A622132D9AB06C4@SRCEMAIL.co.santarosa.fl.us>
References:
<1F3ED4DE20466B4B8CC3DF28EC6A622132D9AB06C4@SRCEMAIL.co.santarosa.fl.us>
Message-ID: <CANLxXLEiDbUJLRfMrPsyZ5o6LH245L8WiSWSbQqQWTCPnAqKOQ@mail.gmail.com>
Discard ones that are mostly "how to"--newer is better for that. Keep
periodicals that have actual genealogical info in them. Of the ones you
list, I might keep Genealogical Helper, since that includes a lot of
researcher queries--out of date, but I've found some clues in the past that
way, even if the original poster was no longer reachable. I am not familiar
with Genealogy Bulletin, but I'd probably dump the others, especially if
space is an issue (and when is it not?).
I usually also check (in general) to see if anything I am thinking of
discarding might be available digitally, or at another local repository.
Martha Grenzeback

|

Librarian

W. Dale Clark
*Main Library*215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org
<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<http://omahalibrary.wordpress.com/>
<http://instagram.com/omahalibrary>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
*What I am reading?*The Masked City, *by Genevieve Cogman*
On Fri, Oct 7, 2016 at 9:37 AM, Margaret Chatraw <MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov
> wrote:
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We are cataloging our genealogical periodicals and I?d like your input.
Below is a list of the ones I?m in question about retaining because of
their age. Many of these are very old. Which would you retain and which
would you discard? Do you use dates of issues to decide whether to retain
or discard? If use by patrons was the only criteria, they would all be
discarded.

Ancestry magazine
Family chronicle magazine
Genealogical helper
Genealogy bulletin
Heritage quest
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Thank you for your input.

Margaret Chatraw
Youth Services/Genealogy Coordinator
Santa Rosa County Library System
6275 Dogwood Drive | Milton, FL 32570
P: 850.981.READ | F: 850.626.3085
www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries

Help us improve our customer service with this short survey
<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/customerservice>.

*_____________________________________*
Margaret Chatraw
Youth Services/Genealogy Coordinator
Santa Rosa County Library System
6275 Dogwood Drive | Milton, FL 32570
P: 850.981.READ | F: 850.626.3085
www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries

Help us improve our customer service with this short survey
<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/customerservice>.

-----------------------------Florida has a very broad public records law. Under Florida law, both the
content of emails and email addresses are public records. If you do not
want the content of your email or your email address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in person.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161007/3d96a491/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: facebook500.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3703 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161007/3d96a491/
attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: wordpress.png
Type: image/png
Size: 4161 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161007/3d96a491/
attachment-0001.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: instagram.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3824 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161007/3d96a491/
attachment-0002.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: flickr.png
Type: image/png
Size: 844 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161007/3d96a491/
attachment-0003.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: twitter.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3778 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161007/3d96a491/
attachment-0004.png>
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Fri Oct 7 10:57:33 2016
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Fri, 7 Oct 2016 14:57:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Older genealogical periodicals
In-Reply-To: <CANLxXLEiDbUJLRfMrPsyZ5o6LH245L8WiSWSbQqQWTCPnAqKOQ@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<1F3ED4DE20466B4B8CC3DF28EC6A622132D9AB06C4@SRCEMAIL.co.santarosa.fl.us>
<CANLxXLEiDbUJLRfMrPsyZ5o6LH245L8WiSWSbQqQWTCPnAqKOQ@mail.gmail.com>

Message-ID:
<DM2PR09MB0272A6164DF47FE3AF70B6C4D8C60@DM2PR09MB0272.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
If you have time to fool with it, offer your discards on the list for postage or
postage/handling in case someone wants to fill in gaps in a collection. A larger
library may want to have the periodicals indexed in PERSI.
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Martha Grenzeback (LIB)
Sent: Friday, October 07, 2016 10:50 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Older genealogical periodicals
Discard ones that are mostly "how to"--newer is better for that. Keep periodicals
that have actual genealogical info in them. Of the ones you list, I might keep
Genealogical Helper, since that includes a lot of researcher queries--out of date,
but I've found some clues in the past that way, even if the original poster was no
longer reachable. I am not familiar with Genealogy Bulletin, but I'd probably dump
the others, especially if space is an issue (and when is it not?).
I usually also check (in general) to see if anything I am thinking of discarding
might be available digitally, or at another local repository.
Martha Grenzeback

|

Librarian

W. Dale Clark Main Library
215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org<mailto:mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org>
402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org<http://omahalibrary.org/>

|

[cid:image001.png at 01D22089.98B36DF0]<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
[cid:image002.png at 01D22089.98B36DF0] <https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
[cid:image003.png at 01D22089.98B36DF0] <http://omahalibrary.wordpress.com/>
[cid:image004.png at 01D22089.98B36DF0] <http://instagram.com/omahalibrary>
[cid:image005.png at 01D22089.98B36DF0]
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
What I am reading?The Masked City, by Genevieve Cogman
On Fri, Oct 7, 2016 at 9:37 AM, Margaret Chatraw <MargaretC at
santarosa.fl.gov<mailto:MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov>> wrote:
We are cataloging our genealogical periodicals and I?d like your input. Below is a
list of the ones I?m in question about retaining because of their age. Many of
these are very old. Which would you retain and which would you discard? Do you use
dates of issues to decide whether to retain or discard? If use by patrons was the
only criteria, they would all be discarded.
Ancestry magazine
Family chronicle magazine

Genealogical helper
Genealogy bulletin
Heritage quest

Thank you for your input.
Margaret Chatraw
Youth Services/Genealogy Coordinator
Santa Rosa County Library System
6275 Dogwood Drive | Milton, FL 32570
P: 850.981.READ | F: 850.626.3085<tel:850.626.3085>
www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries>
Help us improve our customer service with this short
survey<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/customerservice>.
_____________________________________
Margaret Chatraw
Youth Services/Genealogy Coordinator
Santa Rosa County Library System
6275 Dogwood Drive | Milton, FL 32570
P: 850.981.READ | F: 850.626.3085<tel:850.626.3085>
www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries>
Help us improve our customer service with this short
survey<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/customerservice>.
________________________________
Florida has a very broad public records law. Under Florida law, both the content of
emails and email addresses are public records. If you do not want the content of
your email or your email address released in response to a public records request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone
or in person.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161007/
ef9e8e79/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3703 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161007/
ef9e8e79/attachment.png>

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3778 bytes
Desc: image002.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161007/
ef9e8e79/attachment-0001.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image003.png
Type: image/png
Size: 4161 bytes
Desc: image003.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161007/
ef9e8e79/attachment-0002.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image004.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3824 bytes
Desc: image004.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161007/
ef9e8e79/attachment-0003.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image005.png
Type: image/png
Size: 844 bytes
Desc: image005.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161007/
ef9e8e79/attachment-0004.png>
From genbook at gmail.com Fri Oct 7 11:00:51 2016
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Fri, 7 Oct 2016 11:00:51 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Older genealogical periodicals
In-Reply-To:
<DM2PR09MB0272A6164DF47FE3AF70B6C4D8C60@DM2PR09MB0272.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<1F3ED4DE20466B4B8CC3DF28EC6A622132D9AB06C4@SRCEMAIL.co.santarosa.fl.us>
<CANLxXLEiDbUJLRfMrPsyZ5o6LH245L8WiSWSbQqQWTCPnAqKOQ@mail.gmail.com>
<DM2PR09MB0272A6164DF47FE3AF70B6C4D8C60@DM2PR09MB0272.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhWye=O3RUodPFPz3TL-H4gFdWyP_WCT9W+d72vzCCPUZg@mail.gmail.com>
Some of those might already be available digitally - I know that
Genealogical Helper is. Thing is, you never know what might be useful.
Think about the Boston Transcript, which was decades out of date but was
heavily used when I was working. Check WorldCat to see who has them
cataloged and where they might be available.
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
Digital Public Library of America
Community Representative

On Fri, Oct 7, 2016 at 10:57 AM, Scouras, Susan C <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov>
wrote:
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If you have time to fool with it, offer your discards on the list for
postage or postage/handling in case someone wants to fill in gaps in a
collection. A larger library may want to have the periodicals indexed in
PERSI.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV

25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Martha Grenzeback (LIB)
*Sent:* Friday, October 07, 2016 10:50 AM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Older genealogical periodicals

Discard ones that are mostly "how to"--newer is better for that. Keep
periodicals that have actual genealogical info in them. Of the ones you
list, I might keep Genealogical Helper, since that includes a lot of
researcher queries--out of date, but I've found some clues in the past that
way, even if the original poster was no longer reachable. I am not familiar
with Genealogy Bulletin, but I'd probably dump the others, especially if
space is an issue (and when is it not?).

I usually also check (in general) to see if anything I am thinking of
discarding might be available digitally, or at another local repository.
Martha Grenzeback

|

Librarian

W. Dale Clark *Main Library*
215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org
<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<http://omahalibrary.wordpress.com/>
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<http://instagram.com/omahalibrary>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
*What I am reading?*The Masked City, *by Genevieve Cogman*

On Fri, Oct 7, 2016 at 9:37 AM, Margaret Chatraw <
MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov> wrote:
We are cataloging our genealogical periodicals and I?d like your input.
Below is a list of the ones I?m in question about retaining because of
their age. Many of these are very old. Which would you retain and which
would you discard? Do you use dates of issues to decide whether to retain
or discard? If use by patrons was the only criteria, they would all be
discarded.

Ancestry magazine
Family chronicle magazine
Genealogical helper
Genealogy bulletin
Heritage quest

Thank you for your input.

Margaret Chatraw
Youth Services/Genealogy Coordinator
Santa Rosa County Library System
6275 Dogwood Drive | Milton, FL 32570
P: 850.981.READ | F: 850.626.3085
www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries

Help us improve our customer service with this short survey
<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/customerservice>.

*_____________________________________*
Margaret Chatraw

> Youth Services/Genealogy Coordinator
>
> Santa Rosa County Library System
>
> 6275 Dogwood Drive | Milton, FL 32570
>
> P: 850.981.READ | F: 850.626.3085
>
> www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries
>
>
>
> Help us improve our customer service with this short survey
> <http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/customerservice>.
>
>
>
>
> ----------------------------->
> Florida has a very broad public records law. Under Florida law, both the
> content of emails and email addresses are public records. If you do not
> want the content of your email or your email address released in response
> to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
> Instead, contact this office by phone or in person.
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161007/538dd751/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3778 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161007/538dd751/
attachment-0005.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3703 bytes
Desc: not available

URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161007/538dd751/
attachment-0006.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image003.png
Type: image/png
Size: 4161 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161007/538dd751/
attachment-0007.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image004.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3824 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161007/538dd751/
attachment-0008.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image005.png
Type: image/png
Size: 844 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161007/538dd751/
attachment-0009.png>
From rosef at post.tau.ac.il Fri Oct 7 11:26:19 2016
From: rosef at post.tau.ac.il (Rose Feldman)
Date: Fri, 07 Oct 2016 18:26:19 +0300
Subject: [Genealib] The AID (All Israel Databases) has grown again and now
contains over 830, 000 records!
Message-ID: <20161007182619.Horde.4J2yZzpRoYRX976b4i7l99A@webmail.tau.ac.il>
I invite you to read about them
http://genealogy.org.il/2016/10/06/additional-material-available-aid/
and you can see the ppt at
http://www.slideshare.net/igra3/igra-release-sep-oct-2016
We are will be celebrating Jewish Genealogy month during November. It
is according to the Jewish calendar.
This is our main event.
http://genealogy.org.il/?p=7403&preview=1&_ppp=e0168e55a2
We will also have a webinar about immigration to Israel, and a special
presentation of various databases in our collection dealing with
immigration to Israel from the late 19th century on.
Sincerely yours,
Rose Feldman
Israel Genealogy Research Association
http://genealogy.org.il

http:/facebook.com/israelgenealogy
Keep up to date on archives, databases and genealogy in general and
Jewish and Israeli roots in particular with
http://twitter.com/JewDataGenGirl
From cheryls at plano.gov Mon Oct 10 16:38:18 2016
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Mon, 10 Oct 2016 20:38:18 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Preserving old Wallpaper (circa 1906)
Message-ID:
<DM5PR09MB15313248DD57CB1C80146097ACDB0@DM5PR09MB1531.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
I know of several websites I can go to for assistance about preservation. I would
like to talk to someone who might have preserved old wallpaper or know what I can
do. I'm really excited about having this wallpaper plus the letters and photos the
construction/remodeling people found in this old home of Plano, Texas.
Thank you for any help. Please contact me at cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at
plano.gov> or call me at 972-769-4240.
Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
[cid:image002.png at 01D2230C.51B6CD40]
Plano Public
Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov/>

Connect with Plano
[cid:image004.png at 01D2230C.51B6CD40]<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161010/774a6e2b/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part --------------

A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.png
Type: image/png
Size: 6605 bytes
Desc: image002.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161010/774a6e2b/
attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image004.png
Type: image/png
Size: 14834 bytes
Desc: image004.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161010/774a6e2b/
attachment-0001.png>
From tluscombe at ci.greenville.tx.us Tue Oct 11 09:26:57 2016
From: tluscombe at ci.greenville.tx.us (Luscombe Tracy)
Date: Tue, 11 Oct 2016 13:26:57 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage
Message-ID:
<MWHPR09MB132502525955BDAD0554ADFDADDA0@MWHPR09MB1325.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Wills & Inventories of Lincoln County Tennessee 1810-1921 by Helen C. & Timothy R
Marsh (paper cover)
The Reconstructed 1790 Census of Georgia: substitutes for Georgia's Lost 1790
Census by Marie De Lamar & Elisabeth Rothstein (hard cover)
Tracy Luscombe
Library Director
W. Walworth Harrison Public Library
Greenville, TX 75401
903-457-2959
tluscombe at ci.greenville.tx.us
This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the
individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if
you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information
could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or
contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for any errors or
omissions in the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a hard-copy version.
ATTENTION PUBLIC OFFICIALS! A "Reply to All" of this e-mail could lead to
violations of the Texas Open Meetings Act. Please reply only to the sender.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161011/
a90dac22/attachment.html>
From tluscombe at ci.greenville.tx.us Tue Oct 11 09:41:37 2016
From: tluscombe at ci.greenville.tx.us (Luscombe Tracy)
Date: Tue, 11 Oct 2016 13:41:37 +0000

Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage - Taken
Message-ID:
<MWHPR09MB13254E3B1E99A8886A599EDBADDA0@MWHPR09MB1325.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
They have been claimed.
Tracy Luscombe
Library Director
W. Walworth Harrison Public Library
Greenville, TX
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Luscombe Tracy
Sent: Tuesday, October 11, 2016 8:27 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage
Wills & Inventories of Lincoln County Tennessee 1810-1921 by Helen C. & Timothy R
Marsh (paper cover)
The Reconstructed 1790 Census of Georgia: substitutes for Georgia's Lost 1790
Census by Marie De Lamar & Elisabeth Rothstein (hard cover)
Tracy Luscombe
Library Director
W. Walworth Harrison Public Library
Greenville, TX 75401
903-457-2959
tluscombe at ci.greenville.tx.us
This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the
individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if
you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information
could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or
contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for any errors or
omissions in the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a hard-copy version.
ATTENTION PUBLIC OFFICIALS! A "Reply to All" of this e-mail could lead to
violations of the Texas Open Meetings Act. Please reply only to the sender.
This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the
individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if
you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information
could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or
contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for any errors or
omissions in the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a hard-copy version.
ATTENTION PUBLIC OFFICIALS! A "Reply to All" of this e-mail could lead to
violations of the Texas Open Meetings Act. Please reply only to the sender.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161011/
b2459ed7/attachment.html>

From tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us Tue Oct 11 09:55:20 2016
From: tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us (Tom Hobbs)
Date: Tue, 11 Oct 2016 08:55:20 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage
In-Reply-To:
<MWHPR09MB132502525955BDAD0554ADFDADDA0@MWHPR09MB1325.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<MWHPR09MB132502525955BDAD0554ADFDADDA0@MWHPR09MB1325.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <0b344c25-830c-772b-2b1a-1e0f6d3f3a33@dadeco.lib.mo.us>
Would love to have them t
On 10/11/2016 8:26 AM, Luscombe Tracy wrote:
>
> Wills & Inventories of Lincoln County Tennessee 1810-1921 by Helen C.
> & Timothy R Marsh (paper cover)
>
> The Reconstructed 1790 Census of Georgia: substitutes for Georgia?s
> Lost 1790 Census by Marie De Lamar & Elisabeth Rothstein (hard cover)
>
> Tracy Luscombe
>
> Library Director
>
> W. Walworth Harrison Public Library
>
> Greenville, TX 75401
>
> 903-457-2959
>
> tluscombe at ci.greenville.tx.us
>
> This message contains confidential information and is intended only
> for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you
> should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify
> the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
> mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. E-mail transmission
> cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could
> be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete,
> or contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for
> any errors or omissions in the contents of this message, which arise
> as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required please
> request a hard-copy version. ATTENTION PUBLIC OFFICIALS! A "Reply to
> All" of this e-mail could lead to violations of the Texas Open
> Meetings Act. Please reply only to the sender.
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161011/83b86859/
attachment.html>

From mwagner at irclibrary.org Wed Oct 12 14:08:04 2016
From: mwagner at irclibrary.org (Michelle Wagner)
Date: Wed, 12 Oct 2016 14:08:04 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Questions re: Foreign Historical Materials (Books)
Message-ID: <CADNHc9f=G8xBO9bbu3k7arhOdaPbUgi9XLfiwnu++RGpY6ZVig@mail.gmail.com>
Hello,
I wanted to find out what other libraries do with foreign
historical/genealogical material mainly books. I have several books that
have been donated and they are written in Dutch.
Would any of you like them for postage?
*Michelle Wagner, B.A.*
*Indian River County Main Library*
*Archive Center and Genealogy Department*
*1600 21st Street, **Vero Beach, FL 32960*
*772-770-5060 ext. 5*
*Email: mwagner at irclibrary.org <mwagner at irclibrary.org>*
*Website: **http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
<http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>*

*Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this
entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161012/0b4935b2/
attachment.html>
From jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org Wed Oct 12 15:08:04 2016
From: jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Wed, 12 Oct 2016 13:08:04 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Questions re: Foreign Historical Materials (Books)
In-Reply-To: <CADNHc9f=G8xBO9bbu3k7arhOdaPbUgi9XLfiwnu++RGpY6ZVig@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CADNHc9f=G8xBO9bbu3k7arhOdaPbUgi9XLfiwnu++RGpY6ZVig@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CA+WiaXXTdrA=r74WNtLWJm1L5wQ3NzwEqs=8tiE3eOh0g7ifCA@mail.gmail.com>
Do they fit into your written collection development policy? Do you have a
community that will use this material? If not then what library should you
offer this material?
James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

On Wed, Oct 12, 2016 at 12:08 PM, Michelle Wagner <mwagner at irclibrary.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello,
I wanted to find out what other libraries do with foreign
historical/genealogical material mainly books. I have several books that
have been donated and they are written in Dutch.
Would any of you like them for postage?
*Michelle Wagner, B.A.*
*Indian River County Main Library*
*Archive Center and Genealogy Department*
*1600 21st Street, **Vero Beach, FL 32960*
*772-770-5060 ext. 5 <772-770-5060%20ext.%205>*
*Email: mwagner at irclibrary.org <mwagner at irclibrary.org>*
*Website: **http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
<http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>*

*Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this
entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

--------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161012/
da58e795/attachment.html>
From mwagner at irclibrary.org

Wed Oct 12 15:19:43 2016

From: mwagner at irclibrary.org (Michelle Wagner)
Date: Wed, 12 Oct 2016 15:19:43 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Questions re: Foreign Historical Materials (Books)
In-Reply-To: <CA+WiaXXTdrA=r74WNtLWJm1L5wQ3NzwEqs=8tiE3eOh0g7ifCA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CADNHc9f=G8xBO9bbu3k7arhOdaPbUgi9XLfiwnu++RGpY6ZVig@mail.gmail.com>
<CA+WiaXXTdrA=r74WNtLWJm1L5wQ3NzwEqs=8tiE3eOh0g7ifCA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CADNHc9f-tJJwTewHZQHq93fz+xbWcs8Wms4z9VWNXo8KF937kQ@mail.gmail.com>
Hi James,
Here are the questions you asked with the answers.
Do they fit into your written collection development policy? No
Do you have a community that will use this material? No

?

We are looking for a library that would be interested. Any suggestions?
Michelle Wagner
*Michelle Wagner, B.A.*
*Indian River County Main Library*
*Archive Center and Genealogy Department*
*1600 21st Street, **Vero Beach, FL 32960*
*772-770-5060 ext. 5*
*Email: mwagner at irclibrary.org <mwagner at irclibrary.org>*
*Website: **http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
<http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>*

*Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this
entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

On Wed, Oct 12, 2016 at 3:08 PM, James Jeffrey <jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Do they fit into your written collection development policy? Do you have a
community that will use this material? If not then what library should you
offer this material?
James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist

> Western History and Genealogy
> Denver Public Library
>
>
>
> On Wed, Oct 12, 2016 at 12:08 PM, Michelle Wagner <mwagner at irclibrary.org>
> wrote:
>
>> Hello,
>> I wanted to find out what other libraries do with foreign
>> historical/genealogical material mainly books. I have several books that
>> have been donated and they are written in Dutch.
>>
>> Would any of you like them for postage?
>>
>> *Michelle Wagner, B.A.*
>>
>> *Indian River County Main Library*
>>
>> *Archive Center and Genealogy Department*
>>
>> *1600 21st Street, **Vero Beach, FL 32960*
>>
>> *772-770-5060 ext. 5 <772-770-5060%20ext.%205>*
>>
>> *Email: mwagner at irclibrary.org <mwagner at irclibrary.org>*
>>
>> *Website: **http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
>> <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>*
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> *Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
>> are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
>> response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this
>> entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161012/10413f67/
attachment.html>
From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Wed Oct 12 15:56:02 2016
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Wed, 12 Oct 2016 14:56:02 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Questions re: Foreign Historical Materials (Books)
In-Reply-To: <CADNHc9f-tJJwTewHZQHq93fz+xbWcs8Wms4z9VWNXo8KF937kQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CADNHc9f=G8xBO9bbu3k7arhOdaPbUgi9XLfiwnu++RGpY6ZVig@mail.gmail.com>
<CA+WiaXXTdrA=r74WNtLWJm1L5wQ3NzwEqs=8tiE3eOh0g7ifCA@mail.gmail.com>
<CADNHc9f-tJJwTewHZQHq93fz+xbWcs8Wms4z9VWNXo8KF937kQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CANLxXLHLzFuTiEsJHboY_K1gXwnUHBGPAwnD-uEWqs_hXebSfg@mail.gmail.com>
You might want to include a list of the books?

Martha Grenzeback

|

Librarian

W. Dale Clark
*Main Library*215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org
<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<http://omahalibrary.wordpress.com/>
<http://instagram.com/omahalibrary>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
*What I am reading?*Have Space Suit -- Will Travel, *by Robert Heinlein*
On Wed, Oct 12, 2016 at 2:19 PM, Michelle Wagner <mwagner at irclibrary.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi James,
Here are the questions you asked with the answers.
Do they fit into your written collection development policy? No
Do you have a community that will use this material? No

?

We are looking for a library that would be interested. Any suggestions?
Michelle Wagner
*Michelle Wagner, B.A.*
*Indian River County Main Library*
*Archive Center and Genealogy Department*
*1600 21st Street, **Vero Beach, FL 32960*
*772-770-5060 ext. 5 <772-770-5060%20ext.%205>*
*Email: mwagner at irclibrary.org <mwagner at irclibrary.org>*

> *Website: **http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
> <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>*
>
>
>
>
> *Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
> are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
> response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this
> entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> On Wed, Oct 12, 2016 at 3:08 PM, James Jeffrey <jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org
> > wrote:
>
>> Do they fit into your written collection development policy? Do you have
>> a community that will use this material? If not then what library should
>> you offer this material?
>>
>> James K. Jeffrey
>> Genealogy Specialist
>> Western History and Genealogy
>> Denver Public Library
>>
>>
>>
>> On Wed, Oct 12, 2016 at 12:08 PM, Michelle Wagner <mwagner at irclibrary.org
>> > wrote:
>>
>>> Hello,
>>> I wanted to find out what other libraries do with foreign
>>> historical/genealogical material mainly books. I have several books that
>>> have been donated and they are written in Dutch.
>>>
>>> Would any of you like them for postage?
>>>
>>> *Michelle Wagner, B.A.*
>>>
>>> *Indian River County Main Library*
>>>
>>> *Archive Center and Genealogy Department*
>>>
>>> *1600 21st Street, **Vero Beach, FL 32960*
>>>
>>> *772-770-5060 ext. 5 <772-770-5060%20ext.%205>*
>>>
>>> *Email: mwagner at irclibrary.org <mwagner at irclibrary.org>*
>>>
>>> *Website: **http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
>>> <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>*

>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> *Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail
>>> addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address
>>> released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic
>>> mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>>
>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161012/6a5fac75/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: wordpress.png
Type: image/png
Size: 4161 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161012/6a5fac75/
attachment-0005.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: facebook500.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3703 bytes
Desc: not available

URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161012/6a5fac75/
attachment-0006.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: instagram.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3824 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161012/6a5fac75/
attachment-0007.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: flickr.png
Type: image/png
Size: 844 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161012/6a5fac75/
attachment-0008.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: twitter.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3778 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161012/6a5fac75/
attachment-0009.png>
From kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov Wed Oct 12 16:11:50 2016
From: kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov (Kathleen Poznick)
Date: Wed, 12 Oct 2016 20:11:50 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 157, Issue 3
In-Reply-To: <mailman.128436.1476302205.12941.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.128436.1476302205.12941.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<BN6PR09MB12491C114B5143BB810A1764C0DD0@BN6PR09MB1249.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
My cousin had a newspaper printed on wallpaper near the end of the Civil War. She
took it to a frame shop and had double sided glass put on it. Of course this was
for a private home rather than a library. :)
Kathleen Poznick
Children's Services/Genealogy
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4258
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Wed Oct 12 16:45:49 2016
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Wed, 12 Oct 2016 20:45:49 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (October 2016)
Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11AB0954AE@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
October 2016

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC),
Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton
Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email: relic2 at
pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>.
To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on What's New in
RELIC. <http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/RELIC-news.aspx>
You may notice some changes in RELIC if you haven't visited for a while. As we
work to make your time in RELIC more enjoyable and productive, we evaluate
materials in the collection and remove or replace those that have outlived their
usefulness.
We have recently rearranged some portions of the collection - Now
most of our materials dealing with the Civil War in Virginia are shelved outside
the RELIC room, near the microfilm cabinets. Biographies have been returned to the
end of the 900s. This has allowed a little extra room on shelves in RELIC, and
some space near the entrance for more displays.
Some Prince William materials which see infrequent use (such as most manuscripts)
are stored in a county storage facility. If you want something in our catalog that
shows availability as "offsite storage," you need to contact us ahead of your visit
so that it can be retrieved for you.
We want your experience to be as pleasant as
possible. Please let us know what we can do to make that so.
Please note that RELIC and Bull Run Regional Library will be closed from December 4
to 17 for the installation of new carpeting.

RELIC PROGRAMS
Here are our latest offerings. Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided by
the Friends of Bull Run Library.* To be notified of upcoming library programs and
activities, you may sign up for the PWPLS
newsletter<http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/manage/optin?v=001YnEr2tp_8MocsVWgrYD4wElgrjOevRKtHQIzFVr2mL8jwNTGUVexrk1OGaDXJog6MAHjYWUEEdliRdsyxdhda66
wqtziUtfP_a6ucZf0kYbYjcU9i5QMDIKxOEluFt0lWDzpY1n6GD2O_KxNRFumT9hQudivErhO8BrVRY7YzzPchWBV_rlExCh7DkhbwsyPwHY0O
kBvihONJrFcPP8xaU-qYt1jO0>.
Unless otherwise stated, all the following programs will take place at the
community room at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA.
Programs may last from 60 to 90 minutes. You may register for any of these
programs at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>.
You may also register online at RELIC
Programs<http://pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/RELIC-programs.aspx> by
clicking on the program date.
Oct. 20, 11 a.m. - Genealogy Resources Demonstration, with Don Wilson.
Oct. 25, 7 p.m. - An Introduction to DNA Testing for Genealogy, with Shannon CombsBennett.*
Nov. 1, 7 p.m. - Genealogy 201: Beyond the Basics, with Tish Como.
Nov. 17, 11 a.m. - Autosomal DNA for Genealogy: Make Your Results Matter, with Jim
Bartlett.
Nov. 29, 7 p.m. - The Myths and Mysteries of Virginia History, with Charlie Grymes.
Jan. 19, 11 a.m. - Genealogy 101: Getting Started, with Tish Como.
Jan. 24, 7 p.m. - The Challenges and Rewards of Researching Virginia Families, with
Darlene Hunter.

Feb. 15, 11 a.m. - Genealogy Resources of the DAR Library, with Stacie Newton.
Feb. 28, 7 p.m. - American Atlas: The Leadership of George Washington, with Dr.
Peter Henriques.*

GENEALOGY RESOURCES DEMONSTRATION
Presented by Don Wilson
Many useful genealogy databases and resources are available for free.
Some
require the use of your library card. Learn more about them from RELIC's Don
Wilson. Don will show you how to find them and put them to use, whether you are
looking for living relatives or remote ancestors.
This program will be presented on Thursday, October 20, at 11 a.m., at Bull Run
Library. To register for this free event, please call (703) 792-4540 or contact
relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>. You may also register at RELIC
Programs<http://pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/RELIC-programs.aspx> by
clicking on the program date.

AN INTRODUCTION TO DNA TESTING FOR GENEALOGY
Presented by Shannon Combs-Bennett
Have you ever wondered where your ancestors came from? Would you like
to find more cousins to help with your genealogy research and wonder how DNA
testing can help? Shannon Combs-Bennett is a professional genealogist with a
degree in genetics. She will explain the various DNA tests available, who should
take them, and how to use results with your paper genealogy.
This free program will be presented on Tuesday, October 25, at 7 p.m., at Bull Run
Regional Library. You may register for it at (703) 792-4540 or relic2 at
pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>. You may also register at RELIC
Programs<http://pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/RELIC-programs.aspx> by
clicking on the program date. Funding for this program is provided by Friends of
Bull Run Library.

GENEALOGY 201: BEYOND THE BASICS
Presented by Tish Como
Genealogy Librarian Tish Como will discuss effective research strategies
and demonstrate advanced techniques for successfully searching and evaluating free
online genealogy/history resources. See how information found in census,
newspapers, passenger lists, maps, books and manuscripts can add detail and
interest to your family history. This program will be presented on Tuesday,
November 1, at 7 p.m. To register for this free program, please call (703) 7924540 or contact relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>. You may also
register at RELIC Programs<http://pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/RELICprograms.aspx> by clicking on the program date.

AUTOSOMAL DNA FOR GENEALOGY:
MAKE YOUR RESULTS MATTER
Presented by Jim Bartlett

Viewing the results of your Autosomal DNA test can be overwhelming.
Veteran genealogist Jim Bartlett is the administrator of the Bartlett DNA Surname
Project at FamilyTreeDNA. He'll explain how to start organizing your matches and
detail the specific steps you can take with your results to find new cousins and
ancestors.
This free program will be presented on Thursday, November 1, at 11 a.m. To
register please call (703) 792-4540 or contact relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2
at pwcgov.org>. You may also register at RELIC
Programs<http://pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/RELIC-programs.aspx> by
clicking on the program date.
THE MYTHS AND MYSTERIES OF VIRGINIA HISTORY
Presented by Charlie Grymes

The myths about Virginia go far beyond the Disney version of Pocahontas and the
Lost Cause of the Civil War. Many of the assumptions about our state - and some of
what we were taught in school - are outdated. Charlie Grymes has studied Virginia
history for over 40 years; he currently teaches The Geography of Virginia at George
Mason University. Join him as he examines some of the historical myths which have
shaped our perspectives, opinions and policies.
This free program will be presented on Tuesday, November 29, at 7 p.m. To register
please call (703) 792-4540 or contact relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at
pwcgov.org>. You may also register at RELIC
Programs<http://pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/RELIC-programs.aspx> by
clicking on the program date.

GENEALOGY 101:

GETTING STARTED

Presented by Tish Como

Discovering your family's history is both fun and rewarding. Genealogy Librarian
Tish Como will demonstrate the essential first steps to take, and resources to use
- most of which are available for free through the library - to ensure that your
research is accurate, complete and well-documented.
This free program will be presented on Thursday, January 19, 2017, at 11 a.m. To
register please call (703) 792-4540 or contact relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2
at pwcgov.org>. You may also register at RELIC
Programs<http://pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/RELIC-programs.aspx> by
clicking on the program date.

Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families? Need
guidance with your genealogical research? You may contact RELIC staff for help and
advice at relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org> or by calling us at
703-792-4540.
Hours for Bull Run Library (ET): Monday-Thursday 10am-9pm, FridaySaturday 10am-5pm, and Sundays noon-5 pm. Closed Federal holidays and holiday

weekends. [RELIC and Bull Run Regional Library will be closed from December 4 to
17 for the installation of new carpeting.]
PLEASE NOTE: Dedicated staff are available in RELIC (saving an occasional mid-day
lunch break) on Mondays from 10 am to 6 pm, Tuesdays through Thursdays from 10 am
to 9 pm, Fridays and Saturdays from 10 am to 5 pm, and Sundays noon to 5 pm. If
you are planning to visit on a Monday evening, please call ahead or ask for
assistance at the front Information Desk.
#

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161012/4e5fdcf1/
attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Thu Oct 13 19:09:25 2016
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Thu, 13 Oct 2016 19:09:25 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] free for postage
In-Reply-To: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11AB0954AE@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
References: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11AB0954AE@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
Message-ID: <57FFDBE5020000AA0006E551@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
Hello all;
I have a copy of a family genealogy that's brand new.
The Lindgren/Tryon genealogy: The ancestry of John Ralph Lindgren and Shirley Ann
Tryon. The author is J. Ralph Lindgren. There's an index of names in the back.
If you're interested, reply off-list.
Thanks!
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161013/
b3839278/attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Fri Oct 14 10:37:57 2016
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Fri, 14 Oct 2016 10:37:57 -0400

Subject: [Genealib] free for postage
In-Reply-To: <57FFDBE5020000AA0006E551@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11AB0954AE@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
<57FFDBE5020000AA0006E551@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <5800B585020000AA0006E607@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
The book has been claimed.

Thanks!

Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Kim Dolce" <kdolce at volusia.org> 10/13/2016 7:09 PM >>>
Hello all;
I have a copy of a family genealogy that's brand new.
The Lindgren/Tryon genealogy: The ancestry of John Ralph Lindgren and Shirley Ann
Tryon. The author is J. Ralph Lindgren. There's an index of names in the back.
If you're interested, reply off-list.
Thanks!
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161014/02c37a0d/
attachment.html>
From mwagner at irclibrary.org Mon Oct 17 13:42:30 2016
From: mwagner at irclibrary.org (Michelle Wagner)
Date: Mon, 17 Oct 2016 13:42:30 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Questions re: Foreign Historical Materials (Books)
In-Reply-To: <CANLxXLHLzFuTiEsJHboY_K1gXwnUHBGPAwnD-uEWqs_hXebSfg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CADNHc9f=G8xBO9bbu3k7arhOdaPbUgi9XLfiwnu++RGpY6ZVig@mail.gmail.com>
<CA+WiaXXTdrA=r74WNtLWJm1L5wQ3NzwEqs=8tiE3eOh0g7ifCA@mail.gmail.com>
<CADNHc9f-tJJwTewHZQHq93fz+xbWcs8Wms4z9VWNXo8KF937kQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CANLxXLHLzFuTiEsJHboY_K1gXwnUHBGPAwnD-uEWqs_hXebSfg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CADNHc9eYCr1AJM5W4dJgacdQpUA449V+oqB5U+yE33a+6R_0wA@mail.gmail.com>
Here is the list.

Michelle?
*Michelle Wagner, B.A.*
*Indian River County Main Library*
*Archive Center and Genealogy Department*
*1600 21st Street, **Vero Beach, FL 32960*
*772-770-5060 ext. 5*
*Email: mwagner at irclibrary.org <mwagner at irclibrary.org>*
*Website: **http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
<http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>*

*Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this
entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

On Wed, Oct 12, 2016 at 3:56 PM, Martha Grenzeback (LIB) <
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

You might want to include a list of the books?

Martha Grenzeback

|

Librarian

W. Dale Clark
*Main Library*215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org
<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<http://omahalibrary.wordpress.com/>
<http://instagram.com/omahalibrary>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
*What I am reading?*Have Space Suit -- Will Travel, *by Robert Heinlein*
On Wed, Oct 12, 2016 at 2:19 PM, Michelle Wagner <mwagner at irclibrary.org>
wrote:

>> Hi James,
>> Here are the questions you asked with the answers.
>> Do they fit into your written collection development policy? No ?
>> Do you have a community that will use this material? No
>>
>> We are looking for a library that would be interested. Any suggestions?
>>
>> Michelle Wagner
>>
>> *Michelle Wagner, B.A.*
>>
>> *Indian River County Main Library*
>>
>> *Archive Center and Genealogy Department*
>>
>> *1600 21st Street, **Vero Beach, FL 32960*
>>
>> *772-770-5060 ext. 5 <772-770-5060%20ext.%205>*
>>
>> *Email: mwagner at irclibrary.org <mwagner at irclibrary.org>*
>>
>> *Website: **http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
>> <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>*
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> *Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
>> are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
>> response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this
>> entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> On Wed, Oct 12, 2016 at 3:08 PM, James Jeffrey <
>> jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org> wrote:
>>
>>> Do they fit into your written collection development policy? Do you have
>>> a community that will use this material? If not then what library should
>>> you offer this material?
>>>
>>> James K. Jeffrey
>>> Genealogy Specialist
>>> Western History and Genealogy
>>> Denver Public Library
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> On Wed, Oct 12, 2016 at 12:08 PM, Michelle Wagner <
>>> mwagner at irclibrary.org> wrote:
>>>

>>>> Hello,
>>>> I wanted to find out what other libraries do with foreign
>>>> historical/genealogical material mainly books. I have several books that
>>>> have been donated and they are written in Dutch.
>>>>
>>>> Would any of you like them for postage?
>>>>
>>>> *Michelle Wagner, B.A.*
>>>>
>>>> *Indian River County Main Library*
>>>>
>>>> *Archive Center and Genealogy Department*
>>>>
>>>> *1600 21st Street, **Vero Beach, FL 32960*
>>>>
>>>> *772-770-5060 ext. 5 <772-770-5060%20ext.%205>*
>>>>
>>>> *Email: mwagner at irclibrary.org <mwagner at irclibrary.org>*
>>>>
>>>> *Website: **http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
>>>> <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>*
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> *Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail
>>>> addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address
>>>> released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic
>>>> mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> _______________________________________________
>>>> genealib mailing list
>>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

>>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161017/5fdcf5d7/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: twitter.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3778 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161017/5fdcf5d7/
attachment-0005.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: wordpress.png
Type: image/png
Size: 4161 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161017/5fdcf5d7/
attachment-0006.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: flickr.png
Type: image/png
Size: 844 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161017/5fdcf5d7/
attachment-0007.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: instagram.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3824 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161017/5fdcf5d7/
attachment-0008.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: facebook500.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3703 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161017/5fdcf5d7/
attachment-0009.png>
-------------- next part --------------

A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Dutch books.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 99436 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161017/5fdcf5d7/
attachment-0001.pdf>
From mwagner at irclibrary.org Mon Oct 17 13:43:45 2016
From: mwagner at irclibrary.org (Michelle Wagner)
Date: Mon, 17 Oct 2016 13:43:45 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Questions re: Foreign Historical Materials (Books)
In-Reply-To: <CADNHc9f=G8xBO9bbu3k7arhOdaPbUgi9XLfiwnu++RGpY6ZVig@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CADNHc9f=G8xBO9bbu3k7arhOdaPbUgi9XLfiwnu++RGpY6ZVig@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CADNHc9fsETJkvRvtR2+Sy5XjiXQ2BO2hEOKS46=G2cPsiGbLGQ@mail.gmail.com>
Hello Everyone,
I have comprised a list of the Dutch books. The conditions of these
*donated* books is fair. There is one that needs to be rebound. I have
attached the list to this email.
Michelle?
*Michelle Wagner, B.A.*
*Indian River County Main Library*
*Archive Center and Genealogy Department*
*1600 21st Street, **Vero Beach, FL 32960*
*772-770-5060 ext. 5*
*Email: mwagner at irclibrary.org <mwagner at irclibrary.org>*
*Website: **http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
<http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>*

*Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this
entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

On Wed, Oct 12, 2016 at 2:08 PM, Michelle Wagner <mwagner at irclibrary.org>
wrote:

> Hello,
> I wanted to find out what other libraries do with foreign
> historical/genealogical material mainly books. I have several books that
> have been donated and they are written in Dutch.
>
> Would any of you like them for postage?
>
> *Michelle Wagner, B.A.*
>
> *Indian River County Main Library*
>
> *Archive Center and Genealogy Department*
>
> *1600 21st Street, **Vero Beach, FL 32960*
>
> *772-770-5060 ext. 5 <772-770-5060%20ext.%205>*
>
> *Email: mwagner at irclibrary.org <mwagner at irclibrary.org>*
>
> *Website: **http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
> <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>*
>
>
>
>
> *Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
> are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
> response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this
> entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161017/
b0dcd546/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Dutch books.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 99436 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161017/
b0dcd546/attachment-0001.pdf>
From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Tue Oct 18 10:35:35 2016
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Tue, 18 Oct 2016 10:35:35 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books to trade
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu8kt3=Dj-xxSBrmeeZg07qSZotumOXrnQaPRAnO4wg41A@mail.gmail.com>

Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more books to
trade. Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and
Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov (NEW address). Be sure to include
your
mailing address in your email so that we can make your mailing label.
There's an Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope
everyone will be able to open it.
If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to
Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030
Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
will include a ?packing list? of your requests in your shipment with a
check mark indicating that the book is included in the shipment, or an N/A
meaning that the item is Not Available because someone else?s request was
received before yours.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161018/9f629aed/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2016Octbks2trade.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 15764 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161018/9f629aed/
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-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2016Octbks2trade.pdf
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Size: 248831 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161018/9f629aed/
attachment-0001.pdf>
From quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us Tue Oct 18 11:53:26 2016
From: quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us (Quientell Walker)
Date: Tue, 18 Oct 2016 11:53:26 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Interesting website
Message-ID: <7A8F833511CA874BBE08E24F7217451DF8A77A8E16@pclexch.PCL.local>
Today I came cross the website http://www.e-yearbook.com/.

This is a pay site that

offers people the ability to view yearbooks from across the country, and in some
cases have the ability to purchase a reprint of the yearbook. This is my first
time encountering this site. I was wondering if anyone else has viewed and/or
purchased items from them? To be honest I do not intend to purchase anything for I
am leery in how this site does not impede upon copyright. Also as an aside I
decided to double check Ancestry's High School Yearbook collection, and found out
something interesting. Again this was just a small, checked two local high
schools, sample to see if what Ancestry had corresponded with E-yearbook. Not to
my surprise, with the exception of few years, there was a near perfect coloration.
Quientell Walker
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Pickens County Library System
304 Biltmore Road
Easley, SC 29640
864.850.7077 ext. 102 / Fax 864.850.7091
quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us<mailto:quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us>
www.pickens.lib.sc.us<http://www.pickens.lib.sc.us>
"This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer."
If you wish to file a Civil Rights program complaint of discrimination, complete
the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint Form, found online at
http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html, or at any USDA office, or call
(866) 632-9992 to request the form. You may also write a letter containing all of
the information requested in the form. Send your completed complaint form or
letter to us by mail at U.S. Department of Agriculture, Director, Office of
Adjudication, 1400 Independence Avenue, S.W.,Washington, D.C. 20250-9410, by fax
(202) 690-7442 or email at program.intake at usda.gov
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161018/84c44e80/
attachment.html>
From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Tue Oct 18 13:58:05 2016
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Tue, 18 Oct 2016 12:58:05 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Questions re: Foreign Historical Materials (Books)
In-Reply-To: <CADNHc9eYCr1AJM5W4dJgacdQpUA449V+oqB5U+yE33a+6R_0wA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CADNHc9f=G8xBO9bbu3k7arhOdaPbUgi9XLfiwnu++RGpY6ZVig@mail.gmail.com>
<CA+WiaXXTdrA=r74WNtLWJm1L5wQ3NzwEqs=8tiE3eOh0g7ifCA@mail.gmail.com>
<CADNHc9f-tJJwTewHZQHq93fz+xbWcs8Wms4z9VWNXo8KF937kQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CANLxXLHLzFuTiEsJHboY_K1gXwnUHBGPAwnD-uEWqs_hXebSfg@mail.gmail.com>
<CADNHc9eYCr1AJM5W4dJgacdQpUA449V+oqB5U+yE33a+6R_0wA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CANLxXLHaxKgUPdt74gV2EM_Z37eSYs5v1qHhnB-pRYjGr1KQ3g@mail.gmail.com>
Most of these seem to be novels and dictionaries (feeble grasp of Dutch, so
I'm not sure about a couple of them).

Martha Grenzeback

|

Librarian

W. Dale Clark
*Main Library*215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org

<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<http://omahalibrary.wordpress.com/>
<http://instagram.com/omahalibrary>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
*What I am reading?*Have Space Suit -- Will Travel, *by Robert Heinlein*
On Mon, Oct 17, 2016 at 12:42 PM, Michelle Wagner <mwagner at irclibrary.org>
wrote:
> Here is the list.
>
> Michelle?
>
> *Michelle Wagner, B.A.*
>
> *Indian River County Main Library*
>
> *Archive Center and Genealogy Department*
>
> *1600 21st Street, **Vero Beach, FL 32960*
>
> *772-770-5060 ext. 5 <772-770-5060%20ext.%205>*
>
> *Email: mwagner at irclibrary.org <mwagner at irclibrary.org>*
>
> *Website: **http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
> <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>*
>
>
>
>
> *Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
> are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
> response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this
> entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> On Wed, Oct 12, 2016 at 3:56 PM, Martha Grenzeback (LIB) <
> mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org> wrote:
>
>> You might want to include a list of the books?
>>
>>
>>
>> Martha Grenzeback | Librarian
>>
>> W. Dale Clark
>> *Main Library*215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
>> mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826

>> omahalibrary.org
>>
>> <https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
>> <https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<http://omahalibrary.wordpress.com/>
>>
<http://instagram.com/omahalibrary>
>> <https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
>> *What I am reading?*Have Space Suit -- Will Travel, *by Robert Heinlein*
>>
>> On Wed, Oct 12, 2016 at 2:19 PM, Michelle Wagner <mwagner at irclibrary.org>
>> wrote:
>>
>>> Hi James,
>>> Here are the questions you asked with the answers.
>>> Do they fit into your written collection development policy? No ?
>>> Do you have a community that will use this material? No
>>>
>>> We are looking for a library that would be interested. Any suggestions?
>>>
>>> Michelle Wagner
>>>
>>> *Michelle Wagner, B.A.*
>>>
>>> *Indian River County Main Library*
>>>
>>> *Archive Center and Genealogy Department*
>>>
>>> *1600 21st Street, **Vero Beach, FL 32960*
>>>
>>> *772-770-5060 ext. 5 <772-770-5060%20ext.%205>*
>>>
>>> *Email: mwagner at irclibrary.org <mwagner at irclibrary.org>*
>>>
>>> *Website: **http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
>>> <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>*
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> *Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail
>>> addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address
>>> released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic
>>> mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> On Wed, Oct 12, 2016 at 3:08 PM, James Jeffrey <
>>> jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org> wrote:
>>>
>>>> Do they fit into your written collection development policy? Do you
>>>> have a community that will use this material? If not then what library
>>>> should you offer this material?

>>>>
>>>> James K. Jeffrey
>>>> Genealogy Specialist
>>>> Western History and Genealogy
>>>> Denver Public Library
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> On Wed, Oct 12, 2016 at 12:08 PM, Michelle Wagner <
>>>> mwagner at irclibrary.org> wrote:
>>>>
>>>>> Hello,
>>>>> I wanted to find out what other libraries do with foreign
>>>>> historical/genealogical material mainly books. I have several books that
>>>>> have been donated and they are written in Dutch.
>>>>>
>>>>> Would any of you like them for postage?
>>>>>
>>>>> *Michelle Wagner, B.A.*
>>>>>
>>>>> *Indian River County Main Library*
>>>>>
>>>>> *Archive Center and Genealogy Department*
>>>>>
>>>>> *1600 21st Street, **Vero Beach, FL 32960*
>>>>>
>>>>> *772-770-5060 ext. 5 <772-770-5060%20ext.%205>*
>>>>>
>>>>> *Email: mwagner at irclibrary.org <mwagner at irclibrary.org>*
>>>>>
>>>>> *Website: **http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
>>>>> <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>*
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> *Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail
>>>>> addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address
>>>>> released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic
>>>>> mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> _______________________________________________
>>>>> genealib mailing list
>>>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>

>>>> _______________________________________________
>>>> genealib mailing list
>>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
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From swopesea85 at gmail.com Tue Oct 18 15:20:15 2016
From: swopesea85 at gmail.com (Sharyl Swope)
Date: Tue, 18 Oct 2016 12:20:15 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] GFO Items Free for Postage
Message-ID: <CAFFveiHm2qE6_JRdfvWh8mVvewwGFOdkcavraF7iE5Y4N4vLSA@mail.gmail.com>
Hi,
I'm a volunteer with the Genealogical Forum of Oregon and we have a number
of items that we are offering free for postage. I've attached a PDF with a
detailed list. This list (#1) is mostly genealogical society publications,
a lot of them from New York and New England with various other odds and
ends.
Please respond to me directly and we can work out the details of delivery
and payment.
Thanks,
Sharyl Swope
GFO Volunteer
Email: swopesea85 at gmail.com
Cell: 206-498-1241
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From kdolce at volusia.org Tue Oct 18 22:50:44 2016
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Tue, 18 Oct 2016 22:50:44 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Interesting website
Message-ID: <5806A744020000AA0006EADC@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>

I'm not familiar with them at all. I know classmates.com sells them too, for quite
a hefty price, I've heard. My college put their yearbooks on archive.org so it's
possible others have done the same.

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> Quientell Walker 10/18/16 11:53 AM >>>
Today I came cross the website http://www.e-yearbook.com/. This is a pay site that
offers people the ability to view yearbooks from across the country, and in some
cases have the ability to purchase a reprint of the yearbook. This is my first
time encountering this site. I was wondering if anyone else has viewed and/or
purchased items from them? To be honest I do not intend to purchase anything for I
am leery in how this site does not impede upon copyright. Also as an aside I
decided to double check Ancestry's High School Yearbook collection, and found out
something interesting. Again this was just a small, checked two local high
schools, sample to see if what Ancestry had corresponded with E-yearbook. Not to
my surprise, with the exception of few years, there was a near perfect coloration.
Quientell Walker
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Pickens County Library System
304 Biltmore Road
Easley, SC 29640
864.850.7077 ext. 102 / Fax 864.850.7091
quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us
www.pickens.lib.sc.us
"This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer."
If you wish to file a Civil Rights program complaint of discrimination, complete
the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint Form, found online at
http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html, or at any USDA office, or call
(866) 632-9992 to request the form. You may also write a letter containing all of
the information requested in the form. Send your completed complaint form or
letter to us by mail at U.S. Department of Agriculture, Director, Office of
Adjudication, 1400 Independence Avenue, S.W.,Washington, D.C. 20250-9410, by fax
(202) 690-7442 or email at program.intake at usda.gov
From sarah at vandeventer.net Wed Oct 19 12:12:02 2016
From: sarah at vandeventer.net (Sarah A. V. Kirby)
Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2016 16:12:02 +0000 (UTC)
Subject: [Genealib] Lake County (Illinois) Genealogical Society Annual
Workshop
References: <17820965.2972532.1476893522941.ref@mail.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <17820965.2972532.1476893522941@mail.yahoo.com>
We are very late in getting brochures out, so if you think folks might be
interested please post copies of the attached brochure to the appropriate places.

NOTE: Change in venue (why we're late)
24th Annual Lake County (IL) Genealogical Society ?Workshop
Using Ancestry for Your Ancestry?
Saturday, November 12th, 2016
Lake Villa Township West Campus37850 N. IL Rte. 59Lake Villa, IL 60046
?--------------------?Sarah A. V. Kirby?sarah at vandeventer.net (primary)?kirby-s
at sbcglobal.net (alternate)?LinkedIn - http://www.linkedin.com/in/sarahavkirby
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From dsmith at usf.edu Wed Oct 19 13:10:00 2016
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2016 13:10:00 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Position: Local History and Genealogy Librarian,
Kenton County (KY) Public Library
Message-ID: <etPan.5807a8e9.73341827.701f@usf.edu>
The following job posting is being posted to GENEALIB at the request of the HR
Director of the Kenton County Public Library:
***
Employment Opportunity
Kenton County Public Library
Covington
Local History and Genealogy Librarian
?
?
Position Summary:?
The Local History and Genealogy Librarian provides local history and genealogy
reference services to patrons of all ages and abilities. Under the direction of the
Local History & Genealogy Services Coordinator, the Local History & Genealogy
Librarian assists with collection development, promotion of departmental services
and collections, and development of resources needed to satisfy patron
informational needs. The position requires the ability to work a variety of days,
evenings and weekends.?
?
Responsibilities:

Provide patron assistance with local history and genealogy inquiries using print,
microtext, and electronic resources.
Respond to patron research requests through email, telephone, mail, and virtual
platforms.
Develop, coordinate and present programs, tours and computer lab sessions for
patron groups within the library system and in the community.
Participate in the department?s cemetery tours and evening lock-in programs.
Assist in collection development and maintenance as assigned.
Conduct oral history interviews and promote the library?s oral history collection
and services.
Maintain awareness of current events, trends and issues regarding library services
at the local, regional and state levels.
Serve as senior staff on duty when necessary.
Other duties as assigned.
?
Qualifications:
MLS/MLIS from an ALA-accredited university.
Previous genealogical or local history research experience preferred.
Strong, proactive service orientation with excellent communication skills.
Familiarity with current technologies and their applications to the fields of
archives, local history, and genealogy.
Interpersonal skills to effectively deal with the public and coworkers in a
positive, professional manner.
Demonstrated ability to work in a team environment.
A sense of humor, tact, enthusiasm, and a cooperative spirit are essential.
Light to moderate physical demands include ability to bend, kneel and reach to
retrieve library materials and carry items weighing 20-30 lbs., and have the
ability to push book trucks or bins weighing up to 100 lbs.
?
Salary:? Commensurate with education and experience, excellent benefits package.
?
Contact:? If you have the qualifications for this position, apply online at
http://kentonlibrary.applicantpro.com/
?
The Kenton County Public Library is an equal opportunity employer.
?
Posted:? October 18, 2016, closes November 1, 2016
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From leb at fdlpl.org Wed Oct 19 14:16:26 2016
From: leb at fdlpl.org (Mary Leb)
Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2016 13:16:26 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person
Message-ID: <CA+aaCM2M=Q_B0GUaX=n-jch_JJYr547Aup=Dm63-0z8M+XDH4w@mail.gmail.com>
I have a patron wondering about how to find a photo of someone from the

past. It is not someone famous, so what do you recommend as a resource to
check to try to find any photos that might exist of a person?
Sincerely,
Mary Leb
Information Services Department
Fond du Lac Public Library
32 Sheboygan St.
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
(920) 322-3935
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161019/11cdc655/
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From syockey at ngsgenealogy.org Wed Oct 19 14:27:07 2016
From: syockey at ngsgenealogy.org (Susan Yockey)
Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2016 14:27:07 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person
In-Reply-To: <CA+aaCM2M=Q_B0GUaX=n-jch_JJYr547Aup=Dm63-0z8M+XDH4w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+aaCM2M=Q_B0GUaX=n-jch_JJYr547Aup=Dm63-0z8M+XDH4w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CA+vzdT_mVd2W8kJ5EWUQi6kZ8F_-DQ3UYQ-2dXpPvPN+PNuwAA@mail.gmail.com>
Mary,
My suggestions are to look for photographs being sold on ebay. They might
try narrowing the search by the time period that they believe the person
would've been photographed in and type of photography that existed in that
time period. Also, a number of photos are on the social media site,
Pinterest. To browse photos or anything on Pinterest they will need to
create an account first and then they can look at what's posted there.
Susan

On Wed, Oct 19, 2016 at 2:16 PM, Mary Leb <leb at fdlpl.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have a patron wondering about how to find a photo of someone from the
past. It is not someone famous, so what do you recommend as a resource to
check to try to find any photos that might exist of a person?
Sincerely,
Mary Leb
Information Services Department
Fond du Lac Public Library
32 Sheboygan St.
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
(920) 322-3935
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Susan Yockey
National Genealogical Society
Course Administrator
3108 Columbia Pike, Suite 300
Arlington, VA 22204
*www.ngsgenealogy.org <http://www.ngsgenealogy.org>*
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161019/
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From lchien at midyork.org Wed Oct 19 14:30:33 2016
From: lchien at midyork.org (Lori Chien, Jervis Library, Rome)
Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2016 14:30:33 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person
In-Reply-To: <CA+vzdT_mVd2W8kJ5EWUQi6kZ8F_-DQ3UYQ-2dXpPvPN+PNuwAA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+aaCM2M=Q_B0GUaX=n-jch_JJYr547Aup=Dm63-0z8M+XDH4w@mail.gmail.com>
<CA+vzdT_mVd2W8kJ5EWUQi6kZ8F_-DQ3UYQ-2dXpPvPN+PNuwAA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CA+RG9fqSRKr293=mt4scCnhHVNEnBcjMJ0gqG9K0+OdUSqW6Dw@mail.gmail.com>
If you have access to Ancestry.com, there are many family photos that have
been submitted by users, and some yearbook photos are also included.
Lori Chien
On Wed, Oct 19, 2016 at 2:27 PM, Susan Yockey <syockey at ngsgenealogy.org>
wrote:
> Mary,
>
> My suggestions are to look for photographs being sold on ebay. They might
> try narrowing the search by the time period that they believe the person
> would've been photographed in and type of photography that existed in that
> time period. Also, a number of photos are on the social media site,
> Pinterest. To browse photos or anything on Pinterest they will need to
> create an account first and then they can look at what's posted there.
>
> Susan
>
>
>
> On Wed, Oct 19, 2016 at 2:16 PM, Mary Leb <leb at fdlpl.org> wrote:
>
>> I have a patron wondering about how to find a photo of someone from the
>> past. It is not someone famous, so what do you recommend as a resource to
>> check to try to find any photos that might exist of a person?
>>
>> Sincerely,
>>
>> Mary Leb
>> Information Services Department
>> Fond du Lac Public Library
>> 32 Sheboygan St.
>> Fond du Lac, WI 54935
>> (920) 322-3935

>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
>
> -> Susan Yockey
> National Genealogical Society
> Course Administrator
> 3108 Columbia Pike, Suite 300
> Arlington, VA 22204
>
> *www.ngsgenealogy.org <http://www.ngsgenealogy.org>*
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-Lori Chien MS/LIS
Chief Librarian for Adult Services & Reference
Jervis Public Library
613 N. Washington St.
Rome, NY 13440
(315) 336-4570, ext. 223
lchien at midyork.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Wed Oct 19 14:34:57 2016
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2016 18:34:57 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person
In-Reply-To: <CA+aaCM2M=Q_B0GUaX=n-jch_JJYr547Aup=Dm63-0z8M+XDH4w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+aaCM2M=Q_B0GUaX=n-jch_JJYr547Aup=Dm63-0z8M+XDH4w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BN6PR10MB139489B394F5DE0B91AC3791B5D20@BN6PR10MB1394.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
Some county histories have photos, usually of businessmen.
How about as part of
a group in the history of the church he attended?on the board or in the choir.
Photos of the place he worked, in a company history? Lodge group such as Masons,
Moose, Elks?
Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
106 Washington Ave.
Oshkosh Wisconsin 54901-4985

munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary Leb
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2016 1:16 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person
I have a patron wondering about how to find a photo of someone from the past. It
is not someone famous, so what do you recommend as a resource to check to try to
find any photos that might exist of a person?
Sincerely,
Mary Leb
Information Services Department
Fond du Lac Public Library
32 Sheboygan St.
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
(920) 322-3935
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161019/3ad714b9/
attachment.html>
From bj.jamieson at gmail.com Wed Oct 19 14:36:51 2016
From: bj.jamieson at gmail.com (BJ Jamieson)
Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2016 14:36:51 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person
In-Reply-To: <CA+aaCM2M=Q_B0GUaX=n-jch_JJYr547Aup=Dm63-0z8M+XDH4w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+aaCM2M=Q_B0GUaX=n-jch_JJYr547Aup=Dm63-0z8M+XDH4w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAO4=q0mUrLB8SMoVOCVUW8-vEMOLheq4xcTShcnBZifhw+L7sw@mail.gmail.com>
I've actually had fairly good results with Google's image search, although
sometimes some tinkering with search terms is needed.
My other standard practice is to contact the historical society (if there
is one) for the town the person lived in. My experience has been that
small, local historical societies are slower to respond but more likely to
have such photographs than larger county/state historical societies.
It's also worth checking with the historical societies where children and
grandchildren lived, as it seems to be common for heirs to donate locally.
For example, I found a picture of my couple greats grandmother ~ who never
left the state of Massachusetts, and barely even ever left the county she
lived in ~ in the collection of the Niagara Falls, Ontario, library, as one
of her grandchildren died there, and his children donated a box of old
stuff to the library.
B. J.
On Wednesday, 19 October 2016, Mary Leb <leb at fdlpl.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>

I have a patron wondering about how to find a photo of someone from the
past. It is not someone famous, so what do you recommend as a resource to
check to try to find any photos that might exist of a person?
Sincerely,

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Mary Leb
Information Services Department
Fond du Lac Public Library
32 Sheboygan St.
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
(920) 322-3935

-B.J. Jamieson
bj.jamieson at gmail.com
(610) 505-1484 or (207) 527-2279
Flickr photos <http://www.flickr.com/photos/killearnan/>
"A room without books is like a body without a soul." *Cicero (attrib.)*
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Wed Oct 19 14:37:17 2016
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2016 18:37:17 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person
In-Reply-To: <CA+vzdT_mVd2W8kJ5EWUQi6kZ8F_-DQ3UYQ-2dXpPvPN+PNuwAA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+aaCM2M=Q_B0GUaX=n-jch_JJYr547Aup=Dm63-0z8M+XDH4w@mail.gmail.com>
<CA+vzdT_mVd2W8kJ5EWUQi6kZ8F_-DQ3UYQ-2dXpPvPN+PNuwAA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<DM2PR09MB07162D4F957589B1D42B4D21D8D20@DM2PR09MB0716.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Check with libraries, museums and archives for the person?s home town, county,
state, or that of a close relative. Someone in family may have donated photos of
their own family and of extended family, neighbors, etc. School yearbooks for both
students and teachers. School class photos and those great old ones where the
teacher and all the kids in the one-room school pose outside. If the person
belonged to an organization there may be group photos or portraits of officers.
Church directories and histories (if you don?t know the individual church name but
know the denomination, try archives and historical societies for that denomination?
if they don?t have something themselves, they may be able to direct you to a likely
church).
Other places for reproduced photos that will vary in quality: newspapers (think
weddings, anniversaries, graduations, obituaries, birthdays), local histories,
local and regional biographical volumes (most of businessmen and lawyers), family
history books (published or self-published, or printouts donated to a library or
society).
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Susan Yockey
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2016 2:27 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: leb at fdlpl.org
Subject: Re: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person
Mary,
My suggestions are to look for photographs being sold on ebay. They might try
narrowing the search by the time period that they believe the person would've been
photographed in and type of photography that existed in that time period. Also, a
number of photos are on the social media site, Pinterest. To browse photos or
anything on Pinterest they will need to create an account first and then they can
look at what's posted there.
Susan

On Wed, Oct 19, 2016 at 2:16 PM, Mary Leb <leb at fdlpl.org<mailto:leb at
fdlpl.org>> wrote:
I have a patron wondering about how to find a photo of someone from the past. It
is not someone famous, so what do you recommend as a resource to check to try to
find any photos that might exist of a person?
Sincerely,
Mary Leb
Information Services Department
Fond du Lac Public Library
32 Sheboygan St.
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
(920) 322-3935
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Susan Yockey
National Genealogical Society
Course Administrator
3108 Columbia Pike, Suite 300
Arlington, VA 22204
www.ngsgenealogy.org<http://www.ngsgenealogy.org>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161019/5c619334/
attachment-0001.html>
From kerryjneely at gmail.com Wed Oct 19 15:13:44 2016
From: kerryjneely at gmail.com (Kerry Neely)

Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2016 15:13:44 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person
In-Reply-To:
<DM2PR09MB07162D4F957589B1D42B4D21D8D20@DM2PR09MB0716.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CA+aaCM2M=Q_B0GUaX=n-jch_JJYr547Aup=Dm63-0z8M+XDH4w@mail.gmail.com>
<CA+vzdT_mVd2W8kJ5EWUQi6kZ8F_-DQ3UYQ-2dXpPvPN+PNuwAA@mail.gmail.com>
<DM2PR09MB07162D4F957589B1D42B4D21D8D20@DM2PR09MB0716.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CANy7oNdhN-2-5HSNJkfrOPOEk5SDXcFsfxGgipdbu-QsMqFw-g@mail.gmail.com>
I've never used it, but there is a free online resource called Dead Fred [
http://www.deadfred.com/]. It boasts that it's a genealogy photo archive.
Worth a shot!
Kerry J. Neely
On Wed, Oct 19, 2016 at 2:37 PM, Scouras, Susan C <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Check with libraries, museums and archives for the person?s home town,
county, state, or that of a close relative. Someone in family may have
donated photos of their own family and of extended family, neighbors, etc.
School yearbooks for both students and teachers. School class photos and
those great old ones where the teacher and all the kids in the one-room
school pose outside. If the person belonged to an organization there may be
group photos or portraits of officers. Church directories and histories (if
you don?t know the individual church name but know the denomination, try
archives and historical societies for that denomination?if they don?t have
something themselves, they may be able to direct you to a likely church).

Other places for reproduced photos that will vary in quality: newspapers
(think weddings, anniversaries, graduations, obituaries, birthdays), local
histories, local and regional biographical volumes (most of businessmen and
lawyers), family history books (published or self-published, or printouts
donated to a library or society).

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV

25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
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*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Susan Yockey
*Sent:* Wednesday, October 19, 2016 2:27 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Cc:* leb at fdlpl.org
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person

Mary,

My suggestions are to look for photographs being sold on ebay. They might
try narrowing the search by the time period that they believe the person
would've been photographed in and type of photography that existed in that
time period. Also, a number of photos are on the social media site,
Pinterest. To browse photos or anything on Pinterest they will need to
create an account first and then they can look at what's posted there.

Susan

On Wed, Oct 19, 2016 at 2:16 PM, Mary Leb <leb at fdlpl.org> wrote:
I have a patron wondering about how to find a photo of someone from the
past. It is not someone famous, so what do you recommend as a resource to
check to try to find any photos that might exist of a person?
Sincerely,
Mary Leb
Information Services Department
Fond du Lac Public Library
32 Sheboygan St.
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
(920) 322-3935
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Susan Yockey

> National Genealogical Society
>
> Course Administrator
>
> 3108 Columbia Pike, Suite 300
>
> Arlington, VA 22204
>
>
>
> *www.ngsgenealogy.org <http://www.ngsgenealogy.org>*
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161019/
dcb32d2a/attachment.html>
From susaneschuler at gmail.com Wed Oct 19 15:39:16 2016
From: susaneschuler at gmail.com (Susan Schuler)
Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2016 15:39:16 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person
In-Reply-To: <CA+aaCM2M=Q_B0GUaX=n-jch_JJYr547Aup=Dm63-0z8M+XDH4w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+aaCM2M=Q_B0GUaX=n-jch_JJYr547Aup=Dm63-0z8M+XDH4w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAH6ZzD-fn8jQtLwbDZarRjheFPVWxuf=eVd_O4qwMXio0XZ+ng@mail.gmail.com>
What about the digital public library or America site? I know in my area
some historical sites have digitized some photo collections? Any
possibilities there? Best of luck!
On Oct 19, 2016 2:16 PM, "Mary Leb" <leb at fdlpl.org> wrote:
> I have a patron wondering about how to find a photo of someone from the
> past. It is not someone famous, so what do you recommend as a resource to
> check to try to find any photos that might exist of a person?
>
> Sincerely,
>
> Mary Leb
> Information Services Department
> Fond du Lac Public Library
> 32 Sheboygan St.
> Fond du Lac, WI 54935
> (920) 322-3935
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161019/071216dc/
attachment.html>

From genbook at gmail.com Wed Oct 19 15:47:09 2016
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2016 15:47:09 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person
In-Reply-To: <CAH6ZzD-fn8jQtLwbDZarRjheFPVWxuf=eVd_O4qwMXio0XZ+ng@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+aaCM2M=Q_B0GUaX=n-jch_JJYr547Aup=Dm63-0z8M+XDH4w@mail.gmail.com>
<CAH6ZzD-fn8jQtLwbDZarRjheFPVWxuf=eVd_O4qwMXio0XZ+ng@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhWnBHKoKPQ_z_ps4ib8EtY6n19iidQ4EroYDm78j4jD1A@mail.gmail.com>
I can tell you for a fact that there are M-A-N-Y pictures of peiple in
various libraries and archives which have not been scanned and are not
online. For example, the Geneva NY Historical Society has a collection of
thousands of Genevans.
I have been working on that for 5 years now, and have gotten 5500 of them
scanned and uploaded, and I am perhaps 50 to 60 per cent finished.
Eventually those will be name searchable and findable on the web. But not
until now.
Most libraries have very large picture files (my old one has probably
125,000 items pictorially) but only a smattering of them have been scanned
and are searchable online.
So, as the others have suggested use whatever sources that you can think of
online, but also contact those "on the ground" where you are interested tp
see what help they can be. And do not forget digitized newspapers. There
are plenty of pictures of people in them as well.
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
Digital Public Library of America
Community Representative
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161019/
b5c104bd/attachment.html>
From Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com Wed Oct 19 16:39:27 2016
From: Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com (Lynette Jones)
Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2016 20:39:27 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] processing for rare books
Message-ID: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF719255FF@CAREX103.carrollton.com>
Dear colleagues,
My library has a collection of notebooks and ledgers that are the membership
records and business meeting minutes of a local church which disbanded years ago.
The binders and ledger books were quite ordinary for their time period (1920s1980)-faux leather, canvas or denim over cardboard. Most of these items have been
digitized as part of the Portal to Texas History, but we want to keep the
originals, obviously.
We have archival boxes for storage which will be labeled, but we're looking for
solutions to labeling the items themselves in case they're separated from their
boxes. Does anyone have any recommendations as to how to affix spine labels to the
items without damaging the surfaces?

Thanks for your advice and assistance,
Lynette Jones
Lynette V. Jones
Library Branch Manager
Carrollton Public Library @ Hebron
Carrollton, TX 75010
972-466-4814

& Josey

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161019/
b2e81b9c/attachment.html>
From vanbookie52 at gmail.com Wed Oct 19 16:55:22 2016
From: vanbookie52 at gmail.com (George Kirlin)
Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2016 16:55:22 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] processing for rare books
In-Reply-To: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF719255FF@CAREX103.carrollton.com>
References: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF719255FF@CAREX103.carrollton.com>
Message-ID: <CABEH-S_nRyv2435hR5eOvY7u4AU=M=TZxPtxabAnzx1DZuuhOA@mail.gmail.com>
NO! Do not put anything on them. Treat them as archival materials and use
a acid free book mark to note all your cataloging data. If you must, use
pencil to mark ownership somewhere out of site - like lower end of inside
back cover. Put your location data on the outside of your archival boxes.
Treat them as archival material and only let one box to be viewed at a
time. That will prevent separation of the archival box from your original
ledger.
George Kirlin
Retired librarian, family history researcher
On Wed, Oct 19, 2016 at 4:39 PM, Lynette Jones <
Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Dear colleagues,

My library has a collection of notebooks and ledgers that are the
membership records and business meeting minutes of a local church which
disbanded years ago. The binders and ledger books were quite ordinary for
their time period (1920s-1980)?faux leather, canvas or denim over
cardboard. Most of these items have been digitized as part of the Portal
to Texas History, but we want to keep the originals, obviously.

We have archival boxes for storage which will be labeled, but we?re
looking for solutions to labeling the items themselves in case they?re
separated from their boxes. Does anyone have any recommendations as to how
to affix spine labels to the items without damaging the surfaces?

>
>
> Thanks for your advice and assistance,
>
>
>
> Lynette Jones
>
>
>
>
>
> Lynette V. Jones
>
> Library Branch Manager
>
> Carrollton Public Library @ Hebron & Josey
>
> Carrollton, TX 75010
>
> 972-466-4814
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161019/0ce52038/
attachment.html>
From jdaugherty at nhcgov.com Wed Oct 19 17:04:31 2016
From: jdaugherty at nhcgov.com (Daugherty, Jennifer)
Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2016 21:04:31 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] processing for rare books
In-Reply-To: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF719255FF@CAREX103.carrollton.com>
References: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF719255FF@CAREX103.carrollton.com>
Message-ID: <053071b06317470ca989b3bc781497e2@SRVMIAEXG02.nhcgov.com>
Hi Lynette,
We use our archival folders and cut them into strips to make a marker. We put a
barcode on the strip and the call number and place it in the book. I?ve worked in a
Special Collection Library and that was pretty much the same thing that they did. I
have seen other repositories also take the extra step of writing the call # in
pencil on the inside cover. This applies to our rare book items that are in a
special case. We don?t separately label archival collection items-just the folders
or boxes that they are in and then described on the finding aid.
Jennifer
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lynette Jones

Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2016 4:39 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] processing for rare books
Dear colleagues,
My library has a collection of notebooks and ledgers that are the membership
records and business meeting minutes of a local church which disbanded years ago.
The binders and ledger books were quite ordinary for their time period (1920s1980)?faux leather, canvas or denim over cardboard. Most of these items have been
digitized as part of the Portal to Texas History, but we want to keep the
originals, obviously.
We have archival boxes for storage which will be labeled, but we?re looking for
solutions to labeling the items themselves in case they?re separated from their
boxes. Does anyone have any recommendations as to how to affix spine labels to the
items without damaging the surfaces?
Thanks for your advice and assistance,
Lynette Jones
Lynette V. Jones
Library Branch Manager
Carrollton Public Library @ Hebron
Carrollton, TX 75010
972-466-4814

& Josey

________________________________
Total Control Panel
Login<https://asp.reflexion.net/login?domain=nhcgov.com>
To: jdaugherty at nhcgov.com<https://asp.reflexion.net/address-properties?
aID=1011026527&domain=nhcgov.com>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message Score: 1
High (60): Pass
My Spam Blocking Level: High
Medium (75): Pass
Low (90): Pass
Block<https://asp.reflexion.net/FooterAction?ver=3&bl-senderaddress=1&hID=17667282133&domain=nhcgov.com> this sender
Block<https://asp.reflexion.net/FooterAction?ver=3&bl-senderdomain=1&hID=17667282133&domain=nhcgov.com> mailman.acomp.usf.edu

This message was delivered because the content filter score did not exceed your
filter level.

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - NCR
New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f
www.nhcgov.com<http://www.nhcgov.com>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161019/
c8ad9f3d/attachment.html>
From mkmannix at gmail.com Wed Oct 19 17:32:15 2016
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2016 17:32:15 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] processing for rare books
In-Reply-To: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF719255FF@CAREX103.carrollton.com>
References: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF719255FF@CAREX103.carrollton.com>
Message-ID: <CAPXojw-iu=fPs1pE3nehUPxJHgCxN-JFLy9dqYYQ_hiox9=Ebg@mail.gmail.com>
Best practice is to never affix anything to original materials, such as a
ledger. Record the unique identifier, with pencil, within the volume and,
if you are really worried, the box number. Serve them one at a time, with
their box nearby, and they shouldn't get separated. And, even if there is
some momentary confusion, will not be the same as permanently damaging the
poor thing. :) And, label the box well, so no confusion coming from that
side.
Mary
On Wed, Oct 19, 2016 at 4:39 PM, Lynette Jones <
Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com> wrote:
>
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>
>
>
>
>

Dear colleagues,

My library has a collection of notebooks and ledgers that are the
membership records and business meeting minutes of a local church which
disbanded years ago. The binders and ledger books were quite ordinary for
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>

their time period (1920s-1980)?faux leather, canvas or denim over
cardboard. Most of these items have been digitized as part of the Portal
to Texas History, but we want to keep the originals, obviously.

We have archival boxes for storage which will be labeled, but we?re
looking for solutions to labeling the items themselves in case they?re
separated from their boxes. Does anyone have any recommendations as to how
to affix spine labels to the items without damaging the surfaces?

Thanks for your advice and assistance,

Lynette Jones

Lynette V. Jones
Library

Branch Manager

Carrollton Public Library @ Hebron
Carrollton, TX

& Josey

75010

972-466-4814

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161019/0d603f6d/
attachment.html>
From vanbookie52 at gmail.com Wed Oct 19 17:35:14 2016
From: vanbookie52 at gmail.com (George Kirlin)

Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2016 17:35:14 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books to trade
In-Reply-To: <CAA5Zxu8kt3=Dj-xxSBrmeeZg07qSZotumOXrnQaPRAnO4wg41A@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAA5Zxu8kt3=Dj-xxSBrmeeZg07qSZotumOXrnQaPRAnO4wg41A@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CABEH-S-PpHvdMNpQ11yQihmqtvMktQ=4YjG4MmGKYwvB6FxXKg@mail.gmail.com>
Hi Elaine,
I'm a retired librarian, family history researcher, and member of FxGS. I
now live in South Carolina. I'm wondering if I qualify for any of your
discards if I pay for postage. If no library wants the volume after 3
month or so on the list, maybe I would qualify? I'm also a member of the
Board of Trustees of Lancaster County Library System. We have a small
family history collection, but no staff member can devote their time to
reference assistance at this point. Maybe I'll volunteer sometime. But I
wonder if we would qualify to receive books in trade.
George Kirlin
On Tue, Oct 18, 2016 at 10:35 AM, Elaine McRey <fxlibrarian at gmail.com>
wrote:
> Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more books to
> trade. Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and
> Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov (NEW address). Be sure to include
> your
> mailing address in your email so that we can make your mailing label.
> There's an Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope
> everyone will be able to open it.
>
> If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
> reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to
>
> Laura Wickstead
> Virginia Room
> 10360 North St.
> Fairfax, VA 22030
>
>
> Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
> will include a ?packing list? of your requests in your shipment with a
> check mark indicating that the book is included in the shipment, or an N/A
> meaning that the item is Not Available because someone else?s request was
> received before yours.
>
>
> Elaine (McHale) McRey
> Librarian
> Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:

<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161019/41de7e72/
attachment.html>
From slavres at duluthmn.gov Wed Oct 19 17:36:24 2016
From: slavres at duluthmn.gov (Stacy LaVres)
Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2016 21:36:24 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] unsubscribe
Message-ID: <9597AB1F3CC3864996F69A460CD51FBE01CB3110DD@PSB-EXCHDB-01.duluth.local>
Please unsubscribe me from this list, thank you.
Stacy LaVres
Interlibrary Loan and Reference
Duluth Public Library
218-730-4248
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161019/
fdc8b6a1/attachment.html>
From melinde at melinde.com Wed Oct 19 18:28:07 2016
From: melinde at melinde.com (melinde at melinde.com)
Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2016 15:28:07 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person
Message-ID:
<20161019152807.520d4e056be2fcd5cf2cd1f1b7122767.d3c3f82383.wbe@email14.godaddy.com
>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161019/
ae982f95/attachment.html>
From LThornton at cn.edu Thu Oct 20 08:43:28 2016
From: LThornton at cn.edu (Lori Thornton)
Date: Thu, 20 Oct 2016 12:43:28 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] processing for rare books
In-Reply-To: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF719255FF@CAREX103.carrollton.com>
References: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF719255FF@CAREX103.carrollton.com>
Message-ID: <51add45ea0144aa9b20c98d7ab06ad89@cn.edu>
Lynette,
We use Gaylord's Rare Book ID strips. They are acid-free and the size of a long
bookmark and have room for both a spine label and barcode. I believe they come in
packages of 100.
Lori Thornton, Associate Professor
Technical Services Librarian
Stephens-Burnett Memorial Library
Carson-Newman University
Jefferson City, TN 37760
lthornton at cn.edu<mailto:lthornton at cn.edu>
(865) 471-3339
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lynette Jones
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2016 4:39 PM

To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] processing for rare books
Dear colleagues,
My library has a collection of notebooks and ledgers that are the membership
records and business meeting minutes of a local church which disbanded years ago.
The binders and ledger books were quite ordinary for their time period (1920s1980)-faux leather, canvas or denim over cardboard. Most of these items have been
digitized as part of the Portal to Texas History, but we want to keep the
originals, obviously.
We have archival boxes for storage which will be labeled, but we're looking for
solutions to labeling the items themselves in case they're separated from their
boxes. Does anyone have any recommendations as to how to affix spine labels to the
items without damaging the surfaces?
Thanks for your advice and assistance,
Lynette Jones
Lynette V. Jones
Library Branch Manager
Carrollton Public Library @ Hebron
Carrollton, TX 75010
972-466-4814

& Josey

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161020/55ea5fcf/
attachment.html>
From dsmith at usf.edu Thu Oct 20 09:18:49 2016
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Thu, 20 Oct 2016 09:18:49 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] unsubscribe
In-Reply-To: <239706>
References: <239706>
Message-ID: <etPan.5808c43a.630d6a12.78fe@usf.edu>
Stacy,
I looked and you do not appear to be subscribed to GENEALIB.
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
On October 19, 2016 at 5:36:24 PM, Stacy LaVres (slavres at duluthmn.gov) wrote:
Please unsubscribe me from this list, thank you.
?
Stacy LaVres

Interlibrary Loan and Reference
Duluth Public Library
218-730-4248
?
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161020/3c1012b2/
attachment-0001.html>
From Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com Thu Oct 20 10:18:49 2016
From: Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com (Lynette Jones)
Date: Thu, 20 Oct 2016 14:18:49 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] many thanks!
Message-ID: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF7192580F@CAREX103.carrollton.com>
Many thanks to everyone who responded to my question about labeling/marking
materials. I knew this group would give the best advice.
Lynette Jones
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161020/30625993/
attachment.html>
From nross at bryantx.gov Thu Oct 20 11:17:59 2016
From: nross at bryantx.gov (Ross, Nancy M)
Date: Thu, 20 Oct 2016 15:17:59 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] ancestry problem
Message-ID: <62959C9DA565A048983C46EA8953819473D41BB5@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
All,
Have any of you been having odd problems with Ancestry Library Edition? I was
just browsing the Meridian, Mississippi city directory for 1888 and on page 81
received an error message. I retried the search several times but the only City
Directories shown for Meridian were in the 1950's. They had marvelous information
about geography and businesses that is well worth browsing for background, as well
as searching. I want to finish!
Nancy McCraw Ross
Carnegie Librarian
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161020/64a35f54/
attachment.html>
From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Thu Oct 20 11:53:10 2016
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)

Date: Thu, 20 Oct 2016 11:53:10 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] ancestry problem
In-Reply-To: <62959C9DA565A048983C46EA8953819473D41BB5@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
References: <62959C9DA565A048983C46EA8953819473D41BB5@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu-n0JK3iR1DHfp0-DpfpbaiYupAbaH-nz=UAJSCfAqP9g@mail.gmail.com>
I just tried to browse the Meridian city directories. Oddly, I see more
than just the 1950s, but the earliest one for me is 1899. There are about
25 directories, from 1899 through 1959, with three or four in each decade.
No answers, just more questions.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
On Thu, Oct 20, 2016 at 11:17 AM, Ross, Nancy M <nross at bryantx.gov> wrote:
> All,
>
Have any of you been having odd problems with Ancestry Library
> Edition? I was just browsing the Meridian, Mississippi city directory for
> 1888 and on page 81 received an error message. I retried the search
> several times but the only City Directories shown for Meridian were in the
> 1950?s. They had marvelous information about geography and businesses that
> is well worth browsing for background, as well as searching. I want to
> finish!
> Nancy McCraw Ross
> Carnegie Librarian
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161020/98353d05/
attachment.html>
From dbridges at ccml.org Thu Oct 20 12:16:34 2016
From: dbridges at ccml.org (Donna Bridges)
Date: Thu, 20 Oct 2016 12:16:34 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] [CCSPAM (HC)] - Re: finding pictures of a person
References: <CA+aaCM2M=Q_B0GUaX=n-jch_JJYr547Aup=Dm63-0z8M+XDH4w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <00d701d22aed$54c1abc0$fe450340$@ccml.org>
Wow BJ that is very interesting. Thanks
Donna

Donna B Bridges

Donna B Bridges
Public Notary
Library Clerk CCLS
Local History/Genealogy

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of BJ Jamieson
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2016 2:37 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [CCSPAM (HC)] - Re: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person

I've actually had fairly good results with Google's image search, although
sometimes some tinkering with search terms is needed.

My other standard practice is to contact the historical society (if there is one)
for the town the person lived in. My experience has been that small, local
historical societies are slower to respond but more likely to have such photographs
than larger county/state historical societies.

It's also worth checking with the historical societies where children and
grandchildren lived, as it seems to be common for heirs to donate locally. For
example, I found a picture of my couple greats grandmother ~ who never left the
state of Massachusetts, and barely even ever left the county she lived in ~ in the
collection of the Niagara Falls, Ontario, library, as one of her grandchildren died
there, and his children donated a box of old stuff to the library.

B. J.
On Wednesday, 19 October 2016, Mary Leb <leb at fdlpl.org <mailto:leb at fdlpl.org>
> wrote:
I have a patron wondering about how to find a photo of someone from the past. It
is not someone famous, so what do you recommend as a resource to check to try to
find any photos that might exist of a person?

Sincerely,
Mary Leb
Information Services Department

Fond du Lac Public Library
32 Sheboygan St.
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
(920) 322-3935

--

B.J. Jamieson
bj.jamieson at gmail.com <mailto:bj.jamieson at gmail.com>
(610) 505-1484 or (207) 527-2279
<http://www.flickr.com/photos/killearnan/> Flickr photos

"A room without books is like a body without a soul." Cicero (attrib.)

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161020/1c95502d/
attachment.html>
From dbridges at ccml.org Thu Oct 20 12:43:52 2016
From: dbridges at ccml.org (Donna Bridges)
Date: Thu, 20 Oct 2016 12:43:52 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] [CCSPAM (HC)] - Re: finding pictures of a person
References: <CA+aaCM2M=Q_B0GUaX=n-jch_JJYr547Aup=Dm630z8M+XDH4w@mail.gmail.com><CA+vzdT_mVd2W8kJ5EWUQi6kZ8F_-DQ3UYQ2dXpPvPN+PNuwAA@mail.gmail.com><DM2PR09MB07162D4F957589B1D42B4D21D8D20@DM2PR09MB071
6.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <00f501d22af1$23c51850$6b4f48f0$@ccml.org>
This link actually led me to another that helped me findmypast.com <file:///C:\
Users\dbridges>

Thanks

Donna B Bridges

Donna B Bridges
Public Notary
Library Clerk CCLS
Local History/Genealogy

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kerry Neely
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2016 3:14 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [CCSPAM (HC)] - Re: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person

I've never used it, but there is a free online resource called Dead Fred
[http://www.deadfred.com/]. It boasts that it's a genealogy photo archive.
a shot!

Worth

Kerry J. Neely

On Wed, Oct 19, 2016 at 2:37 PM, Scouras, Susan C <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov
<mailto:Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov> > wrote:
Check with libraries, museums and archives for the person?s home town, county,
state, or that of a close relative. Someone in family may have donated photos of
their own family and of extended family, neighbors, etc. School yearbooks for both
students and teachers. School class photos and those great old ones where the
teacher and all the kids in the one-room school pose outside. If the person
belonged to an organization there may be group photos or portraits of officers.
Church directories and histories (if you don?t know the individual church name but
know the denomination, try archives and historical societies for that denomination?
if they don?t have something themselves, they may be able to direct you to a likely
church).

Other places for reproduced photos that will vary in quality: newspapers (think
weddings, anniversaries, graduations, obituaries, birthdays), local histories,
local and regional biographical volumes (most of businessmen and lawyers), family
history books (published or self-published, or printouts donated to a library or
society).

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager

WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV

25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742 <tel:%28304%29%20558-0230%2C%20Ext.%20742>
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov <mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> ] On Behalf Of Susan Yockey
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2016 2:27 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: leb at fdlpl.org <mailto:leb at fdlpl.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person

Mary,

My suggestions are to look for photographs being sold on ebay. They might try
narrowing the search by the time period that they believe the person would've been
photographed in and type of photography that existed in that time period. Also, a
number of photos are on the social media site, Pinterest. To browse photos or
anything on Pinterest they will need to create an account first and then they can
look at what's posted there.

Susan

On Wed, Oct 19, 2016 at 2:16 PM, Mary Leb <leb at fdlpl.org <mailto:leb at
fdlpl.org> > wrote:
I have a patron wondering about how to find a photo of someone from the past. It
is not someone famous, so what do you recommend as a resource to check to try to
find any photos that might exist of a person?

Sincerely,
Mary Leb
Information Services Department

Fond du Lac Public Library
32 Sheboygan St.
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
(920) 322-3935 <tel:%28920%29%20322-3935>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Susan Yockey
National Genealogical Society
Course Administrator
3108 Columbia Pike, Suite 300
Arlington, VA 22204

www.ngsgenealogy.org <http://www.ngsgenealogy.org>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161020/7e4edf56/
attachment.html>
From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Thu Oct 20 12:40:08 2016
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Thu, 20 Oct 2016 16:40:08 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person
In-Reply-To: <CA+aaCM2M=Q_B0GUaX=n-jch_JJYr547Aup=Dm63-0z8M+XDH4w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+aaCM2M=Q_B0GUaX=n-jch_JJYr547Aup=Dm63-0z8M+XDH4w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1548FEC5@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Google images comes to mind, which I see others have recommended.
Also, Familysearch.org has a photo section where the images, if they have entered a
name with the photograph when uploaded, are searchable.
Janice Kistler

Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library, IN
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary Leb
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2016 2:16 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person
I have a patron wondering about how to find a photo of someone from the past. It
is not someone famous, so what do you recommend as a resource to check to try to
find any photos that might exist of a person?
Sincerely,
Mary Leb
Information Services Department
Fond du Lac Public Library
32 Sheboygan St.
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
(920) 322-3935
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161020/72e26e83/
attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Thu Oct 20 12:44:19 2016
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Thu, 20 Oct 2016 12:44:19 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1548FEC5@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
References: <CA+aaCM2M=Q_B0GUaX=n-jch_JJYr547Aup=Dm63-0z8M+XDH4w@mail.gmail.com>
<F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1548FEC5@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID: <5808BC23020000AA0006EE29@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
There's also a site called ancientfaces.com where people can upload photos.
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> Janice Kistler <jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info> 10/20/2016 12:40 PM >>>
Google images comes to mind, which I see others have recommended.
Also, Familysearch.org has a photo section where the images, if they have entered a
name with the photograph when uploaded, are searchable.
Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library, IN

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary Leb
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2016 2:16 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person
I have a patron wondering about how to find a photo of someone from the past. It
is not someone famous, so what do you recommend as a resource to check to try to
find any photos that might exist of a person?

Sincerely,
Mary Leb
Information Services Department
Fond du Lac Public Library
32 Sheboygan St.
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
(920) 322-3935
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161020/20633a23/
attachment.html>
From quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us Thu Oct 20 14:16:02 2016
From: quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us (Quientell Walker)
Date: Thu, 20 Oct 2016 14:16:02 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] ancestry problem
Message-ID: <7A8F833511CA874BBE08E24F7217451DF8A77A8EE9@pclexch.PCL.local>
I have experienced a similar problem with South Carolina records showing up with an
error page, but after refreshing or returning later in the day the record appears.
Refreshing is by no means a quick fix, but it does help at times. Also I have
noticed that on more than one occasion when we use Chrome that Ancestry will lock
up. In other words, you are unable to enter information into the search boxes as
well as the auto-fill feature is disengaged. When this happens we switch over to
Explorer, and it works fine. However, there are occasions when it lock ups in both
browsers.
Quientell Walker
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Pickens County Library System
304 Biltmore Road
Easley, SC 29640
864.850.7077 ext. 102 / Fax 864.850.7091
quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us<mailto:quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us>
www.pickens.lib.sc.us<http://www.pickens.lib.sc.us>
"This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer."
If you wish to file a Civil Rights program complaint of discrimination, complete
the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint Form, found online at
http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html, or at any USDA office, or call

(866) 632-9992 to request the form. You may also write a letter containing all of
the information requested in the form. Send your completed complaint form or
letter to us by mail at U.S. Department of Agriculture, Director, Office of
Adjudication, 1400 Independence Avenue, S.W.,Washington, D.C. 20250-9410, by fax
(202) 690-7442 or email at program.intake at usda.gov
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161020/85b7be26/
attachment.html>
From quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us Thu Oct 20 14:22:13 2016
From: quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us (Quientell Walker)
Date: Thu, 20 Oct 2016 14:22:13 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] finding pictures of a person
Message-ID: <7A8F833511CA874BBE08E24F7217451DF8A77A8EED@pclexch.PCL.local>
I am curious. Would the person have been in the local newspaper? A few months ago
a patron was searching for a picture of her Grandfather. He had lost a bet, and to
walk from one city to another, which is about 20 miles one way. She mentioned that
it had appeared in one of our local newspapers. With a month and year I was able
to find the photo in question.
Also depending on when the person lived you could try Chronicling America to see if
he/she may have appeared in a newspaper. Another place to search in would be
yearbooks or company photos.
Quientell Walker
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Pickens County Library System
304 Biltmore Road
Easley, SC 29640
864.850.7077 ext. 102 / Fax 864.850.7091
quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us<mailto:quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us>
www.pickens.lib.sc.us<http://www.pickens.lib.sc.us>
"This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer."
If you wish to file a Civil Rights program complaint of discrimination, complete
the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint Form, found online at
http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html, or at any USDA office, or call
(866) 632-9992 to request the form. You may also write a letter containing all of
the information requested in the form. Send your completed complaint form or
letter to us by mail at U.S. Department of Agriculture, Director, Office of
Adjudication, 1400 Independence Avenue, S.W.,Washington, D.C. 20250-9410, by fax
(202) 690-7442 or email at program.intake at usda.gov
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161020/5b9c265f/
attachment.html>
From nross at bryantx.gov Thu Oct 20 14:51:26 2016
From: nross at bryantx.gov (Ross, Nancy M)
Date: Thu, 20 Oct 2016 18:51:26 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] ancestry problem
In-Reply-To: <7A8F833511CA874BBE08E24F7217451DF8A77A8EE9@pclexch.PCL.local>
References: <7A8F833511CA874BBE08E24F7217451DF8A77A8EE9@pclexch.PCL.local>

Message-ID: <62959C9DA565A048983C46EA8953819473D41CD1@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
Refreshing did not work.
THANKS!

I will have IT install another browser just in case.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Quientell Walker
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2016 1:16 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ancestry problem
I have experienced a similar problem with South Carolina records showing up with an
error page, but after refreshing or returning later in the day the record appears.
Refreshing is by no means a quick fix, but it does help at times. Also I have
noticed that on more than one occasion when we use Chrome that Ancestry will lock
up. In other words, you are unable to enter information into the search boxes as
well as the auto-fill feature is disengaged. When this happens we switch over to
Explorer, and it works fine. However, there are occasions when it lock ups in both
browsers.
Quientell Walker
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Pickens County Library System
304 Biltmore Road
Easley, SC 29640
864.850.7077 ext. 102 / Fax 864.850.7091
quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us<mailto:quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us>
www.pickens.lib.sc.us<http://www.pickens.lib.sc.us>
"This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer." If you wish to
file a Civil Rights program complaint of discrimination, complete the USDA Program
Discrimination Complaint Form, found online at
http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html, or at any USDA office, or call
(866) 632-9992 to request the form. You may also write a letter containing all of
the information requested in the form. Send your completed complaint form or letter
to us by mail at U.S. Department of Agriculture, Director, Office of Adjudication,
1400 Independence Avenue, S.W.,Washington, D.C. 20250-9410, by fax (202) 690-7442
or email at program.intake at usda.gov<mailto:program.intake at usda.gov>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161020/139d5936/
attachment.html>
From SELLETTB at neumann.edu Thu Oct 20 16:08:15 2016
From: SELLETTB at neumann.edu (Barbara Selletti)
Date: Thu, 20 Oct 2016 20:08:15 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] ancestry problem
In-Reply-To: <62959C9DA565A048983C46EA8953819473D41CD1@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
References: <7A8F833511CA874BBE08E24F7217451DF8A77A8EE9@pclexch.PCL.local>
<62959C9DA565A048983C46EA8953819473D41CD1@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
Message-ID: <23ec3d0729b94a7f9bc2ebc8b2750921@EX13-MB1.neumann.edu>
Ancestry is wonky today. I've already sent several tech support messages for
missing items. It's also really slow loading. They just did an update, I believe.
This always happens when they do. :(
Barbara J. Selletti, SFO, MS

Interlibrary Loan/Reserves
Neumann University Library
Rm 215C Bachmann Main Bldg.
One Neumann Drive
Aston, PA 19014
610-361-5216
sellettb at neumann.edu
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ross, Nancy M
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2016 2:51 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [BULKEMAIL] Re: [Genealib] ancestry problem
Refreshing did not work.
THANKS!

I will have IT install another browser just in case.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Quientell Walker
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2016 1:16 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ancestry problem
I have experienced a similar problem with South Carolina records showing up with an
error page, but after refreshing or returning later in the day the record appears.
Refreshing is by no means a quick fix, but it does help at times. Also I have
noticed that on more than one occasion when we use Chrome that Ancestry will lock
up. In other words, you are unable to enter information into the search boxes as
well as the auto-fill feature is disengaged. When this happens we switch over to
Explorer, and it works fine. However, there are occasions when it lock ups in both
browsers.
Quientell Walker
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Pickens County Library System
304 Biltmore Road
Easley, SC 29640
864.850.7077 ext. 102 / Fax 864.850.7091
quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us<mailto:quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us>
www.pickens.lib.sc.us<http://www.pickens.lib.sc.us>
"This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer." If you wish to
file a Civil Rights program complaint of discrimination, complete the USDA Program
Discrimination Complaint Form, found online at
http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html, or at any USDA office, or call
(866) 632-9992 to request the form. You may also write a letter containing all of
the information requested in the form. Send your completed complaint form or letter
to us by mail at U.S. Department of Agriculture, Director, Office of Adjudication,
1400 Independence Avenue, S.W.,Washington, D.C. 20250-9410, by fax (202) 690-7442
or email at program.intake at usda.gov<mailto:program.intake at usda.gov>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161020/4bd005e4/
attachment.html>
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov

Thu Oct 20 16:10:39 2016

From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Thu, 20 Oct 2016 20:10:39 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] ancestry problem
In-Reply-To: <23ec3d0729b94a7f9bc2ebc8b2750921@EX13-MB1.neumann.edu>
References: <7A8F833511CA874BBE08E24F7217451DF8A77A8EE9@pclexch.PCL.local>
<62959C9DA565A048983C46EA8953819473D41CD1@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
<23ec3d0729b94a7f9bc2ebc8b2750921@EX13-MB1.neumann.edu>
Message-ID:
<DM2PR09MB07168C3C3CE8042896FFF45ED8D50@DM2PR09MB0716.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
I haven't tried it today, but yesterday, when it tried to prepare an image for
printing, it froze every time. I finally gave up on it. Will try again tomorrow.
Susan
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Barbara Selletti
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2016 4:08 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ancestry problem
Ancestry is wonky today. I've already sent several tech support messages for
missing items. It's also really slow loading. They just did an update, I believe.
This always happens when they do. :(
Barbara J. Selletti, SFO, MS
Interlibrary Loan/Reserves
Neumann University Library
Rm 215C Bachmann Main Bldg.
One Neumann Drive
Aston, PA 19014
610-361-5216
sellettb at neumann.edu<mailto:sellettb at neumann.edu>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Ross, Nancy M
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2016 2:51 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [BULKEMAIL] Re: [Genealib] ancestry problem
Refreshing did not work.
THANKS!

I will have IT install another browser just in case.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Quientell Walker
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2016 1:16 PM

To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ancestry problem
I have experienced a similar problem with South Carolina records showing up with an
error page, but after refreshing or returning later in the day the record appears.
Refreshing is by no means a quick fix, but it does help at times. Also I have
noticed that on more than one occasion when we use Chrome that Ancestry will lock
up. In other words, you are unable to enter information into the search boxes as
well as the auto-fill feature is disengaged. When this happens we switch over to
Explorer, and it works fine. However, there are occasions when it lock ups in both
browsers.
Quientell Walker
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Pickens County Library System
304 Biltmore Road
Easley, SC 29640
864.850.7077 ext. 102 / Fax 864.850.7091
quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us<mailto:quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us>
www.pickens.lib.sc.us<http://www.pickens.lib.sc.us>
"This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer." If you wish to
file a Civil Rights program complaint of discrimination, complete the USDA Program
Discrimination Complaint Form, found online at
http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html, or at any USDA office, or call
(866) 632-9992 to request the form. You may also write a letter containing all of
the information requested in the form. Send your completed complaint form or letter
to us by mail at U.S. Department of Agriculture, Director, Office of Adjudication,
1400 Independence Avenue, S.W.,Washington, D.C. 20250-9410, by fax (202) 690-7442
or email at program.intake at usda.gov<mailto:program.intake at usda.gov>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161020/
b656cf5c/attachment-0001.html>
From jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org Thu Oct 20 16:27:30 2016
From: jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Thu, 20 Oct 2016 14:27:30 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] ancestry problem
In-Reply-To:
<DM2PR09MB07168C3C3CE8042896FFF45ED8D50@DM2PR09MB0716.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <7A8F833511CA874BBE08E24F7217451DF8A77A8EE9@pclexch.PCL.local>
<62959C9DA565A048983C46EA8953819473D41CD1@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
<23ec3d0729b94a7f9bc2ebc8b2750921@EX13-MB1.neumann.edu>
<DM2PR09MB07168C3C3CE8042896FFF45ED8D50@DM2PR09MB0716.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CA+WiaXUy4ekYxzCjpKbc8fF=W6HgGpdfoewN3Cr=PHsnwPdt9Q@mail.gmail.com>
Download the image to your desktop and print from there. Yes, the print
function has been wonky for a few days.
James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

On Thu, Oct 20, 2016 at 2:10 PM, Scouras, Susan C <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov>
wrote:
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I haven?t tried it today, but yesterday, when it tried to prepare an image
for printing, it froze every time. I finally gave up on it. Will try again
tomorrow.

Susan

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV

25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Barbara Selletti
*Sent:* Thursday, October 20, 2016 4:08 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Cc:* quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] ancestry problem

Ancestry is wonky today. I?ve already sent several tech support messages
for missing items. It?s also really slow loading. They just did an update,
I believe. This always happens when they do. L

*Barbara J. Selletti, **SFO, MS*
Interlibrary Loan/Reserves
Neumann University Library
Rm 215C Bachmann Main Bldg.
One Neumann Drive
Aston, PA 19014
610-361-5216
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sellettb at neumann.edu

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] *On
Behalf Of *Ross, Nancy M
*Sent:* Thursday, October 20, 2016 2:51 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* [BULKEMAIL] Re: [Genealib] ancestry problem

Refreshing did not work.
case. THANKS!

I will have IT install another browser just in

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] *On
Behalf Of *Quientell Walker
*Sent:* Thursday, October 20, 2016 1:16 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] ancestry problem

I have experienced a similar problem with South Carolina records showing
up with an error page, but after refreshing or returning later in the day
the record appears. Refreshing is by no means a quick fix, but it does
help at times. Also I have noticed that on more than one occasion when we
use Chrome that Ancestry will lock up. In other words, you are unable to
enter information into the search boxes as well as the auto-fill feature is
disengaged. When this happens we switch over to Explorer, and it works
fine. However, there are occasions when it lock ups in both browsers.

Quientell Walker
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Pickens County Library System
304 Biltmore Road
Easley, SC

29640

864.850.7077 ext. 102 / Fax 864.850.7091
quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us
www.pickens.lib.sc.us

"This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer." If you

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

wish to file a Civil Rights program complaint of discrimination, complete
the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint Form, found online at
http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html, or at any USDA
office, or call (866) 632-9992 to request the form. You may also write a
letter containing all of the information requested in the form. Send your
completed complaint form or letter to us by mail at U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Director, Office of Adjudication, 1400 Independence Avenue,
S.W.,Washington, D.C. 20250-9410, by fax (202) 690-7442 or email at
program.intake at usda.gov ??
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

--------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161020/885316a6/
attachment.html>
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Thu Oct 20 16:29:18 2016
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Thu, 20 Oct 2016 20:29:18 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] ancestry problem
In-Reply-To: <CA+WiaXUy4ekYxzCjpKbc8fF=W6HgGpdfoewN3Cr=PHsnwPdt9Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <7A8F833511CA874BBE08E24F7217451DF8A77A8EE9@pclexch.PCL.local>
<62959C9DA565A048983C46EA8953819473D41CD1@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
<23ec3d0729b94a7f9bc2ebc8b2750921@EX13-MB1.neumann.edu>
<DM2PR09MB07168C3C3CE8042896FFF45ED8D50@DM2PR09MB0716.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CA+WiaXUy4ekYxzCjpKbc8fF=W6HgGpdfoewN3Cr=PHsnwPdt9Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<DM2PR09MB0716919F0303B5AB1696B54FD8D50@DM2PR09MB0716.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Thanks. I can try that on my desk PC, but we can?t download on the public computers
(thank you IT for keeping us safe). If we still have problems the staff will have
to search and print for the public.
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of James Jeffrey
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2016 4:28 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ancestry problem
Download the image to your desktop and print from there. Yes, the print function
has been wonky for a few days.

James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

On Thu, Oct 20, 2016 at 2:10 PM, Scouras, Susan C <Susan.C.Scouras at
wv.gov<mailto:Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov>> wrote:
I haven?t tried it today, but yesterday, when it tried to prepare an image for
printing, it froze every time. I finally gave up on it. Will try again tomorrow.
Susan
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742<tel:%28304%29%20558-0230%2C%20Ext.%20742>
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] On Behalf
Of Barbara Selletti
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2016 4:08 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us<mailto:quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ancestry problem
Ancestry is wonky today. I?ve already sent several tech support messages for
missing items. It?s also really slow loading. They just did an update, I believe.
This always happens when they do. ?
Barbara J. Selletti, SFO, MS
Interlibrary Loan/Reserves
Neumann University Library
Rm 215C Bachmann Main Bldg.
One Neumann Drive
Aston, PA 19014
610-361-5216<tel:610-361-5216>
sellettb at neumann.edu<mailto:sellettb at neumann.edu>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Ross, Nancy M
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2016 2:51 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [BULKEMAIL] Re: [Genealib] ancestry problem
Refreshing did not work.
THANKS!

I will have IT install another browser just in case.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf

Of Quientell Walker
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2016 1:16 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ancestry problem
I have experienced a similar problem with South Carolina records showing up with an
error page, but after refreshing or returning later in the day the record appears.
Refreshing is by no means a quick fix, but it does help at times. Also I have
noticed that on more than one occasion when we use Chrome that Ancestry will lock
up. In other words, you are unable to enter information into the search boxes as
well as the auto-fill feature is disengaged. When this happens we switch over to
Explorer, and it works fine. However, there are occasions when it lock ups in both
browsers.
Quientell Walker
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Pickens County Library System
304 Biltmore Road
Easley, SC 29640
864.850.7077 ext. 102<tel:864.850.7077%20ext.%20102> / Fax
864.850.7091<tel:864.850.7091>
quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us<mailto:quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us>
www.pickens.lib.sc.us<http://www.pickens.lib.sc.us>
"This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer." If you wish to
file a Civil Rights program complaint of discrimination, complete the USDA Program
Discrimination Complaint Form, found online at
http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html, or at any USDA office, or call
(866) 632-9992<tel:%28866%29%20632-9992> to request the form. You may also write a
letter containing all of the information requested in the form. Send your completed
complaint form or letter to us by mail at U.S. Department of Agriculture, Director,
Office of Adjudication, 1400 Independence Avenue, S.W.,Washington, D.C. 20250-9410,
by fax (202) 690-7442<tel:%28202%29%20690-7442> or email at program.intake at
usda.gov<mailto:program.intake at usda.gov> ??
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
[https://www.denverlibrary.org/sites/dplorg/files/DPL_horiz_2color.png]
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161020/7be52576/
attachment.html>
From mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us Thu Oct 20 18:06:58 2016
From: mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Michelle Gross)
Date: Thu, 20 Oct 2016 22:06:58 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] ancestry problem
In-Reply-To:
<DM2PR09MB0716919F0303B5AB1696B54FD8D50@DM2PR09MB0716.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <7A8F833511CA874BBE08E24F7217451DF8A77A8EE9@pclexch.PCL.local>
<62959C9DA565A048983C46EA8953819473D41CD1@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
<23ec3d0729b94a7f9bc2ebc8b2750921@EX13-MB1.neumann.edu>

<DM2PR09MB07168C3C3CE8042896FFF45ED8D50@DM2PR09MB0716.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CA+WiaXUy4ekYxzCjpKbc8fF=W6HgGpdfoewN3Cr=PHsnwPdt9Q@mail.gmail.com>
<DM2PR09MB0716919F0303B5AB1696B54FD8D50@DM2PR09MB0716.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <6fd0c64c1b534557a044ef6b53937801@Mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
I've only had problems like this when I'm not using Internet Explorer. I've
noticed Ancestry does not seem to "get along" with the new Edge that came with
Windows 10. I did not have any problems using Ancestry today or in the last few
days, but I only use Internet Explorer with it.
Michelle Gross
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library
Fayetteville, NC
910-483-7727 ext.1360<tel:91048377273981360>
Sent from my android device.
-----Original Message----From: "Scouras, Susan C" <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov>
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thu, 20 Oct 2016 4:29 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ancestry problem
Thanks. I can try that on my desk PC, but we can?t download on the public computers
(thank you IT for keeping us safe). If we still have problems the staff will have
to search and print for the public.
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of James Jeffrey
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2016 4:28 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ancestry problem
Download the image to your desktop and print from there. Yes, the print function
has been wonky for a few days.
James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

On Thu, Oct 20, 2016 at 2:10 PM, Scouras, Susan C <Susan.C.Scouras at
wv.gov<mailto:Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov>> wrote:
I haven?t tried it today, but yesterday, when it tried to prepare an image for
printing, it froze every time. I finally gave up on it. Will try again tomorrow.

Susan
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742<tel:%28304%29%20558-0230%2C%20Ext.%20742>
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] On Behalf
Of Barbara Selletti
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2016 4:08 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us<mailto:quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ancestry problem
Ancestry is wonky today. I?ve already sent several tech support messages for
missing items. It?s also really slow loading. They just did an update, I believe.
This always happens when they do. :(
Barbara J. Selletti, SFO, MS
Interlibrary Loan/Reserves
Neumann University Library
Rm 215C Bachmann Main Bldg.
One Neumann Drive
Aston, PA 19014
610-361-5216<tel:610-361-5216>
sellettb at neumann.edu<mailto:sellettb at neumann.edu>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Ross, Nancy M
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2016 2:51 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [BULKEMAIL] Re: [Genealib] ancestry problem
Refreshing did not work.
THANKS!

I will have IT install another browser just in case.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Quientell Walker
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2016 1:16 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ancestry problem
I have experienced a similar problem with South Carolina records showing up with an
error page, but after refreshing or returning later in the day the record appears.
Refreshing is by no means a quick fix, but it does help at times. Also I have
noticed that on more than one occasion when we use Chrome that Ancestry will lock
up. In other words, you are unable to enter information into the search boxes as
well as the auto-fill feature is disengaged. When this happens we switch over to
Explorer, and it works fine. However, there are occasions when it lock ups in both

browsers.
Quientell Walker
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Pickens County Library System
304 Biltmore Road
Easley, SC 29640
864.850.7077 ext. 102<tel:864.850.7077%20ext.%20102> / Fax
864.850.7091<tel:864.850.7091>
quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us<mailto:quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us>
www.pickens.lib.sc.us<http://www.pickens.lib.sc.us>
"This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer." If you wish to
file a Civil Rights program complaint of discrimination, complete the USDA Program
Discrimination Complaint Form, found online at
http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html, or at any USDA office, or call
(866) 632-9992<tel:%28866%29%20632-9992> to request the form. You may also write a
letter containing all of the information requested in the form. Send your completed
complaint form or letter to us by mail at U.S. Department of Agriculture, Director,
Office of Adjudication, 1400 Independence Avenue, S.W.,Washington, D.C. 20250-9410,
by fax (202) 690-7442<tel:%28202%29%20690-7442> or email at program.intake at
usda.gov<mailto:program.intake at usda.gov> ??
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
[https://www.denverlibrary.org/sites/dplorg/files/DPL_horiz_2color.png]
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161020/163d7176/
attachment.html>
From nross at bryantx.gov Thu Oct 20 19:14:53 2016
From: nross at bryantx.gov (Ross, Nancy M)
Date: Thu, 20 Oct 2016 23:14:53 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] ancestry problem
Message-ID: <91b9d2x0cyaa4bdd14vx24ed.1476984065387@email.android.com>
Elaine,
The entry indicates the first directory is for 1899 but when I started looking
at the film it had 1889 first. The 1889 directory has a wealth of information and
our area early directories are not only post 1935 but also pale in comparison.
Nan

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device
-------- Original message -------From: Elaine McRey <fxlibrarian at gmail.com>
Date: 10/20/16 10:54 AM (GMT-06:00)
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ancestry problem

I just tried to browse the Meridian city directories. Oddly, I see more than just
the 1950s, but the earliest one for me is 1899. There are about 25 directories,
from 1899 through 1959, with three or four in each decade. No answers, just more
questions.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
On Thu, Oct 20, 2016 at 11:17 AM, Ross, Nancy M <nross at bryantx.gov<mailto:nross
at bryantx.gov>> wrote:
All,
Have any of you been having odd problems with Ancestry Library Edition? I was
just browsing the Meridian, Mississippi city directory for 1888 and on page 81
received an error message. I retried the search several times but the only City
Directories shown for Meridian were in the 1950?s. They had marvelous information
about geography and businesses that is well worth browsing for background, as well
as searching. I want to finish!
Nancy McCraw Ross
Carnegie Librarian
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From leb at fdlpl.org Fri Oct 21 17:49:25 2016
From: leb at fdlpl.org (Mary Leb)
Date: Fri, 21 Oct 2016 16:49:25 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Thanks for all your help!
Message-ID: <CA+aaCM1YGmqh86+17O=BC9Z0Ev-WJfoMOpiR5pDDqDP1qD0pSQ@mail.gmail.com>
Thank you to all those who gave me suggestions about finding pictures of a
person.
Sincerely,
Mary Leb
Information Services Department
Fond du Lac Public Library
32 Sheboygan St.
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
(920) 322-3935
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161021/84f7b2de/
attachment.html>
From birdlady2011 at icloud.com Mon Oct 24 10:29:10 2016
From: birdlady2011 at icloud.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Mon, 24 Oct 2016 10:29:10 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home
Message-ID: <E3532002-825A-418E-99E6-722BD7ABA9D9@icloud.com>
Clearing more personal shelf space - two books to a good library home:

(1) Anne Bruner Eales, Army Wives on the American Frontier: Living by the Bugles.
1996 paperback, like new. This is a lively and well written book.
From the back cover ? Moving from the restrictive chrysalis of "civilized"
tradition and Victorian viewpoints in the East, the women who followed their Army
husbands to forts in the West made an excursion into a freedom of throught and
action that most of them had never experienced or even imagined. "No one interested
in the history of the American West or women?s history should miss this wellwritten, carefully researched, comprehensive treatment of a subject that previous
scholars have largely ignored." ?Herman Viola, author of "Exploring the West"
(2) Martin F. Schmitt with Dee Brown, The Settlers? West, 1974 paperback, pretty
much like new other than age.
Please reply off list to birdlady2011 at icloud.com <mailto:birdlady2011 at
icloud.com> and include your mailing address.
Claire Kluskens
Alexandria, VA
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161024/89489212/
attachment.html>
From bjrushing at shtc.net Mon Oct 24 16:11:03 2016
From: bjrushing at shtc.net (Jean Rushing)
Date: Mon, 24 Oct 2016 16:11:03 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home
In-Reply-To: <E3532002-825A-418E-99E6-722BD7ABA9D9@icloud.com>
References: <E3532002-825A-418E-99E6-722BD7ABA9D9@icloud.com>
Message-ID: <002601d22e32$bf2e97f0$3d8bc7d0$@shtc.net>
Claire, I would like Nbr. 1 this is not fiction I hope. Please let me know.

Jean Rushing

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Claire Kluskens
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2016 10:29 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home

Clearing more personal shelf space - two books to a good library home:

(1) Anne Bruner Eales, Army Wives on the American Frontier: Living by the Bugles.
1996 paperback, like new. This is a lively and well written book.

>From the back cover ? Moving from the restrictive chrysalis of "civilized"
tradition and Victorian viewpoints in the East, the women who followed their Army
husbands to forts in the West made an excursion into a freedom of throught and
action that most of them had never experienced or even imagined. "No one interested
in the history of the American West or women?s history should miss this wellwritten, carefully researched, comprehensive treatment of a subject that previous
scholars have largely ignored." ?Herman Viola, author of "Exploring the West"

(2) Martin F. Schmitt with Dee Brown, The Settlers? West, 1974 paperback, pretty
much like new other than age.

Please reply off list to birdlady2011 at icloud.com and include your mailing
address.

Claire Kluskens
Alexandria, VA

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161024/9b56408a/
attachment.html>
From cheryls at plano.gov Mon Oct 24 18:30:28 2016
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Mon, 24 Oct 2016 22:30:28 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Need contract advice
Message-ID:
<DM5PR09MB1531F75A95DF361963004567ACA90@DM5PR09MB1531.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Hello,
We need some examples of contracts that have been set up between a library and a
donor. The donor is willing to loan the items to your library either temporary or
long term with some stipulations.
One example is some oral histories are on loan for us to house them (we have a
temperature/humidity controlled room) but the still belong to the donor. We will
eventually (need to do some transcribing) put them online at our digital
collection. We are trying to share costs of the digitizing, transcribing and
hosting online. But we need a contract to cover anything that could occur.
Another example, we have some scrapbooks from local societies that we house in our
archive room. The societies own them but they are in our collection as permanent
loan. They have given us permission to put some of their early scrapbooks online.
I know there has to be some kind of contract for permanent loans to a library or
museum that could help us write our own contracts. If you have any examples, please
send it to me cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>.

Thank you!
Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
[cid:image002.png at 01D22E1C.4EDAF4A0]
Plano Public
Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov/>

Connect with Plano
[cid:image004.png at 01D22E1C.4EDAF4A0]<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161024/
cddf839d/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.png
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From pcooper at irclibrary.org Tue Oct 25 10:01:51 2016
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 10:01:51 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
Message-ID: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>

Good Morning Colleagues!

Do you have access to Archive Finder or is there another site besides
http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/ that has the index to NUCMC?

If so, what is the cost?

We would like to remove the multi volume set and indexes which takes up two
full shelves. I bought this back in 1989 and I still love it, but hoping
there is a full index online. We need space.

Thanks.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/
d7e07959/attachment.html>
From sboyd at dclibraries.org Tue Oct 25 11:19:28 2016
From: sboyd at dclibraries.org (Boyd, Shaun K)

Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 15:19:28 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
In-Reply-To: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
References: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
Message-ID:
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
Hello there!
NUCMC is all on WorldCat now too.
https://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/oclcsearch.html
Also check out ArchiveGrid:
https://beta.worldcat.org/archivegrid/
Shaun
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 8:02 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
Good Morning Colleagues!
Do you have access to Archive Finder or is there another site besides
http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/ that has the index to NUCMC?
If so, what is the cost?
We would like to remove the multi volume set and indexes which takes up two full
shelves. I bought this back in 1989 and I still love it, but hoping there is a full
index online. We need space.
Thanks.
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/
b9f6daa3/attachment.html>
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Tue Oct 25 11:27:35 2016
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 11:27:35 -0400

Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
In-Reply-To:
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
References: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <003301d22ed4$50225f20$f0671d60$@irclibrary.org>
Shaun:
I sure would like to believe you. I tried a test on those websites and have
not been able to locate the following record from my 1966 NUCMC.

Chappelear Family

MS 66-274

Papers 1876-1959
In College of William and Mary, Earl Gregg Swem Library

The LOC website is too difficult for our patrons (and me too!)

What am I doing wrong?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Boyd, Shaun K
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 11:19 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC

Hello there!

NUCMC is all on WorldCat now too.
https://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/oclcsearch.html

Also check out ArchiveGrid:
https://beta.worldcat.org/archivegrid/

Shaun

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 8:02 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC

Good Morning Colleagues!

Do you have access to Archive Finder or is there another site besides
http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/ that has the index to NUCMC?

If so, what is the cost?

We would like to remove the multi volume set and indexes which takes up two
full shelves. I bought this back in 1989 and I still love it, but hoping
there is a full index online. We need space.

Thanks.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/
b0a01feb/attachment.html>
From egrundset at dar.org Tue Oct 25 11:30:48 2016
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 15:30:48 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
In-Reply-To:
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
References: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CCB47@Mail3.darlib.org>
But does anyone know if the NUCMC that is on WorldCat includes all of the earlier
material or just the contents from when they started doing electronic records? Not
too long ago, NUCMC's description stated that it did NOT include the earlier
printed contents.
I think that's what Pam is asking, and I'd like to know too!
Thanks,
Eric
Eric G. Grundset
Director of Library Publications
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution

1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<http://www.dar.org/library>
Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Boyd, Shaun K
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 11:19 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC
Hello there!
NUCMC is all on WorldCat now too.
https://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/oclcsearch.html<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/
v2/url?u=https3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc_oclcsearch.html&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=aKYs4h0ITWup67HUragrI4Vs
3RfpqSf3bhIMIzfUk38&e=>
Also check out ArchiveGrid:
https://beta.worldcat.org/archivegrid/<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?
u=https-3A__beta.worldcat.org_archivegrid_&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=LO2pqx-t33lRNwBf4pSgSlCop8Uc6RBbBI0mmCx3dg&e=>
Shaun
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 8:02 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
Good Morning Colleagues!
Do you have access to Archive Finder or is there another site besides
http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc_&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=ZezbZSAldXzPn6vN5SFaeoMn
k7alR7uTRDFB4XjktWY&e=> that has the index to NUCMC?
If so, what is the cost?
We would like to remove the multi volume set and indexes which takes up two full
shelves. I bought this back in 1989 and I still love it, but hoping there is a full
index online. We need space.
Thanks.
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor

Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/
v2/url?u=http3A__www.irclibrary.org_genealogy&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=SFXiZEuVF5MsWlcly_NmbJ63uzYVX-g_yN5Ptr2aYY&e=>
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/0f1c8d68/
attachment.html>
From larsend at libcoop.net Tue Oct 25 11:34:48 2016
From: larsend at libcoop.net (Deborah Larsen)
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 11:34:48 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
In-Reply-To: <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CCB47@Mail3.darlib.org>
References: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
<B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CCB47@Mail3.darlib.org>
Message-ID: <a4b86298aaf5c78767076c44e60d60b2@libcoop.net>

Per NUCMC's own FAQ at
http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/searchingfaqs.html#faq2
* Are all NUCMC records accessible in one single online catalog?
NO. The NUCMC cooperative cataloging project began in 1959. From 1959 to
1993, the NUCMC catalog was produced as printed volumes [8]. In 1986,
NUCMC staff began using the RLG Union Catalog (now defunct) to produce
its published catalog -- from 1986 - 1993, NUCMC records are available
both online through OCLC WorldCat and in the printed volumes. Beginning
in 1993, records created by NUCMC catalogers are only available in OCLC
WorldCat.
* Are all NUCMC records available in OCLC WorldCat?
NO. Only records created since 1986 are included in OCLC WorldCat. All
records created from 1959-1985 are only available in printed volumes
[8].
--Deborah Larsen
Assistant Director
Mount Clemens Public Library :
150 Cass Ave. | Mount Clemens MI 48043

586-469-6200 | www.mtclib.org
www.arcadiapublishing.com/9781467100120/Legendary-Locals-of-Mount-Clemens
On 10.25.2016 11:30 AM, Grundset, Eric wrote:
> But does anyone know if the NUCMC that is on WorldCat includes all of the earlier
material or just the contents from when they started doing electronic records? Not
too long ago, NUCMC's description stated that it did NOT include the earlier
printed contents.
>
> I think that's what Pam is asking, and I'd like to know too!
>
> Thanks,
>
> Eric
>
> Eric G. Grundset
>
> Director of Library Publications
>
> DAR Library
>
> National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
>
> 1776 D Street, N. W.
>
> Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
>
> 202.879-3313
>
> egrundset at dar.org
>
> www.dar.org/library [2]
>
> Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides [3]
>
> FROM: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] ON BEHALF OF Boyd, Shaun K
> SENT: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 11:19 AM
> TO: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> SUBJECT: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC
>
> Hello there!
>
> NUCMC is all on WorldCat now too.
>
> https://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/oclcsearch.html [4]
>
> Also check out ArchiveGrid:
>
> https://beta.worldcat.org/archivegrid/ [5]
>
> Shaun
>
> FROM: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] ON BEHALF OF Pam Cooper
> SENT: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 8:02 AM
> TO: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> SUBJECT: [Genealib] NUCMC

>
> Good Morning Colleagues!
>
> Do you have access to Archive Finder or is there another site besides
http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/ [6] that has the index to NUCMC?
>
> If so, what is the cost?
>
> We would like to remove the multi volume set and indexes which takes up two full
shelves. I bought this back in 1989 and I still love it, but hoping there is a full
index online. We need space.
>
> Thanks.
>
> Pam
>
> Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
>
> Archive Center & Genealogy Department
>
> Indian River County Main Library
>
> 1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
>
> 772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
>
> Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
>
> Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy [7]
>
> PLEASE NOTE: As of JULY 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib [1]
Links:
-----[1] http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
[2] http://www.dar.org/library
[3] http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides
[4]
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc_oclcsearch.html&amp;d=DQMFAg&amp;c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7j
XrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&amp;r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&amp;m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&amp;s=aKYs4h0ITWup67HU
ragrI4Vs3RfpqSf3bhIMIzfUk38&amp;e=
[5]
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__beta.worldcat.org_archivegrid_&amp;d=DQMFAg&amp;c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&amp;r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&amp;m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&amp;s=LO2pqx-t33lRNwBf4pSgSlCop8Uc6RBbBI0mmCx3dg&amp;e=
[6]

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc_&amp;d=DQMFAg&amp;c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&amp;r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&amp;m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&amp;s=ZezbZSAldXzPn6vN
5SFaeoMnk7alR7uTRDFB4XjktWY&amp;e=
[7]
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.irclibrary.org_genealogy&amp;d=DQMFAg&amp;c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&amp;r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&amp;m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&amp;s=SFXiZEuVF5MsWlcly_NmbJ63uzYVX-g_yN5Ptr2aYY&amp;e=
[8] http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/nucmcvols.html
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/2b9f030e/
attachment.html>
From laurawilliamscarter at gmail.com Tue Oct 25 11:49:58 2016
From: laurawilliamscarter at gmail.com (Laura Carter)
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 11:49:58 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
In-Reply-To: <a4b86298aaf5c78767076c44e60d60b2@libcoop.net>
References: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
<B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CCB47@Mail3.darlib.org>
<a4b86298aaf5c78767076c44e60d60b2@libcoop.net>
Message-ID: <CAOG+fb2jyJg+EcT4Ji0=LGPJ9HL6p=gtunXz6yVUOeWRR-O-vg@mail.gmail.com>
Thanks for looking this up for us
Laura
On Tue, Oct 25, 2016 at 11:34 AM, Deborah Larsen <larsend at libcoop.net>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Per NUCMC's own FAQ at http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/
searchingfaqs.html#faq2
1. Are all NUCMC records accessible in one single online catalog?
*No.* The NUCMC cooperative cataloging project began in 1959. From
1959 to 1993, the NUCMC catalog was produced as printed volumes
<http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/nucmcvols.html>. In 1986, NUCMC staff
began using the RLG Union Catalog (now defunct) to produce its published
catalog -- from 1986 - 1993, NUCMC records are available both online
through OCLC WorldCat and in the printed volumes. Beginning in 1993,
records created by NUCMC catalogers are only available in OCLC WorldCat.
2. Are all NUCMC records available in OCLC WorldCat?
*No.* Only records created since 1986 are included in OCLC WorldCat.
All records created from 1959-1985 are only available in printed
volumes <http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/nucmcvols.html>.

--Deborah Larsen

> Assistant Director
> Mount Clemens Public Library :
> 150 Cass Ave. | Mount Clemens MI 48043586-469-6200 |
www.mtclib.orgwww.arcadiapublishing.com/9781467100120/Legendary-Locals-of-MountClemens
>
> On 10.25.2016 11:30 AM, Grundset, Eric wrote:
>
> But does anyone know if the NUCMC that is on WorldCat includes all of the
> earlier material or just the contents from when they started doing
> electronic records? Not too long ago, NUCMC?s description stated that it
> did NOT include the earlier printed contents.
>
>
>
> I think that?s what Pam is asking, and I?d like to know too!
>
>
>
> Thanks,
>
>
>
> Eric
>
>
>
> Eric G. Grundset
>
> Director of Library Publications
>
> DAR Library
>
> National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
>
> 1776 D Street, N. W.
>
> Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
>
> 202.879-3313
>
> egrundset at dar.org
>
> www.dar.org/library
>
> Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides
>
>
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
> mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Boyd, Shaun K
> *Sent:* Tuesday, October 25, 2016 11:19 AM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
> *Subject:* Re: [Genealib] NUCMC
>
>
>
> Hello there!
>

>
>
> NUCMC is all on WorldCat now too.
>
> https://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/oclcsearch.html
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc_oclcsearch.html&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=aKYs4h0ITWup67HUragrI4Vs
3RfpqSf3bhIMIzfUk38&e=>
>
>
>
> Also check out ArchiveGrid:
>
> https://beta.worldcat.org/archivegrid/
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__beta.worldcat.org_archivegrid_&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=LO2pqx-t33lRNwBf4pSgSlCop8Uc6RBbBI0mmCx3dg&e=>
>
>
>
> Shaun
>
>
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
> mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] *On
> Behalf Of *Pam Cooper
> *Sent:* Tuesday, October 25, 2016 8:02 AM
> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> *Subject:* [Genealib] NUCMC
>
>
>
> Good Morning Colleagues!
>
>
>
> Do you have access to Archive Finder or is there another site besides
> http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc_&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=ZezbZSAldXzPn6vN5SFaeoMn
k7alR7uTRDFB4XjktWY&e=>
> that has the index to NUCMC?
>
>
>
> If so, what is the cost?
>
>
>
> We would like to remove the multi volume set and indexes which takes up
> two full shelves. I bought this back in 1989 and I still love it, but
> hoping there is a full index online. We need space.

>
>
>
> Thanks.
>
>
>
> Pam
>
>
>
> Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
>
> Archive Center & Genealogy Department
>
> Indian River County Main Library
>
> 1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
>
>
>
> 772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
>
> Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
>
> Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.irclibrary.org_genealogy&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=SFXiZEuVF5MsWlcly_NmbJ63uzYVX-g_yN5Ptr2aYY&e=>
>
> *Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
> are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
> response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this
> entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing listgenealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.eduhttp://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-Laura W. Carter
3710 Barnett Shoals Road
Athens, GA 30605
706-369-9420
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/
f008ccb9/attachment.html>
From sboyd at dclibraries.org Tue Oct 25 11:57:28 2016
From: sboyd at dclibraries.org (Boyd, Shaun K)
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 15:57:28 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
In-Reply-To: <a4b86298aaf5c78767076c44e60d60b2@libcoop.net>
References: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
<B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CCB47@Mail3.darlib.org>
<a4b86298aaf5c78767076c44e60d60b2@libcoop.net>
Message-ID:
<SN1PR17MB052884752BF67385607CCF08B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
*Sigh*
Ok, so where do we write a grant to make that retrospective cataloging happen?
I wonder how much of this material has been recataloged since 1959, as the local
catalogs moved onto computerized systems. (Obviously not that one from the
Chappelear Family.)
Thanks for pointing this out, another resource for me to consult (I started working
in the field post-1998!)
Shaun
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Deborah Larsen
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 9:35 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC
Per NUCMC's own FAQ at http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/searchingfaqs.html#faq2
1.

Are all NUCMC records accessible in one single online catalog?

No. The NUCMC cooperative cataloging project began in 1959. From 1959 to 1993, the
NUCMC catalog was produced as printed
volumes<http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/nucmcvols.html>. In 1986, NUCMC staff began
using the RLG Union Catalog (now defunct) to produce its published catalog -- from
1986 - 1993, NUCMC records are available both online through OCLC WorldCat and in
the printed volumes. Beginning in 1993, records created by NUCMC catalogers are
only available in OCLC WorldCat.
1.

Are all NUCMC records available in OCLC WorldCat?

No. Only records created since 1986 are included in OCLC WorldCat. All records
created from 1959-1985 are only available in printed
volumes<http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/nucmcvols.html>.

--Deborah Larsen

Assistant Director
Mount Clemens Public Library :
150 Cass Ave. | Mount Clemens MI 48043
586-469-6200 | www.mtclib.org<http://www.mtclib.org>
www.arcadiapublishing.com/9781467100120/Legendary-Locals-of-Mount-Clemens<http://
www.arcadiapublishing.com/9781467100120/Legendary-Locals-of-Mount-Clemens>
On 10.25.2016 11:30 AM, Grundset, Eric wrote:
But does anyone know if the NUCMC that is on WorldCat includes all of the earlier
material or just the contents from when they started doing electronic records? Not
too long ago, NUCMC?s description stated that it did NOT include the earlier
printed contents.
I think that?s what Pam is asking, and I?d like to know too!
Thanks,
Eric
Eric G. Grundset
Director of Library Publications
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<http://www.dar.org/library>
Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Boyd, Shaun K
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 11:19 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC
Hello there!
NUCMC is all on WorldCat now too.
https://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/oclcsearch.html<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/
v2/url?u=https3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc_oclcsearch.html&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=aKYs4h0ITWup67HUragrI4Vs
3RfpqSf3bhIMIzfUk38&e=>
Also check out ArchiveGrid:
https://beta.worldcat.org/archivegrid/<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?
u=https-3A__beta.worldcat.org_archivegrid_&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=LO2pqx-t33lRNwBf4pSgSlCop8Uc6RBbBI0mmCx3dg&e=>
Shaun

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 8:02 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
Good Morning Colleagues!
Do you have access to Archive Finder or is there another site besides
http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc_&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=ZezbZSAldXzPn6vN5SFaeoMn
k7alR7uTRDFB4XjktWY&e=> that has the index to NUCMC?
If so, what is the cost?
We would like to remove the multi volume set and indexes which takes up two full
shelves. I bought this back in 1989 and I still love it, but hoping there is a full
index online. We need space.
Thanks.
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/
v2/url?u=http3A__www.irclibrary.org_genealogy&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=SFXiZEuVF5MsWlcly_NmbJ63uzYVX-g_yN5Ptr2aYY&e=>
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/
f043e6dc/attachment-0001.html>

From egrundset at dar.org Tue Oct 25 12:45:38 2016
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 16:45:38 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
In-Reply-To: <a4b86298aaf5c78767076c44e60d60b2@libcoop.net>
References: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
<B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CCB47@Mail3.darlib.org>
<a4b86298aaf5c78767076c44e60d60b2@libcoop.net>
Message-ID: <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CCB92@Mail3.darlib.org>
Thanks. I didn?t look under FAQ recently.
Eric G. Grundset
Director of Library Publications
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<http://www.dar.org/library>
Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Deborah Larsen
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 11:35 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC
Per NUCMC's own FAQ at http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/searchingfaqs.html#faq2
1.

Are all NUCMC records accessible in one single online catalog?

No. The NUCMC cooperative cataloging project began in 1959. From 1959 to 1993, the
NUCMC catalog was produced as printed
volumes<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc_nucmcvols.html&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=_2qACmceNkR27kwI4pHxA4uutW4PZt467sj7gUahdMU&s=vvmpdHHPixD1OkOb0xVAQfDC
60xqzaAYJlam4dTnPFw&e=>. In 1986, NUCMC staff began using the RLG Union Catalog
(now defunct) to produce its published catalog -- from 1986 - 1993, NUCMC records
are available both online through OCLC WorldCat and in the printed volumes.
Beginning in 1993, records created by NUCMC catalogers are only available in OCLC
WorldCat.
1.

Are all NUCMC records available in OCLC WorldCat?

No. Only records created since 1986 are included in OCLC WorldCat. All records
created from 1959-1985 are only available in printed
volumes<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc_nucmcvols.html&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=_2qACmceNkR27kwI4pHxA4uutW4PZt467sj7gUahdMU&s=vvmpdHHPixD1OkOb0xVAQfDC
60xqzaAYJlam4dTnPFw&e=>.

--Deborah Larsen
Assistant Director
Mount Clemens Public Library :
150 Cass Ave. | Mount Clemens MI 48043
586-469-6200 | www.mtclib.org<http://www.mtclib.org>
www.arcadiapublishing.com/9781467100120/Legendary-Locals-of-Mount-Clemens<http://
www.arcadiapublishing.com/9781467100120/Legendary-Locals-of-Mount-Clemens>
On 10.25.2016 11:30 AM, Grundset, Eric wrote:
But does anyone know if the NUCMC that is on WorldCat includes all of the earlier
material or just the contents from when they started doing electronic records? Not
too long ago, NUCMC?s description stated that it did NOT include the earlier
printed contents.
I think that?s what Pam is asking, and I?d like to know too!
Thanks,
Eric
Eric G. Grundset
Director of Library Publications
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.dar.org_library&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=_2qACmceNkR27kwI4pHxA4uutW4PZt467sj7gUahdMU&s=wXnlQcfRHe21yVKiU_tRjBSpzEEVyer9EaqGQPeXwg&e=>
Library Publications:
http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/
v2/url?u=http-3A__www.dar.org_library_publication2Dguides&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=_2qACmceNkR27kwI4pHxA4uutW4PZt467sj7gUahdMU&s=IEoY4rdR40WIlPdh4bOC4zLu
BbYqVoCJoybLN3DNoTk&e=>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Boyd, Shaun K
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 11:19 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC
Hello there!
NUCMC is all on WorldCat now too.
https://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/oclcsearch.html<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/

v2/url?u=https3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc_oclcsearch.html&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=aKYs4h0ITWup67HUragrI4Vs
3RfpqSf3bhIMIzfUk38&e=>
Also check out ArchiveGrid:
https://beta.worldcat.org/archivegrid/<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?
u=https-3A__beta.worldcat.org_archivegrid_&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=LO2pqx-t33lRNwBf4pSgSlCop8Uc6RBbBI0mmCx3dg&e=>
Shaun
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 8:02 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
Good Morning Colleagues!
Do you have access to Archive Finder or is there another site besides
http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc_&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=ZezbZSAldXzPn6vN5SFaeoMn
k7alR7uTRDFB4XjktWY&e=> that has the index to NUCMC?
If so, what is the cost?
We would like to remove the multi volume set and indexes which takes up two full
shelves. I bought this back in 1989 and I still love it, but hoping there is a full
index online. We need space.
Thanks.
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/
v2/url?u=http3A__www.irclibrary.org_genealogy&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=SFXiZEuVF5MsWlcly_NmbJ63uzYVX-g_yN5Ptr2aYY&e=>
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7
jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=_2qACmceNkR27kwI4pHxA4uutW4PZt467sj7gUahdMU&s=acAnG_Al2Wcjv7Q4oPD0mtKb
uRphhtb1NUVOBwFKhXY&e=>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/57d8db26/
attachment.html>
From egrundset at dar.org Tue Oct 25 12:53:04 2016
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 16:53:04 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
In-Reply-To: <003301d22ed4$50225f20$f0671d60$@irclibrary.org>
References: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
<003301d22ed4$50225f20$f0671d60$@irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CCBAD@Mail3.darlib.org>
Pam,
Here's the link in the online catalog for the Chappelear papers at Swem Library:
http://wm-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo_library/libweb/action/display.do?
tabs=detailsTab&ct=display&fn=search&doc=01COWM_WM_ALMA21564059380003196&indx=1&rec
Ids=01COWM_WM_ALMA21564059380003196&recIdxs=0&elementId=0&renderMode=poppedOut&disp
layMode=full&frbrVersion=&frbg=&&dscnt=0&scp.scps=scope%3A%28LAW%29%2Cscope%3A
%2801COWM_WM_CR%29%2Cscope%3A%28WM_Alma_WM%29%2Cscope%3A%28COWM_WM_E%29%2Cscope%3A
%28CWF_Alma_WM
%29%2Cprimo_central_multiple_fe&tb=t&mode=Basic&vid=01COWM_WM&srt=rank&tab=default_
tab&dum=true&vl(freeText0)=Papers%201876-1959&dstmp=1477414142125
I just looked it up but nothing came up using the surname. I searched "Papers 18761959" and got this result.
If you have further questions about it, the helpful staff at Manuscripts & Rare
Books at Swem will surely be able to help you. I'm glad you asked the question
because this surname is one I need to work on for my older son-in-laws family in
Georgia that may have earlier been in Virginia. I didn't know Swem had this title
(never looked for it anyway).
Eric
Eric G. Grundset
Director of Library Publications
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<http://www.dar.org/library>
Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 11:28 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC
Shaun:
I sure would like to believe you. I tried a test on those websites and have not
been able to locate the following record from my 1966 NUCMC.
Chappelear Family MS 66-274
Papers 1876-1959
In College of William and Mary, Earl Gregg Swem Library
The LOC website is too difficult for our patrons (and me too!)
What am I doing wrong?
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/
v2/url?u=http3A__www.irclibrary.org_genealogy&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=LXWdS6FwOY4G_HCDkPdzUoNnUl6WPTTIlwIFPPBdCA&s=mLtQhb2PBkkGaeoNmiKpwW7LJa_OaKQceZ-tLbbPRH4&e=>
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Boyd, Shaun K
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 11:19 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC
Hello there!
NUCMC is all on WorldCat now too.
https://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/oclcsearch.html<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/
v2/url?u=https3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc_oclcsearch.html&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=LXWdS6FwOY4G_HCDkPdzUoNnUl6WPTTIl-

wIFPPBdCA&s=ZUlfS5GeKV0B4biaMYYesRHbB-UTyy2ye-azv-Cwqf8&e=>
Also check out ArchiveGrid:
https://beta.worldcat.org/archivegrid/<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?
u=https-3A__beta.worldcat.org_archivegrid_&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=LXWdS6FwOY4G_HCDkPdzUoNnUl6WPTTIlwIFPPBdCA&s=aL10TEvNuP4EMbqZnrOhdOKUfoqdm4SDv8BaltdO08A&e=>
Shaun
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 8:02 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
Good Morning Colleagues!
Do you have access to Archive Finder or is there another site besides
http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc_&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=LXWdS6FwOY4G_HCDkPdzUoNnUl6WPTTIl-wIFPPBdCA&s=cM-PLa8gcx9rFrpq3lFNrJ5wQuMRvd1VLLTQuxd_wc&e=> that has the index to NUCMC?
If so, what is the cost?
We would like to remove the multi volume set and indexes which takes up two full
shelves. I bought this back in 1989 and I still love it, but hoping there is a full
index online. We need space.
Thanks.
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/
v2/url?u=http3A__www.irclibrary.org_genealogy&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=LXWdS6FwOY4G_HCDkPdzUoNnUl6WPTTIlwIFPPBdCA&s=mLtQhb2PBkkGaeoNmiKpwW7LJa_OaKQceZ-tLbbPRH4&e=>
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/
fed81a22/attachment.html>

From lovegenealogy at gmail.com Tue Oct 25 13:08:10 2016
From: lovegenealogy at gmail.com (Kimberly Powell)
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 13:08:10 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
In-Reply-To: <003301d22ed4$50225f20$f0671d60$@irclibrary.org>
References: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
<003301d22ed4$50225f20$f0671d60$@irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <CAHFr0P4ZEMxOC=Rw+bo-TaxYPZCzw2rZLPaGrWgHZyr7uNDeZg@mail.gmail.com>
Pam,
You might want to consider checking out ArchiveGrid (
https://beta.worldcat.org/archivegrid/), as it is a lot more user friendly
than NUCMC on WorldCat. It still won't include the information from the
printed volumes (for records catalogued between 1959 and 1985), but it
includes the rest of NUCMC, as well as searchable access to online finding
aids from over 1,000 participating repositories. A surname search for your
"chappelear," for example, brings up a finding aid for the collection at
William and Mary as the first result.
There are a few differences between NUCMC on WorldCat and NUCMC in
ArchiveGrid, though not enough to impact most searches. ArchiveGrid employs
a variety of filters that aid in determining what records it will pull in,
and these filters eliminate the inclusion of certain records, such as
published records (e.g. dissertations) that may have found their way into
NUCMC. ArchiveGrid also pulls in certain other non-NUCMC MARC records from
WorldCat that have been identified as having possible interest to
ArchiveGrid users.
I believe a subscription to Archive Finder is still the only way to get
electronic access to the NUCMC records catalogued between 1959 and 1985.
Kimberly Powell
On Tue, Oct 25, 2016 at 11:27 AM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at irclibrary.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Shaun:
I sure would like to believe you. I tried a test on those websites and
have not been able to locate the following record from my 1966 NUCMC.

Chappelear Family

MS 66-274

Papers 1876-1959
In College of William and Mary, Earl Gregg Swem Library

The LOC website is too difficult for our patrons (and me too!)

> What am I doing wrong?
>
>
>
> Pam
>
>
>
> Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
>
> Archive Center & Genealogy Department
>
> Indian River County Main Library
>
> 1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/
ee0cafc3/attachment.html>
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Tue Oct 25 13:23:09 2016
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 13:23:09 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
In-Reply-To: <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CCB92@Mail3.darlib.org>
References: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
<B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CCB47@Mail3.darlib.org>
<a4b86298aaf5c78767076c44e60d60b2@libcoop.net>
<B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CCB92@Mail3.darlib.org>
Message-ID: <007d01d22ee4$764e4d70$62eae850$@irclibrary.org>
Me either and thank you very much. Looks like I will need to keep the whole set. I
do not trust online! <g>

Pam

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Grundset, Eric
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 12:46 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC

Thanks. I didn?t look under FAQ recently.

Eric G. Grundset

Director of Library Publications
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org
www.dar.org/library
Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Deborah Larsen
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 11:35 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC

Per NUCMC's own FAQ at http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/searchingfaqs.html#faq2
1.

Are all NUCMC records accessible in one single online catalog?

No. The NUCMC cooperative cataloging project began in 1959. From 1959 to 1993, the
NUCMC catalog was produced as printed volumes
<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc_nucmcvols.html&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=_2qACmceNkR27kwI4pHxA4uutW4PZt467sj7gUahdMU&s=vvmpdHHPixD1OkOb0xVAQfDC
60xqzaAYJlam4dTnPFw&e=> . In 1986, NUCMC staff began using the RLG Union Catalog
(now defunct) to produce its published catalog -- from 1986 - 1993, NUCMC records
are available both online through OCLC WorldCat and in the printed volumes.
Beginning in 1993, records created by NUCMC catalogers are only available in OCLC
WorldCat.
2.

Are all NUCMC records available in OCLC WorldCat?

No. Only records created since 1986 are included in OCLC WorldCat. All records
created from 1959-1985 are only available in printed volumes
<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc_nucmcvols.html&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=_2qACmceNkR27kwI4pHxA4uutW4PZt467sj7gUahdMU&s=vvmpdHHPixD1OkOb0xVAQfDC
60xqzaAYJlam4dTnPFw&e=> .

--Deborah Larsen
Assistant Director

Mount Clemens Public Library :
150 Cass Ave. | Mount Clemens MI 48043
586-469-6200 | www.mtclib.org
www.arcadiapublishing.com/9781467100120/Legendary-Locals-of-Mount-Clemens
On 10.25.2016 11:30 AM, Grundset, Eric wrote:
But does anyone know if the NUCMC that is on WorldCat includes all of the earlier
material or just the contents from when they started doing electronic records? Not
too long ago, NUCMC?s description stated that it did NOT include the earlier
printed contents.

I think that?s what Pam is asking, and I?d like to know too!

Thanks,

Eric

Eric G. Grundset
Director of Library Publications
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org
www.dar.org/library <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.dar.org_library&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=_2qACmceNkR27kwI4pHxA4uutW4PZt467sj7gUahdMU&s=wXnlQcfRHe21yVKiU_tRjBSpzEEVyer9EaqGQPeXwg&e=>
Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides
<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.dar.org_library_publication2Dguides&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=_2qACmceNkR27kwI4pHxA4uutW4PZt467sj7gUahdMU&s=IEoY4rdR40WIlPdh4bOC4zLu
BbYqVoCJoybLN3DNoTk&e=>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at

mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Boyd, Shaun K
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 11:19 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC

Hello there!

NUCMC is all on WorldCat now too.
https://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/oclcsearch.html
<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc_oclcsearch.html&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=aKYs4h0ITWup67HUragrI4Vs
3RfpqSf3bhIMIzfUk38&e=>

Also check out ArchiveGrid:
https://beta.worldcat.org/archivegrid/ <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?
u=https-3A__beta.worldcat.org_archivegrid_&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=LO2pqx-t33lRNwBf4pSgSlCop8Uc6RBbBI0mmCx3dg&e=>

Shaun

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 8:02 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC

Good Morning Colleagues!

Do you have access to Archive Finder or is there another site besides
http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/ <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc_&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=ZezbZSAldXzPn6vN5SFaeoMn
k7alR7uTRDFB4XjktWY&e=> that has the index to NUCMC?

If so, what is the cost?

We would like to remove the multi volume set and indexes which takes up two full
shelves. I bought this back in 1989 and I still love it, but hoping there is a full
index online. We need space.

Thanks.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site: <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.irclibrary.org_genealogy&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=djt9zUQtJdU1VlSkEmvinj9GNL8zKbl3ZkYc6qiLyws&s=SFXiZEuVF5MsWlcly_NmbJ63uzYVX-g_yN5Ptr2aYY&e=> http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7
jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=_2qACmceNkR27kwI4pHxA4uutW4PZt467sj7gUahdMU&s=acAnG_Al2Wcjv7Q4oPD0mtKb
uRphhtb1NUVOBwFKhXY&e=>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/
b60f302f/attachment.html>

From pcooper at irclibrary.org Tue Oct 25 13:24:43 2016
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 13:24:43 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
In-Reply-To: <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CCBAD@Mail3.darlib.org>
References: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
<003301d22ed4$50225f20$f0671d60$@irclibrary.org>
<B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CCBAD@Mail3.darlib.org>
Message-ID: <008201d22ee4$ae1b1f80$0a515e80$@irclibrary.org>
Thanks Eric. Glad I could help you!

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Grundset, Eric
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 12:53 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC

Pam,

Here's the link in the online catalog for the Chappelear papers at Swem
Library:
http://wm-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo_library/libweb/action/display
.do?tabs=detailsTab&ct=display&fn=search&doc=01COWM_WM_ALMA21564059380003196
&indx=1&recIds=01COWM_WM_ALMA21564059380003196&recIdxs=0&elementId=0&renderM
ode=poppedOut&displayMode=full&frbrVersion=&frbg=&&dscnt=0&scp.scps=scope%3A

%28LAW%29%2Cscope%3A%2801COWM_WM_CR%29%2Cscope%3A%28WM_Alma_WM%29%2Cscope%3A
%28COWM_WM_E%29%2Cscope%3A%28CWF_Alma_WM%29%2Cprimo_central_multiple_fe&tb=t
&mode=Basic&vid=01COWM_WM&srt=rank&tab=default_tab&dum=true&vl(freeText0)=Pa
pers%201876-1959&dstmp=1477414142125

I just looked it up but nothing came up using the surname. I searched
"Papers 1876-1959" and got this result.

If you have further questions about it, the helpful staff at Manuscripts &
Rare Books at Swem will surely be able to help you. I'm glad you asked the
question because this surname is one I need to work on for my older
son-in-laws family in Georgia that may have earlier been in Virginia. I
didn't know Swem had this title (never looked for it anyway).

Eric

Eric G. Grundset
Director of Library Publications
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org
www.dar.org/library
Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 11:28 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC

Shaun:
I sure would like to believe you. I tried a test on those websites and have
not been able to locate the following record from my 1966 NUCMC.

Chappelear Family

MS 66-274

Papers 1876-1959
In College of William and Mary, Earl Gregg Swem Library

The LOC website is too difficult for our patrons (and me too!)

What am I doing wrong?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site:
<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.irclibrary.org_gene
alogy&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQk
wSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmY-cD9xnk03NU&m=LXWdS6FwOY4G_HCDkPdzUoNnUl6WPTTIl-wIFPPBdCA
&s=mLtQhb2PBkkGaeoNmiKpwW7LJa_OaKQceZ-tLbbPRH4&e=>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Boyd, Shaun K
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 11:19 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC

Hello there!

NUCMC is all on WorldCat now too.
https://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/oclcsearch.html
<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc
_oclcsearch.html&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0Q
cwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmY-cD9xnk03NU&m=LXWdS6FwOY4G_HCDkPdzUoNnUl6WPTTI
l-wIFPPBdCA&s=ZUlfS5GeKV0B4biaMYYesRHbB-UTyy2ye-azv-Cwqf8&e=>

Also check out ArchiveGrid:
https://beta.worldcat.org/archivegrid/
<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__beta.worldcat.org_arch
ivegrid_&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLR
eQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmY-cD9xnk03NU&m=LXWdS6FwOY4G_HCDkPdzUoNnUl6WPTTIl-wIFPPB
dCA&s=aL10TEvNuP4EMbqZnrOhdOKUfoqdm4SDv8BaltdO08A&e=>

Shaun

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 8:02 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC

Good Morning Colleagues!

Do you have access to Archive Finder or is there another site besides
http://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/
<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.loc.gov_coll_nucmc_
&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy9
0iXM6tlHUQ6OmY-cD9xnk03NU&m=LXWdS6FwOY4G_HCDkPdzUoNnUl6WPTTIl-wIFPPBdCA&s=cM
-PLa8gcx9rFrpq3lFNrJ-5wQuMRvd1VLLTQuxd_wc&e=> that has the index to NUCMC?

If so, what is the cost?

We would like to remove the multi volume set and indexes which takes up two
full shelves. I bought this back in 1989 and I still love it, but hoping
there is a full index online. We need space.

Thanks.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site:
<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.irclibrary.org_gene
alogy&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQk
wSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmY-cD9xnk03NU&m=LXWdS6FwOY4G_HCDkPdzUoNnUl6WPTTIl-wIFPPBdCA
&s=mLtQhb2PBkkGaeoNmiKpwW7LJa_OaKQceZ-tLbbPRH4&e=>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/
b6a3b6e2/attachment-0001.html>
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Tue Oct 25 13:28:05 2016
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 13:28:05 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
In-Reply-To: <CAHFr0P4ZEMxOC=Rw+bo-TaxYPZCzw2rZLPaGrWgHZyr7uNDeZg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
<003301d22ed4$50225f20$f0671d60$@irclibrary.org>
<CAHFr0P4ZEMxOC=Rw+bo-TaxYPZCzw2rZLPaGrWgHZyr7uNDeZg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <008701d22ee5$26624a90$7326dfb0$@irclibrary.org>
I can get access to Archive Grid, but sorry, it is not very good.

To be honest, in comparing the records in the books, they are much better than the
ones online. Also, the book indexes are very good.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kimberly Powell
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 1:08 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC

Pam,

You might want to consider checking out ArchiveGrid
(https://beta.worldcat.org/archivegrid/), as it is a lot more user friendly than
NUCMC on WorldCat. It still won't include the information from the printed volumes
(for records catalogued between 1959 and 1985), but it includes the rest of NUCMC,
as well as searchable access to online finding aids from over 1,000 participating
repositories. A surname search for your "chappelear," for example, brings up a
finding aid for the collection at William and Mary as the first result.

There are a few differences between NUCMC on WorldCat and NUCMC in ArchiveGrid,
though not enough to impact most searches. ArchiveGrid employs a variety of filters
that aid in determining what records it will pull in, and these filters eliminate
the inclusion of certain records, such as published records (e.g. dissertations)
that may have found their way into NUCMC. ArchiveGrid also pulls in certain other
non-NUCMC MARC records from WorldCat that have been identified as having possible
interest to ArchiveGrid users.

I believe a subscription to Archive Finder is still the only way to get electronic
access to the NUCMC records catalogued between 1959 and 1985.

Kimberly Powell

On Tue, Oct 25, 2016 at 11:27 AM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at irclibrary.org> wrote:
Shaun:
I sure would like to believe you. I tried a test on those websites and have not
been able to locate the following record from my 1966 NUCMC.

Chappelear Family

MS 66-274

Papers 1876-1959
In College of William and Mary, Earl Gregg Swem Library

The LOC website is too difficult for our patrons (and me too!)

What am I doing wrong?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/1b342847/
attachment.html>
From jgramlich at akronlibrary.org Tue Oct 25 13:37:50 2016
From: jgramlich at akronlibrary.org (Gramlich, Jane)

Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 17:37:50 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
In-Reply-To: <008701d22ee5$26624a90$7326dfb0$@irclibrary.org>
References: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
<003301d22ed4$50225f20$f0671d60$@irclibrary.org>
<CAHFr0P4ZEMxOC=Rw+bo-TaxYPZCzw2rZLPaGrWgHZyr7uNDeZg@mail.gmail.com>
<008701d22ee5$26624a90$7326dfb0$@irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <49EB0C0D9CFD4E4FB4183D4B17C7A88E17B1796D@ExchangeMail.akronlibrary.org>
I think that depends on whether the records on ArchiveGrid come from MARC records
on WorldCat, (90% of what?s on ArchiveGrid, as I understand), or whether they are
direct links to PDF finding aids from individual institutions.
For example, the Special Collections Division at the
Library participates in ArchiveGrid and our archival
our PDF finding aids on our website. It?s completely
this ? no membership to WorldCat required. You won?t
WorldCat or NUCMC. From our perspective, ArchiveGrid
more exposure to our collections.

Akron-Summit County Public
holdings there will link to
free to participate like
find our collections on
is an excellent way to get

Jane Gramlich
Librarian, Special Collections
Akron-Summit County Public Library
60 S. High St.
Akron, Ohio 44326
330-643-9030
jgramlich at akronlibrary.org<mailto:jgramlich at akronlibrary.org>
speccollections at akronlibrary.org<mailto:speccollections at akronlibrary.org>
[CharacterValueLogo-small]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 1:28 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC
I can get access to Archive Grid, but sorry, it is not very good.
To be honest, in comparing the records in the books, they are much better than the
ones online. Also, the book indexes are very good.
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Kimberly Powell
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 1:08 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC
Pam,
You might want to consider checking out ArchiveGrid
(https://beta.worldcat.org/archivegrid/), as it is a lot more user friendly than
NUCMC on WorldCat. It still won't include the information from the printed volumes
(for records catalogued between 1959 and 1985), but it includes the rest of NUCMC,
as well as searchable access to online finding aids from over 1,000 participating
repositories. A surname search for your "chappelear," for example, brings up a
finding aid for the collection at William and Mary as the first result.
There are a few differences between NUCMC on WorldCat and NUCMC in ArchiveGrid,
though not enough to impact most searches. ArchiveGrid employs a variety of filters
that aid in determining what records it will pull in, and these filters eliminate
the inclusion of certain records, such as published records (e.g. dissertations)
that may have found their way into NUCMC. ArchiveGrid also pulls in certain other
non-NUCMC MARC records from WorldCat that have been identified as having possible
interest to ArchiveGrid users.
I believe a subscription to Archive Finder is still the only way to get electronic
access to the NUCMC records catalogued between 1959 and 1985.
Kimberly Powell
On Tue, Oct 25, 2016 at 11:27 AM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at
irclibrary.org<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>> wrote:
Shaun:
I sure would like to believe you. I tried a test on those websites and have not
been able to locate the following record from my 1966 NUCMC.
Chappelear Family MS 66-274
Papers 1876-1959
In College of William and Mary, Earl Gregg Swem Library
The LOC website is too difficult for our patrons (and me too!)
What am I doing wrong?
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/
c9e75bcd/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg

Type: image/jpeg
Size: 5522 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/
c9e75bcd/attachment.jpg>
From lovegenealogy at gmail.com Tue Oct 25 13:40:37 2016
From: lovegenealogy at gmail.com (Kimberly Powell)
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 13:40:37 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
In-Reply-To: <008701d22ee5$26624a90$7326dfb0$@irclibrary.org>
References: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
<003301d22ed4$50225f20$f0671d60$@irclibrary.org>
<CAHFr0P4ZEMxOC=Rw+bo-TaxYPZCzw2rZLPaGrWgHZyr7uNDeZg@mail.gmail.com>
<008701d22ee5$26624a90$7326dfb0$@irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <CAHFr0P6mEBSFfCT_9ta2ojbAPzED6dvmEmkjZGuDSyMEi+UOZQ@mail.gmail.com>
Pam,
I'm not suggesting ArchiveGrid in place of the books. They cover different
records. The books cover records catalogued prior to 1985, but you will
need to use the online version of NUCMC or ArchiveGrid to locate records
catalogued* since* 1985 (or as late as 1993, depending on when you stopped
purchasing the printed volumes). ArchiveGrid also includes *some* of the
records included in NUCMC prior to 1985, but only if the participating
institution has a finding aid online for that collection and is
participating with ArchiveGrid. Some of these online finding aids that
ArchiveGrid leads to are actually much more informative than what you can
find in NUCMC.
The books are great, and necessary for those earlier catalogued records. I
was just suggesting ArchiveGrid as a more user-friendly alternative to the
LOC's website version of NUCMC (for the more recently catalogued records)
which you said was too difficult for your patrons.
Kimberly Powell
On Tue, Oct 25, 2016 at 1:28 PM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at irclibrary.org> wrote:
> I can get access to Archive Grid, but sorry, it is not very good.
>
>
>
> To be honest, in comparing the records in the books, they are much better
> than the ones online. Also, the book indexes are very good.
>
>
>
> Pam
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/51d1a15a/
attachment.html>

From pcooper at irclibrary.org Tue Oct 25 14:13:42 2016
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 14:13:42 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
In-Reply-To: <49EB0C0D9CFD4E4FB4183D4B17C7A88E17B1796D@ExchangeMail.akronlibrary.org>
References: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
<003301d22ed4$50225f20$f0671d60$@irclibrary.org>
<CAHFr0P4ZEMxOC=Rw+boTaxYPZCzw2rZLPaGrWgHZyr7uNDeZg@mail.gmail.com>
<008701d22ee5$26624a90$7326dfb0$@irclibrary.org>
<49EB0C0D9CFD4E4FB4183D4B17C7A88E17B1796D@Exchange-Mail.akronlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <009b01d22eeb$8541a5f0$8fc4f1d0$@irclibrary.org>
I completely agree with Jane and Kimberly. I love using Archive Grid and finding
all the new resources, especially when you have finding aids.

As for NUCMC, I would not rely on Archive Grid and that is the decision I needed to
make about keeping the older books. For now, they will stay.

Thank you everyone.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Gramlich, Jane

Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 1:38 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC

I think that depends on whether the records on ArchiveGrid come from MARC records
on WorldCat, (90% of what?s on ArchiveGrid, as I understand), or whether they are
direct links to PDF finding aids from individual institutions.

For example, the Special Collections Division at the
Library participates in ArchiveGrid and our archival
our PDF finding aids on our website. It?s completely
this ? no membership to WorldCat required. You won?t
WorldCat or NUCMC. From our perspective, ArchiveGrid
more exposure to our collections.

Akron-Summit County Public
holdings there will link to
free to participate like
find our collections on
is an excellent way to get

Jane Gramlich
Librarian, Special Collections
Akron-Summit County Public Library
60 S. High St.
Akron, Ohio 44326
330-643-9030
jgramlich at akronlibrary.org
speccollections at akronlibrary.org
CharacterValueLogo-small

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 1:28 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC

I can get access to Archive Grid, but sorry, it is not very good.

To be honest, in comparing the records in the books, they are much better than the
ones online. Also, the book indexes are very good.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kimberly Powell
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 1:08 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC

Pam,

You might want to consider checking out ArchiveGrid
(https://beta.worldcat.org/archivegrid/), as it is a lot more user friendly than
NUCMC on WorldCat. It still won't include the information from the printed volumes
(for records catalogued between 1959 and 1985), but it includes the rest of NUCMC,
as well as searchable access to online finding aids from over 1,000 participating
repositories. A surname search for your "chappelear," for example, brings up a
finding aid for the collection at William and Mary as the first result.

There are a few differences between NUCMC on WorldCat and NUCMC in ArchiveGrid,
though not enough to impact most searches. ArchiveGrid employs a variety of filters
that aid in determining what records it will pull in, and these filters eliminate
the inclusion of certain records, such as published records (e.g. dissertations)
that may have found their way into NUCMC. ArchiveGrid also pulls in certain other
non-NUCMC MARC records from WorldCat that have been identified as having possible
interest to ArchiveGrid users.

I believe a subscription to Archive Finder is still the only way to get electronic
access to the NUCMC records catalogued between 1959 and 1985.

Kimberly Powell

On Tue, Oct 25, 2016 at 11:27 AM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at irclibrary.org> wrote:
Shaun:
I sure would like to believe you. I tried a test on those websites and have not
been able to locate the following record from my 1966 NUCMC.

Chappelear Family

MS 66-274

Papers 1876-1959
In College of William and Mary, Earl Gregg Swem Library

The LOC website is too difficult for our patrons (and me too!)

What am I doing wrong?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/879bb2d4/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg

Size: 5522 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/879bb2d4/
attachment.jpg>
From egrundset at dar.org Tue Oct 25 14:17:11 2016
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 18:17:11 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
In-Reply-To: <CAHFr0P6mEBSFfCT_9ta2ojbAPzED6dvmEmkjZGuDSyMEi+UOZQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
<003301d22ed4$50225f20$f0671d60$@irclibrary.org>
<CAHFr0P4ZEMxOC=Rw+bo-TaxYPZCzw2rZLPaGrWgHZyr7uNDeZg@mail.gmail.com>
<008701d22ee5$26624a90$7326dfb0$@irclibrary.org>
<CAHFr0P6mEBSFfCT_9ta2ojbAPzED6dvmEmkjZGuDSyMEi+UOZQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CDC76@Mail3.darlib.org>
Just a note of addition: Often the descriptions of collections in NUCMC no longer
match those in the online catalogs of owning institutions. Clearly, cataloging and
processing changes have resulted in altered institutional records that were not, of
course, transferred to NUCMC. It makes for interesting description comparisons, and
sometimes you get more details from both that are missing in the two different
ones.
Right now, someone at NUCMC is trying to figure out for us what the code JSC means
for the library owning certain documents we are interested in for inclusion of
their citations in our forthcoming book Connecticut in the American Revolution,
eighth in our series. I was surprised when he called to say that he couldn?t figure
it out either, but he?s checking some additional places!
Eric
Eric G. Grundset
Director of Library Publications
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<http://www.dar.org/library>
Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kimberly Powell
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 1:41 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC
Pam,
I'm not suggesting ArchiveGrid in place of the books. They cover different records.
The books cover records catalogued prior to 1985, but you will need to use the
online version of NUCMC or ArchiveGrid to locate records catalogued since 1985 (or
as late as 1993, depending on when you stopped purchasing the printed volumes).
ArchiveGrid also includes some of the records included in NUCMC prior to 1985, but

only if the participating institution has a finding aid online for that collection
and is participating with ArchiveGrid. Some of these online finding aids that
ArchiveGrid leads to are actually much more informative than what you can find in
NUCMC.
The books are great, and necessary for those earlier catalogued records. I was just
suggesting ArchiveGrid as a more user-friendly alternative to the LOC's website
version of NUCMC (for the more recently catalogued records) which you said was too
difficult for your patrons.
Kimberly Powell
On Tue, Oct 25, 2016 at 1:28 PM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at
irclibrary.org<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>> wrote:
I can get access to Archive Grid, but sorry, it is not very good.
To be honest, in comparing the records in the books, they are much better than the
ones online. Also, the book indexes are very good.
Pam
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/409ce494/
attachment.html>
From ernestthode at gmail.com Tue Oct 25 17:13:10 2016
From: ernestthode at gmail.com (Ernest Thode)
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 17:13:10 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
In-Reply-To: <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CDC76@Mail3.darlib.org>
References: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
<003301d22ed4$50225f20$f0671d60$@irclibrary.org>
<CAHFr0P4ZEMxOC=Rw+bo-TaxYPZCzw2rZLPaGrWgHZyr7uNDeZg@mail.gmail.com>
<008701d22ee5$26624a90$7326dfb0$@irclibrary.org>
<CAHFr0P6mEBSFfCT_9ta2ojbAPzED6dvmEmkjZGuDSyMEi+UOZQ@mail.gmail.com>
<B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CDC76@Mail3.darlib.org>
Message-ID: <CAC3rUmSiSU9OKuBg-37KeEPLdV8pmvPh2iFmTV7kOOMqOJXmsg@mail.gmail.com>
Could JSC stand for Johnson State College in Johnson, VT?
On Tue, Oct 25, 2016 at 2:17 PM, Grundset, Eric <egrundset at dar.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Just a note of addition: Often the descriptions of collections in NUCMC no
longer match those in the online catalogs of owning institutions. Clearly,
cataloging and processing changes have resulted in altered institutional
records that were not, of course, transferred to NUCMC. It makes for
interesting description comparisons, and sometimes you get more details
from both that are missing in the two different ones.

Right now, someone at NUCMC is trying to figure out for us what the code
JSC means for the library owning certain documents we are interested in for
inclusion of their citations in our forthcoming book *Connecticut in the
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American Revolution*, eighth in our series. I was surprised when he
called to say that he couldn?t figure it out either, but he?s checking some
additional places!

Eric

Eric G. Grundset
Director of Library Publications
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org
www.dar.org/library
Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Kimberly Powell
*Sent:* Tuesday, October 25, 2016 1:41 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] NUCMC

Pam,

I'm not suggesting ArchiveGrid in place of the books. They cover different
records. The books cover records catalogued prior to 1985, but you will
need to use the online version of NUCMC or ArchiveGrid to locate records
catalogued* since* 1985 (or as late as 1993, depending on when you
stopped purchasing the printed volumes). ArchiveGrid also includes *some*
of the records included in NUCMC prior to 1985, but only if the
participating institution has a finding aid online for that collection and
is participating with ArchiveGrid. Some of these online finding aids that
ArchiveGrid leads to are actually much more informative than what you can
find in NUCMC.

The books are great, and necessary for those earlier catalogued records. I
was just suggesting ArchiveGrid as a more user-friendly alternative to the

> LOC's website version of NUCMC (for the more recently catalogued records)
> which you said was too difficult for your patrons.
>
>
>
> Kimberly Powell
>
>
>
>
>
> On Tue, Oct 25, 2016 at 1:28 PM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at irclibrary.org>
> wrote:
>
> I can get access to Archive Grid, but sorry, it is not very good.
>
>
>
> To be honest, in comparing the records in the books, they are much better
> than the ones online. Also, the book indexes are very good.
>
>
>
> Pam
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/
b2c7613a/attachment-0001.html>
From quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us Tue Oct 25 18:00:10 2016
From: quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us (Quientell Walker)
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 18:00:10 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Need contract advice
Message-ID: <7A8F833511CA874BBE08E24F7217451DF8A73E73EA@pclexch.PCL.local>
I recommend looking at the the release form used by the Monterey Public Library in
Monterey, CA. They have a "Toolkit for planning a community heritage story and
photo collection" http://www.monterey.org/library/History-Room/ToolKit. Along with
this they have a "Personal Story/Image Release" Form at this link
http://www.monterey.org/Portals/1/PDFs/History%20Room/Toolkit/Personal%20Story
%20Release%20Form.pdf. It may not be exactly what you are looking for, but it is
the best I have found so far.
Quientell Walker
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Pickens County Library System
304 Biltmore Road
Easley, SC 29640
864.850.7077 ext. 102 / Fax 864.850.7091
quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us
www.pickens.lib.sc.us

"This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer."
If you wish to file a Civil Rights program complaint of discrimination, complete
the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint Form, found online at
http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html, or at any USDA office, or call
(866) 632-9992 to request the form. You may also write a letter containing all of
the information requested in the form. Send your completed complaint form or
letter to us by mail at U.S. Department of Agriculture, Director, Office of
Adjudication, 1400 Independence Avenue, S.W.,Washington, D.C. 20250-9410, by fax
(202) 690-7442 or email at program.intake at usda.gov
From marilyn at cavtel.net Tue Oct 25 22:37:41 2016
From: marilyn at cavtel.net (Marilyn J. Jackson)
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2016 22:37:41 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
In-Reply-To: <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CDC76@Mail3.darlib.org>
References: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
<003301d22ed4$50225f20$f0671d60$@irclibrary.org>
<CAHFr0P4ZEMxOC=Rw+bo-TaxYPZCzw2rZLPaGrWgHZyr7uNDeZg@mail.gmail.com>
<008701d22ee5$26624a90$7326dfb0$@irclibrary.org>
<CAHFr0P6mEBSFfCT_9ta2ojbAPzED6dvmEmkjZGuDSyMEi+UOZQ@mail.gmail.com>
<B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CDC76@Mail3.darlib.org>
Message-ID: <f31d8438-f585-2005-8bf3-629e2a8dd42b@cavtel.net>
Eric,
Have you thought about JSC being a person?
Marilyn

On 10/25/2016 2:17 PM, Grundset, Eric wrote:
>
> Just a note of addition: Often the descriptions of collections in
> NUCMC no longer match those in the online catalogs of owning
> institutions. Clearly, cataloging and processing changes have resulted
> in altered institutional records that were not, of course, transferred
> to NUCMC. It makes for interesting description comparisons, and
> sometimes you get more details from both that are missing in the two
> different ones.
>
> Right now, someone at NUCMC is trying to figure out for us what the
> code JSC means for the library owning certain documents we are
> interested in for inclusion of their citations in our forthcoming book
> /Connecticut in the American Revolution/, eighth in our series. I was
> surprised when he called to say that he couldn?t figure it out either,
> but he?s checking some additional places!
>
> Eric
>
> Eric G. Grundset
>
> Director of Library Publications
>
> DAR Library
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National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org <mailto:egrundset at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library <http://www.dar.org/library>
Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides
*From:*genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of
*Kimberly Powell
*Sent:* Tuesday, October 25, 2016 1:41 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] NUCMC
Pam,
I'm not suggesting ArchiveGrid in place of the books. They cover
different records. The books cover records catalogued prior to 1985,
but you will need to use the online version of NUCMC or ArchiveGrid to
locate records catalogued/since/ 1985 (or as late as 1993, depending
on when you stopped purchasing the printed volumes). ArchiveGrid also
includes /some/ of the records included in NUCMC prior to 1985, but
only if the participating institution has a finding aid online for
that collection and is participating with ArchiveGrid. Some of these
online finding aids that ArchiveGrid leads to are actually much more
informative than what you can find in NUCMC.
The books are great, and necessary for those earlier catalogued
records. I was just suggesting ArchiveGrid as a more user-friendly
alternative to the LOC's website version of NUCMC (for the more
recently catalogued records) which you said was too difficult for your
patrons.
Kimberly Powell
On Tue, Oct 25, 2016 at 1:28 PM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at irclibrary.org
<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>> wrote:
I can get access to Archive Grid, but sorry, it is not very good.
To be honest, in comparing the records in the books, they are much
better than the ones online. Also, the book indexes are very good.
Pam

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161025/
acdbd846/attachment.html>
From egrundset at dar.org Wed Oct 26 08:17:01 2016
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Wed, 26 Oct 2016 12:17:01 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
In-Reply-To: <CAC3rUmSiSU9OKuBg-37KeEPLdV8pmvPh2iFmTV7kOOMqOJXmsg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <001501d22ec8$56a0a070$03e1e150$@irclibrary.org>
<SN1PR17MB052897820AA6FF1DCB780C62B3A80@SN1PR17MB0528.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
<003301d22ed4$50225f20$f0671d60$@irclibrary.org>
<CAHFr0P4ZEMxOC=Rw+bo-TaxYPZCzw2rZLPaGrWgHZyr7uNDeZg@mail.gmail.com>
<008701d22ee5$26624a90$7326dfb0$@irclibrary.org>
<CAHFr0P6mEBSFfCT_9ta2ojbAPzED6dvmEmkjZGuDSyMEi+UOZQ@mail.gmail.com>
<B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CDC76@Mail3.darlib.org>
<CAC3rUmSiSU9OKuBg-37KeEPLdV8pmvPh2iFmTV7kOOMqOJXmsg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CDE2A@Mail3.darlib.org>
Everyone,
The answer to the ?JSC? question in NUCMC came from Peter Goodman there late
yesterday. It is a code for an extinct private library in San Diego:
?Copley Press, J S Copley Library. I think it is the private archive of the
following:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copley_Press<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/
url?u=https-3A__en.wikipedia.org_wiki_Copley5FPress&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=BK7pQDGxYdz3wDfPeclV9jjzRlA7bnW0AOZTSAt6uUc&m=eruVaSELdE10h6gUIk7
q2_aKYa6AVZz5qSW7hZJkgiM&s=8aB2qkiF48mjVshCl7hokpuUO9RbEvFtxLzvPx9vFHE&e=> However,
I don?t know if the archive still exists? I don?t find much on Google? The record
was cataloged in 1986? it is NOT a NUCMC record??
Had I known that the place was in California, that might have set off a bell
because we have encountered references to this dead library in the past.
Unfortunately, it is not the same repository as the Copley Library at the
University of San Diego. They told us a few years ago that the J. S. Copley Library
was disbanded when the owning organization went out of business and divested itself
of newspapers it published and its library. They did not know, understandably,
where the JSC material went, but it was sold by Sotheby?s in 2011. The catalogs are
online, so the images of the documents are available! So, it remains a mystery
where these documents might be now unless they appear in some other libraries?
online catalogs. I imagine that they are, however, in private hands now!
Thanks to Ernie and Marilyn for your thoughts.
Eric
Eric G. Grundset
Director of Library Publications
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303

202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<http://www.dar.org/library>
Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ernest Thode
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 5:13 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC
Could JSC stand for Johnson State College in Johnson, VT?
On Tue, Oct 25, 2016 at 2:17 PM, Grundset, Eric <egrundset at
dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>> wrote:
Just a note of addition: Often the descriptions of collections in NUCMC no longer
match those in the online catalogs of owning institutions. Clearly, cataloging and
processing changes have resulted in altered institutional records that were not, of
course, transferred to NUCMC. It makes for interesting description comparisons, and
sometimes you get more details from both that are missing in the two different
ones.
Right now, someone at NUCMC is trying to figure out for us what the code JSC means
for the library owning certain documents we are interested in for inclusion of
their citations in our forthcoming book Connecticut in the American Revolution,
eighth in our series. I was surprised when he called to say that he couldn?t figure
it out either, but he?s checking some additional places!
Eric
Eric G. Grundset
Director of Library Publications
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313<tel:202.879-3313>
egrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.dar.org_library&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=NinDln2YjbwHeeypTZUiPXcmurRXa-uAdKqr9qSg64&s=wOrve3psD0WEGPgw7352t9ERIUDm7IsIAYvpucpknDo&e=>
Library Publications:
http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/
v2/url?u=http-3A__www.dar.org_library_publication2Dguides&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=NinDln2YjbwHeeypTZUiPXcmurRXa-uAdKqr9qSg64&s=nM61zsxpULtJuSpWE1SKSPP0Y69IgExcYIcdcmEI27k&e=>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] On Behalf
Of Kimberly Powell
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 1:41 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC

Pam,
I'm not suggesting ArchiveGrid in place of the books. They cover different records.
The books cover records catalogued prior to 1985, but you will need to use the
online version of NUCMC or ArchiveGrid to locate records catalogued since 1985 (or
as late as 1993, depending on when you stopped purchasing the printed volumes).
ArchiveGrid also includes some of the records included in NUCMC prior to 1985, but
only if the participating institution has a finding aid online for that collection
and is participating with ArchiveGrid. Some of these online finding aids that
ArchiveGrid leads to are actually much more informative than what you can find in
NUCMC.
The books are great, and necessary for those earlier catalogued records. I was just
suggesting ArchiveGrid as a more user-friendly alternative to the LOC's website
version of NUCMC (for the more recently catalogued records) which you said was too
difficult for your patrons.
Kimberly Powell
On Tue, Oct 25, 2016 at 1:28 PM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at
irclibrary.org<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>> wrote:
I can get access to Archive Grid, but sorry, it is not very good.
To be honest, in comparing the records in the books, they are much better than the
ones online. Also, the book indexes are very good.
Pam
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7
jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=NinDln2YjbwHeeypTZUiPXcmurRXa-uAdKqr9qS-g64&s=I1I5rtdcU4YT4v065fupdBZTlYj_Hk-knAuReYZars&e=>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161026/
db23d3ab/attachment.html>
From ashcolib at gmail.com Wed Oct 26 14:38:32 2016
From: ashcolib at gmail.com (Holly Gillum)
Date: Wed, 26 Oct 2016 13:38:32 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
Message-ID: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
Question. I'm sitting in my genealogy corner and randomly looking for
titles free online. So far, I'm 3 for 3. If the information is online,
then no one else would want them in hard copy...right? So, I can dispose
of them respectfully?
Thoughts? I want to pare down to just my state and local county (and a few
close surrounding.) I will compile a resource list of things we "had" that
can now be found online. Any other advice for how to shape up this

necessary, but unused portion of my library? (I've been here 2 months and
it's had 2 visitors. Not worth the special seating, and extra shelving
units it's costing me. This would make a primo reading area for the
kiddos...)
Thanks,
hg

Holly Gillum, Director
Ashley County Library
211 E. Lincoln St.
Hamburg, AR 71646
870-853-2078
ashcolib at gmail.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161026/38d5526c/
attachment.html>
From laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net Wed Oct 26 15:02:05 2016
From: laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net (Laurie Mahaffey)
Date: Wed, 26 Oct 2016 14:02:05 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
In-Reply-To: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <014d01d22fbb$742a6150$5c7f23f0$@ctls.net>
Holly,
This type of collection can be a very sacred cow to some people. :)
Ask a lot of questions first. Is there a genealogy society in town that meets there
or sends people there?
Do you have holdings that really belong to them?
Researchers in this field (genies) sometimes leave large contributions as a thankyou to library staff for helping them find things, or just for owning what they
want to see.
If I were you, I?d watch for 6 months to a year first. Visitors may come around
holiday times and increase the usage quite a bit.
Laurie

Laurie Mahaffey, Executive Director
CTLS, Inc.
5555 North Lamar Blvd., Suite L-115
Austin TX 78751
1-800-262-4431

512-583-0704
512-583-0709 Fax
<http://www.ctls.net/> www.ctls.net
<mailto:laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net> laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net

Central Texas Library System, Inc. ? Connecting Texas Libraries Statewide
Serving Texas libraries since 1970

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Holly Gillum
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2016 1:39 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?

Question. I'm sitting in my genealogy corner and randomly looking for titles free
online. So far, I'm 3 for 3. If the information is online, then no one else would
want them in hard copy...right? So, I can dispose of them respectfully?

Thoughts? I want to pare down to just my state and local county (and a few close
surrounding.) I will compile a resource list of things we "had" that can now be
found online. Any other advice for how to shape up this necessary, but unused
portion of my library? (I've been here 2 months and it's had 2 visitors. Not worth
the special seating, and extra shelving units it's costing me. This would make a
primo reading area for the kiddos...)

Thanks,
hg

Holly Gillum, Director
Ashley County Library
211 E. Lincoln St.
Hamburg, AR 71646

870-853-2078
ashcolib at gmail.com <mailto:ashcolib at gmail.com>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161026/116f25c9/
attachment.html>
From reservationfor5 at gmail.com Wed Oct 26 15:35:21 2016
From: reservationfor5 at gmail.com (Nicole Wedemeyer Miller)
Date: Wed, 26 Oct 2016 14:35:21 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
In-Reply-To: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CADjOuyDOpt6XyhQzzB8561DBG-h4uOQ4o-r49H+xCmc+S1fP6A@mail.gmail.com>
Hi Holly,
A few thoughts. First, about twenty percent of the U.S. population does not
have internet access. Some opt out (I'm too old to learn), some live in
areas without internet service (yes, really), and some can't afford a
computer/connection fees. We need to keep that twenty percent in mind as
we make decisions about our collections and the way we provide service.
Second, do these titles circulate, or are they all reference? Often we make
everything relating to genealogy/local history non-circ even if it's a
how-to or local history title that would be convenient for the patron to
take home to read. If they are reference, could they be transferred to
circ? I for one prefer to read books in print format, not on a computer
screen.
Third ,is it time to revisit or create a collection development policy for
your "corner?" Is there another institution in your area (genealogical,
historical, or academic) that you could donate your materials to if you
really want to get out of the genealogical services business? Could you at
least coordinate your holdings with those other places so that you aren't
duplicating collections?
Do keep in mind that genealogy is now either the second or third most
popular U.S. hobby, depending on which study you look at. Also, the
collection might get more use if there were an enthusiastic, trained
volunteer or staff person who was available to help with research
questions. Even if an institution does not have a large genealogical
collection, or any collection at all, it's still possible to provide good
guidance to researchers.
Nicole Miller,
University of Illinois, I School
On Wed, Oct 26, 2016 at 1:38 PM, Holly Gillum <ashcolib at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Question. I'm sitting in my genealogy corner and randomly looking for
titles free online. So far, I'm 3 for 3. If the information is online,
then no one else would want them in hard copy...right? So, I can dispose
of them respectfully?
Thoughts?

I want to pare down to just my state and local county (and a
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

few close surrounding.) I will compile a resource list of things we "had"
that can now be found online. Any other advice for how to shape up this
necessary, but unused portion of my library? (I've been here 2 months and
it's had 2 visitors. Not worth the special seating, and extra shelving
units it's costing me. This would make a primo reading area for the
kiddos...)
Thanks,
hg

Holly Gillum, Director
Ashley County Library
211 E. Lincoln St.
Hamburg, AR 71646
870-853-2078
ashcolib at gmail.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of *Fostering Family History
Services: A Guide for Librarians, Archivists, and Volunteers, *published
by Libraries Unlimited.
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From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Wed Oct 26 15:35:45 2016
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Wed, 26 Oct 2016 19:35:45 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
In-Reply-To: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<DM2PR09MB07160D3F3BA19C809B5FCFE2D8AB0@DM2PR09MB0716.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
When someone uses this collection and you see they have one of the books that is
available online, tell them it is available on line and see what response you get.
The patron may be happy to know the book can be perused at leisure on their home
computer (of course that is less foot traffic for your library, if that is an
important statistic for you). Online accessibility varies greatly. Most do not
allow printing from the site?you can only read online. Genealogy patrons usually
want to print out their finding.
Response may also be:
?

I have no computer at home.

?

I don?t like/don?t know how to use the computer.

?

I can?t read very well on the computer.

?
The library computers are always tied up and I don?t like to/can?t wait
for a turn.
?

I use a phone/tablet at home and it is too small to read.

?
I can?t download large files very quickly (or at all) using my home
Internet service.
?

I can?t print from my device at home.

?
It?s too hard to use the online books because you can?t use the index and
then just look up the pages you want very easily.
If there is a local society that maintains a library of its own, you could offer
the less used items to them. However, if their library has very limited hours,
which most do, you may have some unhappy people who no longer have easy access.
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Holly Gillum
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2016 2:39 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
Question. I'm sitting in my genealogy corner and randomly looking for titles free
online. So far, I'm 3 for 3. If the information is online, then no one else would
want them in hard copy...right? So, I can dispose of them respectfully?
Thoughts? I want to pare down to just my state and local county (and a few close
surrounding.) I will compile a resource list of things we "had" that can now be
found online. Any other advice for how to shape up this necessary, but unused
portion of my library? (I've been here 2 months and it's had 2 visitors. Not worth
the special seating, and extra shelving units it's costing me. This would make a
primo reading area for the kiddos...)
Thanks,
hg

Holly Gillum, Director
Ashley County Library
211 E. Lincoln St.
Hamburg, AR 71646
870-853-2078
ashcolib at gmail.com<mailto:ashcolib at gmail.com>
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From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Wed Oct 26 15:38:00 2016
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Wed, 26 Oct 2016 19:38:00 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
In-Reply-To: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1551872A@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
What if the internet goes down? What if your computer crashes? And believe it or
not, there are still folks out there who wouldn?t know how to use a digital copy to
save their lives.
If you do decide to withdraw the books, at least offer them up to this list or to
other libraries in your state. I do that sometimes if I have duplicates of the
book in question.
Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library, Indiana
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Holly Gillum
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2016 2:39 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
Question. I'm sitting in my genealogy corner and randomly looking for titles free
online. So far, I'm 3 for 3. If the information is online, then no one else would
want them in hard copy...right? So, I can dispose of them respectfully?
Thoughts? I want to pare down to just my state and local county (and a few close
surrounding.) I will compile a resource list of things we "had" that can now be
found online. Any other advice for how to shape up this necessary, but unused
portion of my library? (I've been here 2 months and it's had 2 visitors. Not worth
the special seating, and extra shelving units it's costing me. This would make a
primo reading area for the kiddos...)
Thanks,
hg

Holly Gillum, Director
Ashley County Library
211 E. Lincoln St.
Hamburg, AR 71646
870-853-2078
ashcolib at gmail.com<mailto:ashcolib at gmail.com>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Wed Oct 26 15:44:20 2016
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)

Date: Wed, 26 Oct 2016 19:44:20 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1551872A@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
References: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
<F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1551872A@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1551874F@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
I just reread my response. It sounds terse to me and I didn?t mean for it to be.
There are several responses to this thread that are excellent, but mine leaves a
bit to be desired. Apologies to you and the list.
Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library, Indiana
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Janice Kistler
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2016 3:38 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
What if the internet goes down? What if your computer crashes? And believe it or
not, there are still folks out there who wouldn?t know how to use a digital copy to
save their lives.
If you do decide to withdraw the books, at least offer them up to this list or to
other libraries in your state. I do that sometimes if I have duplicates of the
book in question.
Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library, Indiana
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Holly Gillum
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2016 2:39 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
Question. I'm sitting in my genealogy corner and randomly looking for titles free
online. So far, I'm 3 for 3. If the information is online, then no one else would
want them in hard copy...right? So, I can dispose of them respectfully?
Thoughts? I want to pare down to just my state and local county (and a few close
surrounding.) I will compile a resource list of things we "had" that can now be
found online. Any other advice for how to shape up this necessary, but unused
portion of my library? (I've been here 2 months and it's had 2 visitors. Not worth
the special seating, and extra shelving units it's costing me. This would make a
primo reading area for the kiddos...)
Thanks,
hg

Holly Gillum, Director
Ashley County Library

211 E. Lincoln St.
Hamburg, AR 71646
870-853-2078
ashcolib at gmail.com<mailto:ashcolib at gmail.com>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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attachment-0001.html>
From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Wed Oct 26 15:52:09 2016
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Wed, 26 Oct 2016 14:52:09 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
In-Reply-To: <014d01d22fbb$742a6150$5c7f23f0$@ctls.net>
References: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
<014d01d22fbb$742a6150$5c7f23f0$@ctls.net>
Message-ID: <CANLxXLGAthK3+-ExxD-4UYF_mdTtHFnQrhR1-DaBM03+8q9vYg@mail.gmail.com>
Good points! Also--we do have quite a few genealogists who prefer using
the physical books, even though it is available digitized online (and for
some types of books, the physical book can be easier to use and
view--atlases, for example).

Martha Grenzeback

|

Librarian

W. Dale Clark
*Main Library*215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org
<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<http://omahalibrary.wordpress.com/>
<http://instagram.com/omahalibrary>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
*What I am reading?*Have Space Suit -- Will Travel, *by Robert Heinlein*
On Wed, Oct 26, 2016 at 2:02 PM, Laurie Mahaffey <laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Holly,
This type of collection can be a very sacred cow to some people. J
Ask a lot of questions first. Is there a genealogy society in town that
meets there or sends people there?
Do you have holdings that really belong to them?
Researchers in this field (genies) sometimes leave large contributions as
a thank-you to library staff for helping them find things, or just for
owning what they want to see.
If I were you, I?d watch for 6 months to a year first. Visitors may come
around holiday times and increase the usage quite a bit.
Laurie
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Laurie Mahaffey, Executive Director
CTLS, Inc.
5555 North Lamar Blvd., Suite L-115
Austin TX 78751
1-800-262-4431
512-583-0704
512-583-0709 Fax
www.ctls.net
laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net

*Central Texas Library System, Inc. ? Connecting Texas Libraries Statewide*
*Serving Texas libraries since 1970*

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Holly Gillum
*Sent:* Wednesday, October 26, 2016 1:39 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?

Question. I'm sitting in my genealogy corner and randomly looking for
titles free online. So far, I'm 3 for 3. If the information is online,
then no one else would want them in hard copy...right? So, I can dispose
of them respectfully?

Thoughts? I want to pare down to just my state and local county (and a
few close surrounding.) I will compile a resource list of things we "had"
that can now be found online. Any other advice for how to shape up this
necessary, but unused portion of my library? (I've been here 2 months and
it's had 2 visitors. Not worth the special seating, and extra shelving
units it's costing me. This would make a primo reading area for the
kiddos...)

Thanks,
hg

>
>
>
>
> Holly Gillum, Director
>
> Ashley County Library
>
> 211 E. Lincoln St.
>
> Hamburg, AR 71646
>
> 870-853-2078
>
> ashcolib at gmail.com
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
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From kdolce at volusia.org Wed Oct 26 15:56:00 2016
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Wed, 26 Oct 2016 15:56:00 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
In-Reply-To: <CANLxXLGAthK3+-ExxD-4UYF_mdTtHFnQrhR1-DaBM03+8q9vYg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
<014d01d22fbb$742a6150$5c7f23f0$@ctls.net>
<CANLxXLGAthK3+-ExxD-4UYF_mdTtHFnQrhR1-DaBM03+8q9vYg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5810D210.ACA3.00AA.1@volusia.org>
I think you also need to keep in mind that not everything online necessarily stays
there forever. Things can be moved or deleted over time due to a variety of
factors. Having a print book avoids that issue. If it's not being used or the
information is dated, then that's a little different :)
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Martha Grenzeback (LIB)" <mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org> 10/26/2016 3:52 PM
>>>
Good points! Also--we do have quite a few genealogists who prefer using the
physical books, even though it is available digitized online (and for some types of
books, the physical book can be easier to use and view--atlases, for example).

Martha Grenzeback | Librarian
W. Dale Clark Main Library
215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org
What I am reading?Have Space Suit -- Will Travel, by Robert Heinlein

On Wed, Oct 26, 2016 at 2:02 PM, Laurie Mahaffey <laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net>
wrote:
Holly,
This type of collection can be a very sacred cow to some people. J
Ask a lot of questions first. Is there a genealogy society in town that meets there
or sends people there?
Do you have holdings that really belong to them?
Researchers in this field (genies) sometimes leave large contributions as a thankyou to library staff for helping them find things, or just for owning what they
want to see.
If I were you, I?d watch for 6 months to a year first. Visitors may come around
holiday times and increase the usage quite a bit.
Laurie
Laurie Mahaffey, Executive Director
CTLS, Inc.
5555 North Lamar Blvd., Suite L-115
Austin TX 78751
1-800-262-4431
512-583-0704
512-583-0709 Fax
www.ctls.net
laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net
Central Texas Library System, Inc. ? Connecting Texas Libraries Statewide
Serving Texas libraries since 1970
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Holly Gillum
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2016 1:39 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
Question. I'm sitting in my genealogy corner and randomly looking for titles free
online. So far, I'm 3 for 3. If the information is online, then no one else would
want them in hard copy...right? So, I can dispose of them respectfully?
Thoughts? I want to pare down to just my state and local county (and a few close
surrounding.) I will compile a resource list of things we "had" that can now be
found online. Any other advice for how to shape up this necessary, but unused
portion of my library? (I've been here 2 months and it's had 2 visitors. Not worth
the special seating, and extra shelving units it's costing me. This would make a
primo reading area for the kiddos...)
Thanks,
hg
Holly Gillum, Director
Ashley County Library
211 E. Lincoln St.
Hamburg, AR 71646
870-853-2078
ashcolib at gmail.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From nross at bryantx.gov Wed Oct 26 16:08:01 2016
From: nross at bryantx.gov (Ross, Nancy M)
Date: Wed, 26 Oct 2016 20:08:01 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
In-Reply-To:
<DM2PR09MB07160D3F3BA19C809B5FCFE2D8AB0@DM2PR09MB0716.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
<DM2PR09MB07160D3F3BA19C809B5FCFE2D8AB0@DM2PR09MB0716.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <62959C9DA565A048983C46EA8953819473D51EEE@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>

Exactly the responses I often hear!
As much as I use some online books and other
resources personally I must admit I often share the same reasoning and the last
most of all. There are books that are a must for my personal use and many other I
would love to own in hardcopy but simply cannot afford. I also have to chime in
that it is sometimes easier, simpler and faster to look at a book in hard copy.
OCR does not make everything easier to search.
The Carnegie is also facing the fact of vanishing shelf space. At this point
I have managed to keep from going crazy by removing duplicates of some books (not
area county histories) but every time I remove a book that is only available in
online format I cringe. They are backed up on an external hard drive since the
drive space I have been given is not sufficient for my desires but I have lost
information before to drive crashes and computer updates which makes me exceedingly
paranoid about backups.
Nancy McCraw Ross
Carnegie Librarian
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Scouras, Susan C
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2016 2:36 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
When someone uses this collection and you see they have one of the books that is
available online, tell them it is available on line and see what response you get.
The patron may be happy to know the book can be perused at leisure on their home
computer (of course that is less foot traffic for your library, if that is an
important statistic for you). Online accessibility varies greatly. Most do not
allow printing from the site?you can only read online. Genealogy patrons usually
want to print out their finding.
Response may also be:
?

I have no computer at home.

?

I don?t like/don?t know how to use the computer.

?

I can?t read very well on the computer.

?
The library computers are always tied up and I don?t like to/can?t wait
for a turn.
?

I use a phone/tablet at home and it is too small to read.

?
I can?t download large files very quickly (or at all) using my home
Internet service.
?

I can?t print from my device at home.

?
It?s too hard to use the online books because you can?t use the index and
then just look up the pages you want very easily.
If there is a local society that maintains a library of its own, you could offer
the less used items to them. However, if their library has very limited hours,
which most do, you may have some unhappy people who no longer have easy access.
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E

Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Holly Gillum
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2016 2:39 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
Question. I'm sitting in my genealogy corner and randomly looking for titles free
online. So far, I'm 3 for 3. If the information is online, then no one else would
want them in hard copy...right? So, I can dispose of them respectfully?
Thoughts? I want to pare down to just my state and local county (and a few close
surrounding.) I will compile a resource list of things we "had" that can now be
found online. Any other advice for how to shape up this necessary, but unused
portion of my library? (I've been here 2 months and it's had 2 visitors. Not worth
the special seating, and extra shelving units it's costing me. This would make a
primo reading area for the kiddos...)
Thanks,
hg

Holly Gillum, Director
Ashley County Library
211 E. Lincoln St.
Hamburg, AR 71646
870-853-2078
ashcolib at gmail.com<mailto:ashcolib at gmail.com>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161026/747bb5a0/
attachment.html>
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Wed Oct 26 16:18:16 2016
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Wed, 26 Oct 2016 20:18:16 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1551872A@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
References: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
<F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1551872A@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID:
<DM2PR09MB0716F793CCE1362DE6BD21CFD8AB0@DM2PR09MB0716.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
One thing I forgot to mention: If you are relying on online access, be very
confident that the material will REMAIN accessible online. This is especially
important if you are relying on access to a subscription database like
HeritageQuest. Your library may not always have the funds for a subscription, or
the content of the Web site could be changed by the owner. Google Books and others
may be challenged in court again. One never knows.
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library

The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Janice Kistler
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2016 3:38 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
What if the internet goes down? What if your computer crashes? And believe it or
not, there are still folks out there who wouldn?t know how to use a digital copy to
save their lives.
If you do decide to withdraw the books, at least offer them up to this list or to
other libraries in your state. I do that sometimes if I have duplicates of the
book in question.
Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library, Indiana
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Holly Gillum
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2016 2:39 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
Question. I'm sitting in my genealogy corner and randomly looking for titles free
online. So far, I'm 3 for 3. If the information is online, then no one else would
want them in hard copy...right? So, I can dispose of them respectfully?
Thoughts? I want to pare down to just my state and local county (and a few close
surrounding.) I will compile a resource list of things we "had" that can now be
found online. Any other advice for how to shape up this necessary, but unused
portion of my library? (I've been here 2 months and it's had 2 visitors. Not worth
the special seating, and extra shelving units it's costing me. This would make a
primo reading area for the kiddos...)
Thanks,
hg

Holly Gillum, Director
Ashley County Library
211 E. Lincoln St.
Hamburg, AR 71646
870-853-2078
ashcolib at gmail.com<mailto:ashcolib at gmail.com>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161026/
c37a61e9/attachment-0001.html>

From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Wed Oct 26 16:18:19 2016
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Wed, 26 Oct 2016 20:18:19 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
In-Reply-To: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BN6PR10MB139410BB92734E41FE71FA9EB5AB0@BN6PR10MB1394.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
When you find that an item is online, do you try to use it in that format?
Not
all supposedly wonderful scans are easy to search. Example: you have to open
sections separately, which is OK except when you have a page number as a reference,
and don?t know which section that will be (my own recent experience).
As for material from other states, consider where the population of your state
comes from. Look at the 1900 census for your city. If a large proportion of the
residents give Mississippi as a birthplace, for instance, keep Mississippi stuff.
I?m betting you don?t need Wisconsin material any more than I need Arkansas
sources.
And I second the advice on finding nearby libraries to refer your customers to.
By all means, give them first dibs on items which are not earning their keep.
Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
106 Washington Ave.
Oshkosh Wisconsin 54901-4985
munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Holly Gillum
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2016 1:39 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
Question. I'm sitting in my genealogy corner and randomly looking for titles free
online. So far, I'm 3 for 3. If the information is online, then no one else would
want them in hard copy...right? So, I can dispose of them respectfully?
Thoughts? I want to pare down to just my state and local county (and a few close
surrounding.) I will compile a resource list of things we "had" that can now be
found online. Any other advice for how to shape up this necessary, but unused
portion of my library? (I've been here 2 months and it's had 2 visitors. Not worth
the special seating, and extra shelving units it's costing me. This would make a
primo reading area for the kiddos...)
Thanks,
hg

Holly Gillum, Director
Ashley County Library
211 E. Lincoln St.
Hamburg, AR 71646
870-853-2078
ashcolib at gmail.com<mailto:ashcolib at gmail.com>
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161026/14317039/
attachment.html>
From birdlady2011 at icloud.com Wed Oct 26 16:33:38 2016
From: birdlady2011 at icloud.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Wed, 26 Oct 2016 16:33:38 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
In-Reply-To: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <32BA3E1B-5B47-46AC-86B5-70CD079DA3EE@icloud.com>
Two visitors only? Perhaps outreach is what?s called for. An ?Introduction to
Family History Resources at Your Library?? Reaching out to the high school for
family history research projects? Yes, the kids will end up on the computer, no
doubt. Of course, I don?t know a thing about your county or the books on your
shelf you?re looking at, either.
I have to agree with others ? There are plenty of times that a hard copy is way
easier to get fast answers from, or to peruse at leisure, or for those who
can?t/won?t use the computer.
Even before the web existed as we know it today, I would tell people to go to their
public library, and use its resources. Inevitably - and this was ?pre web? - some
people would say ?my library doesn?t have anything.? I always figured the library
had more than they thought, and they just didn?t understand how to make full use of
it.
Well, if a library doesn?t have anything on its shelves because they?ve gotten rid
of everything that?s online somewhere, what use will our libraries be? And not only
that, we all know that there?s a lot "out there? on the web that most people will
not find on their own without the professional guidance of a librarian (or other
professional).
Even just this morning in my truncated session at the National Archives Virtual
Genealogy Fair - https://www.archives.gov/calendar/genealogy-fair - I promoted
library usage at least once.
Just my own opinion.
Claire Kluskens
National Archives, Washington, DC

> On Oct 26, 2016, at 2:38 PM, Holly Gillum <ashcolib at gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Question. I'm sitting in my genealogy corner and randomly looking for titles
free online. So far, I'm 3 for 3. If the information is online, then no one else
would want them in hard copy...right? So, I can dispose of them respectfully?
>
> Thoughts? I want to pare down to just my state and local county (and a few close
surrounding.) I will compile a resource list of things we "had" that can now be
found online. Any other advice for how to shape up this necessary, but unused
portion of my library? (I've been here 2 months and it's had 2 visitors. Not worth
the special seating, and extra shelving units it's costing me. This would make a
primo reading area for the kiddos...)
>

> Thanks,
> hg
>
>
>
> Holly Gillum, Director
> Ashley County Library
> 211 E. Lincoln St.
> Hamburg, AR 71646
> 870-853-2078
> ashcolib at gmail.com <mailto:ashcolib at
gmail.com>_______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161026/
b34185bd/attachment.html>
From agometz at rhus.com Wed Oct 26 20:41:29 2016
From: agometz at rhus.com (Anne Gometz)
Date: Wed, 26 Oct 2016 20:41:29 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] If it's online, do I need to keep it?
In-Reply-To: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAMMSQDnejL7usx8SUBuOXSVsRkZ14J+SxfyvGbuKiydb84wsDQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <58114D39.1080306@rhus.com>
A couple of considerations here.
Looking at your library's catalog, I see you have some miscellaneous
material from other states. Were these gifts from local patrons and/or
organizations?
You don't want to hurt anyone's feelings.
As someone else mentioned, you need to look at migration patterns into
your area. Judging by a fast look at the 1850 census, you have a lot of
people from Alabama so I'd keep those books. (Ancestry started having
hissy fits while I was looking at your census so I didn't get further
than a couple of townships.)
I see you have a local DAR chapter. Interest in our local chapters has
been picking up lately -- maybe you can encourage it there. Invite
them to hold a meeting at the library and get a personal tour of the
genealogy resources. Ditto for any other lineage and history groups.
The Boy Scouts have a badge on this -- you could talk to them. Talk to
local history teachers about projects and papers for their classes.
Show everyone how to use Ancestry and FamilySearch.
Believe it or not, in our library genealogy and local history accounts
for more than 50% of our reference use. We've been pushing hard for
years to maintain and grow this. Genealogists are also among our
biggest library supporters.
And I too am very wary of sole dependence on things online. I've gone
back and found whole sites have disappeared. Plus it is a lot easier to
flip to the back of a book such as a collection of court minutes and
start with the index than it is to wait while an entire book loads so
you can get to the index.

Good luck.
Anne Gometz
Gastonia, NC
On 10/26/2016 2:38 PM, Holly Gillum wrote:
> Question. I'm sitting in my genealogy corner and randomly looking for
> titles free online. So far, I'm 3 for 3. If the information is
> online, then no one else would want them in hard copy...right? So, I
> can dispose of them respectfully?
>
> Thoughts? I want to pare down to just my state and local county (and
> a few close surrounding.) I will compile a resource list of things we
> "had" that can now be found online. Any other advice for how to shape
> up this necessary, but unused portion of my library? (I've been here 2
> months and it's had 2 visitors. Not worth the special seating, and
> extra shelving units it's costing me. This would make a primo reading
> area for the kiddos...)
>
> Thanks,
> hg
>
>
>
> Holly Gillum, Director
> Ashley County Library
> 211 E. Lincoln St.
> Hamburg, AR 71646
> 870-853-2078
> ashcolib at gmail.com <mailto:ashcolib at gmail.com>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161026/
d3ce340f/attachment.html>
From ebireland at earthlink.net Thu Oct 27 10:20:21 2016
From: ebireland at earthlink.net (Ebireland)
Date: Thu, 27 Oct 2016 07:20:21 -0700 (GMT-07:00)
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC
Message-ID: <7250190.2218.1477578021498@wamui-hunyo.atl.sa.earthlink.net>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20161027/93a4dbbd/
attachment.html>
From egrundset at dar.org Thu Oct 27 12:51:25 2016
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Thu, 27 Oct 2016 16:51:25 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] NUCMC

In-Reply-To: <7250190.2218.1477578021498@wamui-hunyo.atl.sa.earthlink.net>
References: <7250190.2218.1477578021498@wamui-hunyo.atl.sa.earthlink.net>
Message-ID: <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94138CE0EA@Mail3.darlib.org>
Thanks. It is a shame that all of that material couldn?t have been saved as one
collection somewhere else!
Eric
Eric G. Grundset
Director of Library Publications
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<http://www.dar.org/library>
Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ebireland
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2016 10:20 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NUCMC
Eric, more notes on Copley Library:
There are several Copley libraries, or at least were.
James S Copley (1916 - 1973) endowed the Helen K. and James S. Copley Library at
the University of San Diego (not to be confused with San Diego State University).
James Copley was the long time owner of the San Diego Union-Tribune newspaper.
He also had a personal library called the James S Copley Library, which is
described in a book he evidently commissioned; A Promise Kept: The Story of the
James S. Copley Library. By Richard Reilly. San Diego: Copley Books, 1983. Copley
died in 1973. His widow, Helen, continued the collection, and in 1982 she dedicated
a new home for the library, on Kline Street in La Jolla.
The library is closed now, part of the Copley newspaper family?s sale of various
properties in recent years, including The San Diego Union-Tribune. The Copley heir,
David Copley evidently continued the collection. The Americana collection was
auctioned off in 2010 at Sotheby?s in New York. Presumably portion of that library
may exist in various public collections. David Copley, died in 2012 and his
considerable estate was subsequently auctioned off at his death.
Everett Ireland
San Diego

_______________________________________________
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